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Mr. Montek s. Ahluwalia, DRC 

Orville P. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Completed Res~arch Projects 

" . 

October 31, 1977 

1. In discussions with you and f om the receipt (and non-
receipt) of recent status reports, we have ascertained that a 
number of the research projects under your supervision are 
completed. You and I have agreed on the need to prepare comple
tion reports for each of the projects in question. They are 
listed below: 

670-84 ("Growth, Employment and Size Distribution of Income") 
670-85 ("Urban Income Distribution in Latin America") 
670-94 ("Employment and Income Distribution in Malaysian) 
671-39 ( nPrice Intervention in Agriculturen) 
671-41 ("Indirect Estimation of the Size Distribution 

of Income u) 

2. Co~pletion reports were originally requested for two of 
these projects (670-84 and 670-85) last June. Since then, as 
you know, we have issued a revised form, copies of which are 
attached. 

J. We would appreciate receiving the filled-in completion 
reports no later than Wednesday, November 30. Thank you. 

Attachment:s 

ec(w/o att): Mr. Duloy, Ms. Stout 

OFGrimes:tqr ~ 
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
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TO: Research Committee Members 

FROM: Orville F. Grimes, Jr.~ 

DATE: October 27, 1977 

SUBJECT: Meetings on October 7 and 19, 1977 

1. Present at the October 7 meeting were Messrs. B. King, 
Balassa, de Vries, Dubey, Jaycox, Lerdau, Little, van der Tak, 
Vergin, Waide, Grimes and Choksi. Mr. Stoutjesdijk was present 
for the review of the City Study Steering Group report. Attend
ing the meeting of October 19 were Messrs. Chenery (Chairman), 
de Vries, Dubey, Jaycox, B. King, Lerdau, Little, Vergin, 
Waide, A. Ray, and Grimes, with Mr. Lethem present for further 
discussion of the proposal on textbooks. 

2. Mr. King reported that the group convened under the 
direction of Professor Albert Fishlow to review Bank research 
on income distribution and employment (RAPIDE) concluded its 
initial round of meetings on October 12. Working relations 
among members appeared to be harmonious. Members have volun
teered for individual jobs, including visits to Malaysia and 
Chile to obtain a user's perspective on the effects of 
specific Bank research. The group will next meet on December 13, 
by which time Professor Fishlow wiil have made at least one 
further visit to the Bank. It appears feasible for preliminary 
findings to be reviewed before this year's annual report on · 
research is distributed to the Board. 

3. As to the issue of the proper size of the overall 
research budget, an approach suggested by Mr. Chenery would be 
for a sub-group of the Research Committee to consider the issue 
and make a recommendation. The first concern would be to 
determine what the actual pattern of research expenditures has 
been; whether, for example, demand and supply have been in 
balance. 

4. From a table distributed at the second meeting, an 
unaccustomed stringency now appears to characterize the research 
expenses anticipated for FY78. If all presently known future 
submissions were to be approved, the program would be about 20 
percent overbudgeted, compared with normal overprogramming of 
10 to 15 percent. Efforts will be made to identify portions 
of existing FY78 authorizations that might, without loss, be 
reallocated to FY79. 

"Strategic Planning to Accommodate Rapid Growth in Cities of 
Developing Countries ('The City Study')", No. 671-47: State
ment of Objectives and Policy Questions 

5. At the October 7 meeting the Committee considered a 
. brief statement on the objectives of this research project and 
the policy _questions to be addressed, as requested of the project 
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sponsors at the June 24 Research Committee meeting. In preparing 
this statement, the sponsors had met individually with virtually 
every member of the Steering Committee, incorporating their 
views to the extent necessary. 

6. Committee members recommended that the o_riginal 
budget and time frame of the project be approved, on the under
standing that they be kept closely informed of progress by 
the Steering Committee. Several members felt that the section 
dealing with the public sector still tried to encompass too 
many dissimilar themes. One of these members further suggested 
that additional thought should be given to extracting a number 
of specific policy issues from the range of questions it would 
be possible to address on the workings of the housing market. 
Several other members did not see much connection between the 
original June proposal and the present list of questions. 

A General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) 

7. The Committee agreed with the review panel that since 
specification of most current models follows no disciplined form, 
GAMS could help make modeling activities in the Bank far more 
useful. Tangible benefits from automating additional steps in 
the formulation and solution of a model would be reductions in 
manpower and computer costs. Improved understanding would 
perhaps be an even greater benefit. The modeler would be forced 
to specify more closely the relations being modeled, increasing 
his own knowledge of the model's structure and reducing errors; 
and strangers to the process would have easier access to the 
model at a later .date. Noting that the sponsors had agreed to 
a review after one year and had submitted a list of interim 
output, the Committee recommended approval of the first year 
of work. Consideration would be given at a later stage to the 
conditions under which the output could best be placed in the 
public domain. 

Small-Scale Enterprise Development 

8. Review panel members had been satisfied that this program 
of research was likely to shed light on several operationally 
important questions. On the strength of its recommendations, the 
Committee was inclined to accept the proposal as presented. 
Signatures of approval had been obtained from the South Asia 
and East Asia Regions and from the Industrial Development and 
Finance Department, and approval from the Government of India 
for the full-scale survey work and case study in that country 
was regarded as likely. A major remaining issue was the level 
of Bank supervision after the departure in April 1978 of Ian 
Little. Committee members were told that Dennis Anderson would 
be the central Bank supervisory figure, on a nearly full-time 
basis, from that time through at least the end of Phase I. 
Their suppo~t for the proposed study was predicated on this 
assurance. 
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9. In reply to a query whether the Regions would be 
reimbursed for travel expenses in conjunction with the project, 
Mr. Anderson in a subsequent note indicated that for the case 
studies in India and the Philippines, travel and expenses 
of Regional staff members would indeed be charged to the project. 
No allowance had been made for travel of Regional staff to 
C lombia, but since the amount is rather small the sponsors 
planned to draw on contingency funds for this purpose. 

The Influence of Books on Learning 

10. Clarification was requested at the October 7 meeting of 
the relation between the experiments proposed for Nicaragua and 
work recently approved for that country under the "Educational 
Radio" project (No. 671-54). The Nicaragua Radio Mathematics 
Study has been establishing two groups, one exposed to radio 
and one not, with the radio group in grade 1 further split. In 
addition to a control group of 20 classrooms, there will be 40 
classrooms with radio, half with worksheets (but not books) the 
entire year and half with worksheets two-thirds of the year. As 
indicated in an October 17 memorandum from the project sponsors, 
the proposed research would add 20 "book" classrooms. An essen
tially similar arrangement is proposed for grade 4. On this 
basis, Committee members at the October 19 meeting recommended 
approval of the proposed textbook study. 

"Management and Organization bf Irrigation Projects" (No. 671-34) 

11. As this supplementary request had not been given a panel 
review, the Committee at the October · 7 meeting found it difficult 
to judge whether . the concerns expressed by the March 1977 review 
panel had been met. A more specific question was whether the 
sources of additional advice proposed (i.e., the country study 
teams) were adequate to meet the objectives of this component 
of the project, or whether, instead, a team of experts from 
one or two developing countries should supplement or replace 
some of the groups proposed. With the Bank project supervisor 
absent on leave, a telephone canvass was conducted of the panel
ists who reviewed the earlier version of this proposed supple
ment. Those who responded were generally satisfied that useful 
insights on evaluating and comparing the management and organi
zation of irrigation projects would be obtained from the study 
as outlined, and that a search for additional study teams at 
this point would not be productive. 

12. The prevailing sentiment of Committee members at the 
October 19 meeting, however, was that three simultaneous attempts 
to arrive at a conceptual framework in an area with so little 
received wisdom might not be the most useful way to narrow the 
focus of the project. Instead, the suggestion was made that a 
smaller group--perhaps two or three people--could subject the 
preliminary ODI report when it is received to an extensive 
critical review. This review would deal primarily with" ... the 
utility of the evaluation methodology developed by (ODI)" (para. 
3.i, memorandum from F. Hates to O. F. Grimes, August 31). 
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Suggestions for alternative conceptual approaches, to the 
extent regarded as desirable, would be encouraged. When this 
group is selected, its terms of reference defined, and the 
reJationship established between its work and the proposed 
in~egrative workshop, a budget should be submitted to the 
Research Committee Secretary for consideration by the 
Committee. 

"Social Accounts and Development Models" (No. 671-27): 
Proposal for Conference 

13. In recommending approval of the proposed conference in 
England, the Committee noted that persons having already built 
a SAM or with a fair amount of first-hand experience were 
heavily represented among the proposed attendees. Further 
attempts should accordingly be made to include representatives 
of planning commissions or other potential users from developing 
countries, in addition to critics and model builders as yet 
unfamiliar with the SAM framework. This would lead to recommen
dations and suggestions for future work derived in larger 
measure from the record of experience to date about the useful
ness of SAMs. 

Socio-Economic Aspects of Fertility Behavior in Rural Botswana 

14. This study would, in its first stage, explore the 
Botswana Rural Income Distribution Survey data to produce socio
economic correlates of the distribution of rural income and 
wealth. Broad support was expressed in the review panel and 
by Committee members for this portion of the research. 
Although the second stage multivariate analysis of fertility 
behavior was regarded as much riskier, the opportunity to apply 
time allocation models to such a potentially rich body of 
data probably made the risk worth taking. Panel recommenda
tions for an advisory panel and mid-term review were accepted. 
The latter will be conducted in about May 1978, and will result 
in cancellation of the project if further data manipulation is 
not felt to be useful. The Research Committee, meanwhile, is 
to be kept fully informed of progress. 

"A Comparative Study of the Sources of Industrial Growth and 
Structural Change" (No. 671-32) 

15. Leading the discussion of this supplementary request, 
Messrs. B. King and de Vries noted the review panel's unanimity 
that the program proposed for completing the current phase of 
the project was satisfactory. With the data base nearly estab
lished, work can now focus more intensively on how the results 
relate to the policies followed in each country. The request 
for additional funding was consequently approved. 

J 
I 
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India -- Impact of Agricultural Development on Employment and 
Poverty: Phase I 

16. The panel that reviewed this proposal had accepted the 
id~a of a separately funded initial phase of project formulation. 
Panel members also believed that a more specific set of questions 
and issues could usefully be formulated now, since in their 
estimation the proposal had not done justice to the sponsors' 
awareness of specific hypotheses which they intended eventually 
to test. Some views from the literature on Indian agricultural 
development had been assembled, but their diversity still admitted 
to a wide range of possible issues on which to concentrate. One 
Committee member added that, as with similar previous examples, 
an opportunity for Bank staff to become more familiar with 
current controversies about Indian agriculture was being lost 
by arranging for the literature and data sources to be reviewed 
by consultants. 

17. Committee members recommended approval on the understanding 
that arrangements for coordination with the Region and CPS 
following the review panel suggestions (page 2, ii) be made as 
soon as possible during Phase I. As this phase is the entering 
wedge which, if successful, will lead to a large project, close 
coordination with operating staff is particularly important 
from the beginning of Phase II onward, when the Region will 
become much more active in monitoring progreis. Continuity 
within the Bank after the departure of Professor Srinivasan 
is also required if the project is to be completed successfully. 

"Appropriate Technology for Water Supply and Waste Disposal" 
(No. 671-46): Diffusion Study 

18. The proposed study by an experienced researcher seemed 
an attractive means of determining the importance of sociological 
factors in the choice of technology. There was some disagree
ment whether "guidelines for the design of future projects" 
(para. 9, 2 of the October 11 submission) would in fact emerge, 
but none that making the effort was worthwhile. As the project 
sponsors have indicated that the $27,700 "contingency" is quite 
likely to be committed during FY78, the funding proposed was 
approved as an addition to the FY78 authorization. 
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"Standards of Reliability of Urban Electricity Supply" 
(No. 670-67) 

19. This request to complete the work begun in September 
.976 was approved as presented. 

OFGrimes:nf 

cc: Messrs. Chenery 
Balassa 
de Vries 
Dubey 
Holsen 
Jaycox 
B. King 
Lerdau 
Little 
Picciotto 
van der Tak 
Vergin 
Waide 
Lethem 
A. Ray 
Stoutjesdijk 



Mr. Hollis B. Chenery 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr. 

Abstracts 1977: Clearance of Drafts 

October 26, 1977 

All drafts of this year's Abstracts booklet ere cleared 
with project upervisors in July and earl August prior to 
subMission to the Publications unit about the third eek of 
August. I ant a not in early September (attached) reminding 
supervisors through their administrativ officer that minor 
changes could still be incorpor ted until th end of September. 
We did receive a few such changes, principally in completion 
dates, which _have been incorporat din the galleys you saw 
earlier this week. We also know of one case (the Natural 
Resources project} in which some modification in the substance 
of the narrative are being considered; e will wait for noti
fication of these changes before returning the galleys for 
further processing. Otherwi e, though, to our knowledge 
the project monitors are satisfied with the present drafts. 

OFGrimes:nf 

Attachment 

cc: Messrs. B. King 
Stoutjesdijk 



Mr. Robert Steel 
Secretary-General 
The Royal Institution of 

Chartered Surveyors 
29 Lincoln's Inn Fields 
London WC2A 3DG 
England 

Dear Mr. Steel: 

October 26, 1977 

Please find enclosed a sample of Bank research on 
problems of land tenure, market operations, and public policy 
in cities of developing countries. This material also 
includes our most recent organization chart, which should 
amplify somewhat our discussion of last evening, along with 
the Annual Report f .or 1977 of the Bank and its affiliates. 

r much appreciated Mr. Denman's initiative (to whom 
please convey my J.:;,est regards of giving me the opportunity 
to meet briefly with you and Mr. Franklin. There will no 
doubt be further occasions in the future, here or in England, 
to pursue matters of mutual interest. In the meantime if I 
can be of further assistance,,_ please let me know. 

Enclosures 

OFGrimes:nf 

Yours sincerely, 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr. 
Secretary to the 

Research Committee 
Developmene Policy 



• Claudio de Moura Castro 
Technical Coordinator 
Programa de Estudos Conjtmctos de 

Integracao Economica da America Latina 
Caixa Postal 740 
Rio de Janeiro, Brasil 

Dear Claudio : 

October 25, 1977 

The research project, co-authored with Dean Jamison, has now 
been approved by the Bank's research cormnittee. We are re dy to begin 
Stage I. 

In Stage I we will be searching for already-collected data 
sets for information related to books and any other printed materials 
which may contribute to academic achievement. A copy of the proposal 
is being sent to you separately. 

I know that ECIEL collected no direct information on the 
nunber of textbooks available per child. levertheless, your question
naires do ask for information on: 

1. Whether the school providea free textbooks ; 

2. Whether the school has a library; 
and if so, 

(a) the number of books iniit ; 
(b) the number of books out on loan ; 
(c) whether a librarian is available 

3. The number of books the teachers have read recently ; 

4. The number of books in the homes of the children ; 

5. Whether, at home, the children have access to a dictionary 
or to a newspaper. 

What I would like to know from you is: 

(i) How reliable are the responses to these questions? 
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1 J'. Cla io d ura Castro tobe1: 25 , 1 77 

{i!) u or a y of y ur ECI collea • e id aa 
~e feasibility of conatructina CCC S 11 

ind x fro thes ite 'l 

(iii) would you or one of our coll ag a like to dt with 
in analyziu thi in'°or tion and other info 
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• trip to differ p rt of tin 
possibl • I com.i to o (and els• h re), I 
to quastions (i). (ii), d (iii). If th 8tt 

include tlle analy s ae Part II of the reae.ar 
cond p rt to th research co tt e i J 

Advice would bow lco • 

cc: Mr. Dean Jamison 

SU: th 

e.t wi h 

s. // < 

Stephen P. Ileyne
Sociologist/~ducator 
Bdt.icat1on Depart e t 



Mr. Hollis B. Chenery 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

"Abstracts', 1977 

October 25, 1977 

I attach herewith the galleys of the booklet 
"World Bank Research Program: Abstracts of Current Studiesu. 
Since this is our last opportunity to malte changes, I would 
appreciate any comments you might have as soon as possible, 
preferably by next Tuesday, November 1. 

Thank you. 

OFGrimes:nf 

cc: Mr. B. King (w/o attachment) 
Mrs. Hazzah ("nnn n u " "" "" tt " ") 



Files 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr. VPD 

Res earch Budget FY77: 
Incorrect Attribution of Charges 

October I9, ] 977 

As indicated in the attached note, FY77 
disbursements on the final P and B com uter printout 
show $3,000 unde r project 671-41 that should have been 
attributed to 671-42. The necessary adjustments have 
been made in our records, and should also be recorded 
by the project supervisors. 

Attachment 

cc (w/attf ): Messrs. Ahluwalia, Egbert 
Ms. Trenchi, Ms. Stout 

(w/o att.):Mr. Durrani 

OFGrimes:grr(f/. 



TO: 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: 

WO RLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION I 
OFFICE MEMORANDUM / I 

Mr. Orville F. Grimes 
' Jr.' VPD DATE: October 10, 1977 

A. M. Durrani, P&B~ 

Miselaced Consultant Fees 

1. Reference is made to the disbursement of $3000 under External 
Research Project 671/41 for the consultant Mclaughlin under commitment 
no. XV8374 and voucher no. G07014 of June 17, 1976. 

2. The above commitment number is for the consultant McLaughlin 
whose work was limited to the External Research Project no. 671/42. 
However due to a coding error, the amount was disbursed under project 
no. 671/41. Due to last minute rush of work, the misplaced expense 
could not be transferred to the correct project no. and hence the 
computer printout for June 1976 still shows the disbursement under 
project no. 671/41. In any accounting of the external research projects, 
a hand transfer of this amount from project 671/41 to 671/42 wi 1 l reflect 
the correct balances and such transfer is the refore recommended. Please 
note that the transfer has no effect on the total External Research 
accruals. 

cc: Mr. Murias, Controller's Dept. 

AMD:di 



Mr. Heinz Vergin, PAB October 18, 1977 

Benjamin B. King, VPD 

Rese!l.rch Budget .. - ~ontrol of Exp,enditures 

I attach some corr sponden~e f about a year ago: 

(i) 
(ii) 

(iii) 
(iv) 

King to Mitchell i 

King to Mitchell : 
Mitchell to King : 
King to Adler : 

8/30/76 (w/o attachments) 
9/3/76 
9/8/76 
9/13..{76 

rafses the question of how we control research expendi
ture. As a member of the Research Committee, you will 
shortly become acquainted with a case, which may horrify 
you wearing your budgetary hat (or maybe both). My 
question in the last of the above memos still stands. 

Attachments 

Mrs. Cleave 
Mr. Grimes 



Mr. John Adler, P & B 

Benjamin B. King, VPD 

Research Budget - Control of Expenditures 

September 13, 1976 

1. A recent incident has brought to light something of 
a problem in the control of expenditure on projects financed 
under the •iExternal Research" budget. Before the end of 
FY76 the supervisor of a research project informed us that 
there would be an overrun on this project (671-14). Our 
rule is that, ceteris paribus, overruns are to be financed 
by the overrunning department - otherwise we clearly have 
no sanction. 

2. In this case, after hearing the circumstances, we 
agreed with the supervisor that the overrun would be split 
between the research budget and the Transportation Depart..~ent 
which was the one involved. However, at a subsequent meeting 
between representatives of the Transportation Department and 
P & B, the former refused to accept responsibility for their 
share and this refusal was acceded to by the P & B represen
tative. We were not consulted; we were presented with a 
fait accompli. 

3. The amount involved was not such as to cause 
concern, but the implications for control of the external 
research budget, for which we bear ultimate responsibility, 
have certainly given me pause. I accordingly wrote the 
attached memorandum of September 3 to Tom Mitchell; in 
reply he sent me his memorandum of September 8 (also 
attached). He seems to be surprioed too. 

4. Where do we go from here? 

Attachments 

cc: Messrs. Gabriel* 
Mitchell* 
Blaxall 
Grimes* 

Mrs. Cleave 

· * without attachments . 
BBKing:gm 

..... 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

W J BANK/ INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPOR, .. N 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. Ben~ B. King, Office - VP, Dev. Policy 

Thomas tJn~ Controller's 

Research Budget - Control of Expenditures 

DATE: 

This is in response to your memorandum to me of 
September 3, 1976. 

September 8, 1976 

I believe that it would be more appropriate for you to discuss 
your problem with the Programming and Budgeting Department. The 
Administrative Expense Division is responsible for processing payments 
of administrative expenses,but we have no responsibility for monitoring 
payments in relation to budget allocations or for recording commitments 
in the administrative expense commitment system. 

I am surprised that the existing commitment system does not 
provide the required control of expenses - which I understand is one of 
the basic purposes of the system. 

If we can be of assistance in some other way, do not hesitate 
to call. 

cc: (with incoming memo) 
Messrs. Gabriel 

English 
File 6 

TMitchell/vlb 



Mr. T. Mitchell, Controller's 

Benjamin B. King, VPD 

Research Budget: Control of Expenditures 

September J; 1976 

1. Analysis of the FY76 budget performance of projects 
in the research program shows that, as in previous fiscal 
years, disbursements and accruals have exceeded authorizations 
for a few projects. Although our thrice-yearly status report
ing is a useful early warning device in some cases, it has not 
in practice been possible to undertake a full accounting of 
total expenditures, including over- or underdisbursement 
against existing accruals, until t..~e fiscal year is completed 
and records closed. 

2. There would consequently seem to be a strong case 
for instituting a mechanism whereby expenditures on research 
can be more tightly controlled throughout the year. For 
completed projects and some others without current funding, 
we can certainly ask, as in my memorandum to you of August 30, 
that you not accept furt.~er commitments. But this is cle arly 
after the fact; what is needed is a mechanism for comparin g 
requests for commitment or disbursement against budget 
authorizations as these requests are received. We would be 
happy to discuss with you how to institute such a mechanism. 
An obvious possibility would be for your staff not to accept 
claims for disbursement against a project, if they exceed 
the authorization for that project; and to inform us when 
this is done. 

cc: Messrs. Blaxall 
Grimes 
Korolevich 

OFGrimes:gm 
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Mr. T. Mitchell, Controller's 

Benjamin B. King, VPD 

Research Program: Closure of Conunitments 

• August 30, 1976 

The attached list shows research projects that 
have exhausted their funding. Most are completed; the 
rest are in the final stages of report writing. None is 
authorized to make cormnitments for FY77 or to disburse 
against amounts granted in prior years. We would accord
ingly appreciate it if you would decline to accept further 
conunitments or requests for payment under these projects. 

Attachment 

cc: Mr. Korolevich 
Mr. Panickaveetil 
Mr. Lowther 
Miss Gary 
Mr. Rathnam 
Mr. Bates 
Miss Peter 
Mr. Gomez 
Mrs. Hazzah 
Mr. Grimes 

OFGrimes:gm 



Charge 
Code Project Title 

670-01 _ Development Strategies in Semi
Industrial Countries 

670-02 Country Programming Study: . Chile 

670-03 Patterns of Demand & Savings in the 
Development Process 

670-04 Study in Multi-Level Programming: 
Ivory Coast 

670-05 Cross-Section Analysis of the 
Development Process 

670-07 International Model 

670-08 Project Appraisal & Shadow Prices 

670-09 Size Distribution of Income 

670-10 Survey of Economy-Wide Planning Models 

670-11 Prospects for Jute & Competition from 
Synthetics 

670-12 Reappraisal of Credits for Financing 
Farm Mechanization in Pakistan 

. 670-13 Evaluation of Alternative Methods for 
Specifying Agricultural Sector Develop
ment Strategies: Portugal & Brazil 

670-15 

670-16 

670-17 

670-18 

670-19 

670-20 

670-21 

670-28 

Agriculture Research & Productivity 
Changes 

Agricultural Secto~ in Mexico 

Livestock Simulation Model 

Rural Development in Africa 

Expansion in Manufacturing for Exports 
in Developing Countries 

Industrialization~ Trade Policies 
for the 1970s 

.~ 

Export Promotion & Preferences: India 

Measurement of Road Width/Vehicle Speed 
Relationships 

· ' 

Responsible 
Department 

Development Research 
Center (DRC) 

DRC 

DRC 

DRC 

Economic Analysis & 

Projections (EPD) 

EPD 

· office V.P., Project Staff 

DRC 

DRC 

EPD 

Agriculture & Rural Develo 
ment, CPS (AGP) 

AGP 

Development Economics (ECD 

DRC 

AGP 

East Africa 

ECD 

ECD 

ECD 

Transportation, CPS 



• 

Charge 
Code 

670-30 

670-31 

6:/0-32 

670-33 

670-34 

670-35 

670-36 

670-37 

670-38 

670-39 

. 670"-40 

670-41 

670-42 

670-46 

670-47 

670-48 

670-49 

670-50 

670-51 

- 2 -

Project Title 

Impact on Port Congestion of Ship 
Rescheduling 

Promotion of ·Road Construction Industry 
in Developing Countries 

Compilation of Highway Design Standards 

Railway Traffic Costing Study 

Urban Transport & the Automobile 

Criteria for Choice between Electricity 
& Diesel Traction in Project Evaluation 

Responsible 
Depa rtment 

Transportation, CPS 

Transportation, CPS 

Transportation, CPS 

Transportation, CPS 

Transportation, CPS 

Transportation, CPS 

Property Values & Water Supply Energy, Water, and Telecom 
munications, CPS 

Village Water Supply Energy, Water, and Telecom 
munications, CPS 

Analysis of Problems &. Issues in ECD 
Village Electrification 

Pricing & Investment in Electricity ECD 
Supply 

Economic Models of Internal Migration ECD 

The Urban Data Needs of the World Bank ECD 

Professional Structure in Southeast Asia ECD 

Cost Effectiveness of Alternative Education, CPS 
Learning Technolog~es in Industrial 
Training 

Costa Rica Employment Survey ECD 

Economic Issues of Health ECD 

International Hotel Comparison Tourism, CPS 

Mechanization in India: Its Extent & 
Effect on Hired Labor 

Survey of Non-Formal Rural Education 

AGP 

Education, CPS ,-

670-54 Employment & Capital-Labor Substitution DRC 

670-69 · Growth & Income Distribution in -Brazil DRC . 
.- I 
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Charge 
Code 

670-70 

670-72 

670-74 

6.70-75 

670-76 

670-77 

670-80 

670-81 

670-82 

670-91 

670-94 

670-97 

671-01 

671-04· 

671-12 

671-13 

671-21 

671-22 

671-24 

- 3 -

Project Title 

Urban Public Finance & Administration 

Study of Irrigation water tharges 

Analysis of Income & Consumption (ECIEL) 

Rural & Urban Public Works 

Pricing & Investment in Telecommuni
cations 

Financing of Small . Scale Industry 

Land Reform in Latin America 

Comparative Analysis of Resource 
Allocation in Cocoa Production 

Seminar on Inflation & Commodity Prices 

Benefits of Schooling· for Workers 

Employment & Income Distribution in 
Malaysia 

Urban & Regional Subsystems in West 
Malaysia 

Country Concentration 

Rural Savings & Investment 

Reduction in Waste Water 

Port Pricing & Investment Policies for 
Developing Countries 

Foodgrain Production in Asia 

Raising the Productivity of Small Farms 

Simulation of Buffer Stocks 

Responsible 
Department 

ECO 

AGP 

ORC 

ECD 

Energy, Water, and Telecom 
munications, CPS 

ECD 

ECO 

EPD 

EPO 

ECD 

DRC 

·ECD 

DRC 

ECD 

Energy, Water, and Tele
communications, CPS 

Transportation, CPS 

East Asia/South Asia/AGP 

AGP 

ECD 

,-
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mt:.. Bela Balassa, DRC (N236) 

FROM: Shamsher Singh, Chief, EPD/CE 

SUBJECT: Tentative Work Program on Trade to mid 1979 

DATE October 18, 1977. 

We propose the following items for possible inclusion in the 
DPS Work program on trade: 

Export Trade of Non Oil Developing Countries 

This is a continuing review of the global trade framework and the 
pattern of trade of these countries (Division Staff). 

Intra-LDC Trade: Constraints and Opportunities 

Phase I: K. Laursen will write an issues paper on this in 
connection with the WDR. His first draft is scheduled to be finished in 
January 1978. Phase II will build upon Laursen's paper. Enzo Grilli, 
possibly together with K. Laursen, will be responsible for the study 
(estimated 4 man months EPD/CE professional staff and 1 man month R.A. 
staff). First draft July 1978; final September 1978. 

Processing Primary Commodities in Developing Countries 

The study will cover minerals and metals as well as agricultural 
products. K. Takeuchi and C. Chung will be responsible for it (estimated 
6 man months EPD/CE professional staff and 2 man months R.A. staff). First 
draft August 1978; final October 1978. 

Export Performance and Diversification Prospects for the Poorest Developing 
Countries 

S. Singh will be responsible. Planned for FY 78-79. Outline and 
staffing estimates not yet available. 

Sensitivity of Developing Country Exports to High Income Country Growth: 
A Quantitative Analysis 

E. Grilli and A. Schwartz will be responsible (estimated 4 man 
months EPD professional staff--2 EPD/CE and 2 EPD/IE--and 2 man months R.A. 
staff); first draft August 1978; final November 1978. 

Trade, Inflation and Growth: A Study of the Interrelationships 

This study is being planned . for FY 78-79. Author and staffing 
estimates not yet available (an outside person-- possibly an academician 
on sabbatical leave--could be put in charge). A request for this study was 
made by a Board member during the discussions on the Prospects paper. 

cc: Mrs. Hughes/Mr. Cheetham 
Messrs s r reeten, Little, Laursen, Avramovic, 
Stoutjesdijk, Keesing, Grilli 

EGrilli/SSingh:lb 

"" 



-Research Committee Members October 18, 1977 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Additional Items for October 19 Meeting 

1. Last week you were sent the revised proposal 
"Socio-Economic Aspects of Fertility Behavior in Rural 
Botswana," which, along with the review panel note of 
October 5, 1977, will be considered at the Research 
Connnittee meeting of Wednesday, October 19 (Category 
VIII.C). 

2. Attached you Will find two additional items for 
consideration at the October 19 meeting. One is a note 
from the sponsors of the proposal to study the effects of 
books on learning, which describes the background and 
design of the Nicaragua component. The other is a supple
mentary request under the project on Appropriate Technology 
for Water Supply and Waste Disposal {No. 671-46) to examine 
technology diffusion. An earlier version of the proposed 
diffusion study was reviewed with other elements of the 
future work program of this project at the Research 
Committee meeting of June 24, 1977. At that time it was 
noted that " .•. a revised approach to modeling diffusion 
mechanisms had been prepared following the panel meeting, 
for review by the project Steering Group and panel members. 
On their favorable recommendation, this portion of the study 
would be considered in the normal manner at a forthcoming 
Research Committee meeting." (minutes, July 1, 1977). 

Attachments 

Distribution: Messrs. Chenery, Balassa, de Vries, Dubey, 
Jaycox, B. King, Lerdau, Little, Picciotto, 
van der Tak, Vergin, Waide 

OFGrimes: gm~ 



P.r fessor Dani l W. Bromley, Co-Editor 
Land Economics 
7226 Social Science Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 53706 

Dear Professor Bromley : 

October 17, 1977 

Enclosed for your consid ration are three copi sofa paper 
by William Doebele, Johannes Linn and myself on the financing of 
urban services by valorization charges in Bogota, Colombia. This 
pap r outlines the conclusions of two studies undertaken by the 
World Bank on the finaneial and economic feasibility of this 
method of improving service networks in cities of developing 
countries. Having benefit d from the earlier conceptual treat
ment of valorization b 1illiam Rhoads and Richard Bird (Land 
Economics, November 1967), we felt that our empirical analysis 
of many of the issues and hypotheses they raised might be of 
interest to your r aders. 

We regret that the paper is somewhat longer than the stated 
maximum for main articles. We have tried our best to extract 
tne ssence from longer papers {references 3 and 10), each over 
80 pages, on which thi paper is based. However, if the reviewers 
feel that further pruning is necessary, we would be willing to 
attempt it. In a later version we would of course include a 
camera- ready copy of the figure on page 25~ The paper has neither 
been published nor is being considered for P,Ublication elsewhere. 

?e appreciate your con ideration and hope to hear from you 
soon. 



Members of the Research Advisory Panel 
on Income Distribution and Employment 

October 10, 1977 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

The Research Committee: An Informal Early History 

1. This memorandum outlines the rationale and origins 
of the Research Committee, established in April 1971 to 
guide the conduct of research in the Bank. While the coverage 
is selective and treatment of each topic is brief, this account 
may provide a basis for more detailed discussions with parti
cipants in the events described. 

Antecedents 

a. 1968 Review by Orcutt 

2. One of the earliest reviews of Bank research, 
prepared by Professor Guy Orcutt in 1968, took the view 
that the Bank should be doing a great deal more research 
than it was then doing. A five-year target budget of $10 
million per year was recommended as both feasible and "as 
small as should be considered reasonable." "If the Bank 
doesn't have the responsibility, the resources, and the 
opportunity to carry out and promote (inductive and applied 
research along with needed research tool building), then 
who does?" 1/ In its simplest form the principal contention 
of the paper appears to be that (a) the Bank needs knowledge 
to formulate intelligent policy: and (b) research can supply 
that knowledge. 

3. Another suggestion of the Orcutt review was that 
since research in the Bank was then scattered among Area, 
Project, and Economic De:eartments, there was need for 
further consolidation of research activities. One wonders 
whether this conclusion followed from a more all-inclusive 
perception of research than was (and is) generally accepted 
in the Bank, in which the analytical work of operational 
units is regarded more as support of country programs and 
projects than as research. Already, in fact, most staff 
engaged in research on the narrower definition had been 
grouped in departments which devoted a · significant portion 
of their resources to research. This paper called attention 
to the 1nefficiencies from duplication of effort, failure to 

1/ Guy H. Orcutt, "Research and the World Bank," Ma 
p. 10. 

6, 1968, 
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initiate research on high priority topics, and inadequate 
contact with users among departments conducting research. 
However, it seems to have contributed little to later 
attempts to coordinate research on a Bank-wide level. 

b. Economics Department Research Committee (1969) 

4. A subsequent attempt to improve the coordination 
of research was the formation in January 1969 of a Committee 
of nine members, drawn mostly from operating departments, to 
advise on the research program of the Economics Department 
of the Central Economic Staff. Chaired by Andrew Kamarck, 
the Economics Department director, this Committee was 
established so that operational departments would " ••• be 
familiar with the (EconomicSDepartment research) program 
and make a contribution to its periodical assessment and 
to the general direction of the research effort." Respon
sibility for planning and carrying out research remained 
with the Economics Department. 

5. Though such a judgment is undoubtedly easier with 
hindsight, it seems evident that given its mandate as an 
advisory rather than a review body, the success of the 
Economics Department Research Committee depended critically 
on the quality (particularly the level of detail) of the 
documents it was asked to examine. In the event, the 
Committee met three times during 1969 to discuss the future 
research programs of individual Divisions. These were 
presented as a series of brief statements about the need 
for research on selected topics. On this basis Committee 
members found it difficult to comment in depth on specific 
proposals, and on probably more than one occasion, "questions 
regarding the details of methodology and content were raised, 
but the Committee felt this should be left to the researchers 
to decide." 1/ Advice to the research sponsors thus consisted 
primarily of-requests to give more weight to some topics and 
de-emphasize others. Little scope could have been expected 
for setting down guidelines on how the studies could have 
best been carried out. 

Review of research program of Economics of Industrialization 
Division, July 29, 1969, p. 3. 
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c. Pearson Commission Report (1969) 

6. During this period the report of the Pearson 
Commission was issued. It suggested that multilateral 
lending agencies should begin to finance research projects 
on a larger scale than hitherto, and recommended that the 
World Bank (as well as the Regional Banks} "pay greater 
attention to problems of research and development in their 
country studies and should themselves identify needs for 
scientifio and technological research. Increased involve
ment in, and support of, such research activities will 
considerably strengt hen the capacity to formulate projects 
in agriculture, education, and urban services, which take 
full account of the specific needs of the country." 1/ 

d. Review of Progress (Balassa,. 1971) 

7. In October 1970 Hollis Chenery was appointed 
Economic Adviser to the President and initiated a review 
of the research program. A comprehensive review ("Economic 
Research in the Bank," January 1971, prepared by Bela Balassa} 
went beyond previous efforts by suggesting that individual 
research projects be appraised in terms of their relative 
costs and benefits, describing the requirements of a coordi
nated research program, and evaluating each of the studies 
undertaken in the Central Economic Staff. Employment, 
planning, trade policy, and other new areas of inquiry were 
proposed to the two research departments (the Development 
Research Center and the Economics Department} with a 
comparative advantage in their design and exeoution. 
These departments would prepare research proposals which 
should have the support if not the active participation 
of operational departments, which would also participate 
in the selection and review of proposals and in evaluation 

1/ pp. 205-206 
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of completed research. 1/ The report concluded that 
"Responsibility for setting research priorities, approving 
the overall research program, and establishing a review 
process on research should be entrusted to an Economic 
Research Committee chaired by the Economic Adviser to the 
President." 2/ 

Research Committee: Scope of Activities 

8. This section briefly describes the birth and early 
development of the Research Committee, and touches upon its 
subsequent evolution. The coverage is limited to a few 
themes raised when the Committee was established and dealt 
with at various times during its formative period. Since 
these themes are also taken up in the successive Annual 
Reports on Bank research, especially the last two, the 
discussion does not extend much beyond early 1974. 

a. Objectives and PUfPOSe 

9. Consistent with the recommendation of the Balassa 
review, a Bank-wide Research Committee was established in 
April 1971. A general set of guidelines was prepared in 
Mr. Chenery's memorandwn of March 1971 (Annex 1); these 
were subsequently adopted by the Committee. While in size 

1/ 

2/ 

p. 22. Research departments of the Central Economic 
Staff were encouraged to improve cooperation with each 
other as well as with operational units. An illustra
tion cited in the report was the Basic Research Center 
(now the Development Research Center), established in 
1969, whose major research projects in the first 18 
months of operation were undertaken by outside academics. 
The work of the Center "has to be made more relevant for 
the Bank's operational activities. This could be accom
plished by involving the operational departments in the 
choice and the implementation of the research projects, 
by establishing close cooperation between the Center 
and the Economics and Economic Program Departments, 
and by making the Center's research program an integral 
part of the overall research program of the Central 
Economic Staff. 11 (p. 20). 

p. 23. 
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the Committee has remained at roughly 10-12 members, the 
composition has varied in response to changes in staff 
responsibilities, attempts to ensure representation of a 
broad range of departments producing and using research, 
and the normal succession of staff each serving for about 
two years. A list of Bank staff who are or have been 
members of the Research Conunittee, with their period of 
tenure, is attached as Annex 3. 

10. It was established at the first meeting of the 
Conunittee that its terms of reference were to extend beyond 
the review of project proposals. "There would be broad 
responsibility for developing an overall research program, 
setting priorities and, where necessary, initiating research 
proposals." (minutes of first meeting, p. 2). An implica
tion of this mandate was that when the administrative 
arrangements for the research program were in full operation, 
the Research Committee would review and advise the Chairman 
on all major studies undertaken with Bank resources. The 
Committee would consider proposals within a long term program 
of research, whose estimates of cost would serve as the basis 
for a yearly review of research and for budget allocations. 

11. In its early deliberations the Committee further 
made a rather careful distinction between research undertaken 
inside the Bank and that contracted to outside analysts. A 
note on the role of development research in the Bank discussed 
at the first meeting of the Committee indicated that at a 
later date an external committee on development research was 
also envisaged, to advise on overall priorities and on 
relations with outside research groups. 1/ 

12. An informal panel of outside advisers 2/ had met 
in December 1970 to discuss alternative means for the Bank 
to coordinate research with agencies in developing countries. 

1/ This proposal was discussed w th Mr. McNamara at that 
time, but the establislunent of external panels was 
deferred until programs in the major areas had been in 
operation for a reasonable period. The first panel 
(on population) was set up in 1975. 

2/ Messrs. G. Ranis, M. Bruno, C. Diaz-Alejandro, W. Falcon, 
D. Hopper, B. Minhas, T. Watanabe. 
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This was followed by a conference of directors of research 
and training institutes in Belgrade (August 1972), jointly 
sponsored by the OECD Development Centre and the Bank, 
in which many of the papers presented had been prepared by 
Bank staff or under Bank auspices. 1/ However, as it 
became clear that projects, even though carried out by 
others, required at least a critical minimum of Bank 
design and supervision, the distinction between in-house 
and outside research became less meaningful. 

13. In the first year of operation both the objectives 
of the Committee and the criteria by which it judged proposals 
were further clarified. Its functions were seen in May 1972 
as (a) recommending an overall research budget and allocating 
the resources among different subject areas and individual 
projects; (b) recommending total staff resources to be 
devoted to research and the distribution within the Bank 
required for the successful implementation of the research 
program; (c) monitoring the implementation of such other 
research objectives as involvement of developing country 
institutions, liaison with academic institutions and 
coordination of research with other agencies; and (d) 
evaluating the Bank research program and individual 
research projects. 

14. The following criteria for consideration of 
proposals were established: (i) research design; (ii) 
priority of the subject; (iii) relation of the project 
to the sector or the general subject; and (iv) the time 
in which useful results could be expected. An appropriate 
balance was sought between studies at the basic vs. at the 
applied end of the spectrum, those more "risky" or less so, 
and those yielding useful results over the long term or 
sooner. As to the extent of participation by outside 
research institutes, the Committee in a May 1973 meeting 
recognized that lack of Bank staff limited the progress 
of research in many areas. While not encouraging the 
submission of unsolic ited proposals from outside, the 

!.I The other topics were multi-level pranning models and 
decentralized decision making, income distribution and 
employment, and private foreign investment. Suggestions 
for improving cooperation among research agencies were 
made in light of a survey of the priority interests of 
these institutions by Peter Clark, then a Bank staff 
member. 
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Committee decided to accept a limited expansion of research 
conducted by outside institutes, provided Bank staff parti
cipated fully in the design and monitoring and that the 
proposals were judged against the same criteria applied 
to research conducted by the staff. 

b. Sector Reviews 

15. At the mid-year review of the FY73 research program, 
the Committee recognized that a continuing problem was the 
absence of a broader, long-term framework within which to 
consider individual projects. One outcome of this concern 
was the preparation of guidelines for the allocation of 
funds by sector over the ensuing five years, which were 
later set out in the first Annual Report on :Bank research 
(November 12, 1973). Another was a series of sector reviews, 
held from January to April 1973, on the basis of one- or 
two-year research programs. Attached as Annex 2 are the 
conclusions of this review, considered by the Research 
Committee in May 1973, for research on income distribution 
and employment. 

16. At irregular intervals, the Committee has considered 
overviews of research priorities in particular sectors. A 
paper on income distribution research discussed at a meeting 
in March 1975 identified seven categories of research in 
which the Bank had a potential interest: developing the 
factual base, developing measures of inequality and social 
welfare, modelling growth and distribution, modelling a part 
of the economy, studying isolated relationships, studying 
the historical experience of growth and distribution, and 
studying the impact of particular policy instruments. 1/ 
Aside from suggestf g that additional work on data collection 
or modelling should have a clear policy focus, little guidance 
was provided by the Committee on the relative emphasis to be 
placed on each of these categories. One suggestion was that 
a list of policy instruments that infiuence income distribu
tion should be drawn up, with assistance from country, and 
project analysts, as a basis for determining the relevant 
topics amenable to research. An issue not yet resolved 
from this and subsequent reviews of research on education 
(October 1975) and urban problems (March 1976) is whether 

y M. Ahluwalia, "Income Dlstribution Researcli: 
of Research Prospects~·, March 1975. 

An overview 
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reviews of this sort tend inevit;_ably to produce a broad menu 
of possible research categories, perhaps admitting all poten
tial studies on an equal footing, or could instead provide 
a strategy for setting research priorities or identifying 
promising projects. 

17. Research directions for the Bank and others were 
reviewed in a much broader context during the conference on 
social science research held at Bellagio in February 1974 
and co-sponsored by the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations, 
IDRC, USAID, and the Bank. The need for coordination of 
research activities in the form of consultations and 
exchange of information led to several programs of 
exchange of reports and project descriptions among major 
donors. It was also agreed that networks of research 
agencies could play an important role in financing and 
carrying out research in developing countries. Partici
pants accordingly decided to hold smaller meetings of sub
groups to exchange information on research priorities in 
these areas, explore possibilities for joint financing, 
and improve their awareness of externally-financed research 
being undertaken. 

Attachments 

oc: Messrs. Chenery, Balassa, B. B. King 

OFG1dmes :gm 
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C ANNEX 1 

TIIE ROLE OF DEVELOPMF.N'1' RESEJ\RCII IN THE WORLD I3l\NK 

As the scope of its activities has expanded, the World Bank 
has taken on a · number of new functions, including the conduct of 
research on development. Hitherto not much consideration has 
been given to the proper function of research in the Bank or to 
the role of the Bank in relation to research done elsewhere. 
The purpose of this memorandum is to suggest guidelines for a 
systematic program of development research for the Bank •. . 

Relation of Research to Bank Objectives 

2. Many activities originally undertaken as incidental to lending 
are now recognized as proper functions of the Bank as a develop
ment institution. These include the preparation of country 
economic reports and specialized sector analyses, on which the 
Bank now spends more than $15 million per year. The Bank also 
regards institution building and the provision of technical assist
ance as important additional objectives to the transfer of finan-

' cial resources. More recently the Bank has recognized the need 
to support agricultural research in order to increase the techno
logical information available to the developing world. In these 
and other ways, the Bank is taking increased responsibility for 
improving knowledge of the development process. 

3. While it is recognized that research on a variety of economic, 
social, and technical questions is required as a basis for develop
ment policy, the Bank itself has taken only limited steps to support 
this activity . . Total Bank resources allocated for research -
broadly defined -- in FY 71 were about $2-3 million, of which less 
than $500,000 was for consultants. Hardly any Bank funds are used 
to finance research institutes in developing countries. 

4. A l.arge part o.f the research financed by the Bank hers been 
geared to acquiring information necessary to design and evaluate 
projects (e.g. the highway design study and the Indus Basin study). 
By contrast little work has been done on the general methodology 
of project appraisal or on the relationship between national 
policy objectives and project selection. Despite the Bank's interest 
in the broader aspects of the development process and in the choice 
of development strategies, research on these problem areas has been. 
scanty -- with some exceptions such as fiscal policy and protection.~ 

5. In short, the present research effort is limited, uncoordinated, 
and lacking in focus. The most useful research undertaken has been 

!/ Despite the limited resources available, there have been 
several significant pieces of individual work. (Bela Balassa's 
survey. of Economic Research in the Bank, January 1971). 
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primarily for the Bank's immediate operational needs. Wide areas 
relevant to the Bank's broader policy interests have received 
little attention. No effort has been made to improve the develop
ing countries' ability to undertake research on their own behalf. 

Orientation of Future Development Research 

6. The Pearson Commission recommended that the Bank should take 
a more active role in a variety of research fields. So far, the 
Bank has considered the overall needs of technological research 
on questions of population and agriculture. A similar examination 
is needed of the uses of economic and social research, the exist
ing institutions which support and carry out such research, and 
the proper role for the Bank in this area. It will take time to 
develop a comprehensive program of action. 

7. The Bank should concentrate on those areas where its 
.experience will give the Bank a comparative advantige that can be 
utilized in research work. The Bank is unique in having accumulated 
experience on projects, in undertaking country economic missions 

· on a regular basis, and in carrying out policy advisory activities. 
It therefore has an advantage in project- and policy-oriented re
search and in utilizing the data made available through its country 
missions. 

8. Beyond this, the absence of special advantage, as well as 
the need to avoid building up an overly large staff, call for the 
use of outside researchers. In most cases, cooperative arrange
ments with reseatch groups would be the appropriate vehicle. The 
Bank will need some "counterpart" staff to ensure that such research 
is oriented towards the proper objectives. This will entail expand
ing the_Development Research Center. Some of the funct~onal divi
sions o'f the Economics and Economic Program Departments will also 
be involved. There is a need for the Bank to make better use of 

. the most advanced research techniques and findings in the principal 
areas of development economics. 

9. The first task will be to indicate the major research objectives, 
the types of research needed to pursue them, the role that the Bank 
can play in carrying out such research, and the organizational 
arrangements necessary to ensure that research actually serves 
these objectives. Among the objectives of a coordinated program, 
a distinction should be drawn between internal objectives that 
are directly related to the Bank's act1v1t1es and external objectives 
that are indirectly related to them. This is not a rigid distinction 

• since research aimed primarily at external objectives will often 
provide a basis for improvements in the Bank's work. Conversely, 
research directly related to Bank activities will benefit the develop
ing countries not only through Bank operations but also by increas-

·ing the knowledge of development. 
~ 
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Internal Objectives 

(1) 

(2) 

The establishment of a factual and conceptual basis 
for Bank policies on particular aspects of develop
ment: population, resource mob1l1zat1on, international 
trade, the use of development programs, etc. 

Support for Bank operations in particular sectors: 
agriculture, industry, transportation, education, etc. 

External Objectives 

(3) Increasing knowledge of the basic development process 
in areas of particular importance to the Bank, such 
as development strategies, employment, rural-urban 
·balance, the productivity of capital and of external 
resources, the transfer of technology, e~c. 

(4) Development of institutional capacity for research 
in the developing countries both to support planning 
and policy efforts and to increase knowledge of the 
development process. 

10. The principal change from present Bank thinking is to 
recognize the need to develop and support research institutions 
in the developing countries which can undertake an increasing 
share of the empirical research and analysis. Since the quality 
of Bank economic reports can be no better than the underlying data 
available and the understanding of the development process in each 

· country, the Bank's own interests would also be served in this way. 

11. Th~ external objectives may best be served if the Bank's 
research activities -- both in-house and sponsored are geared 
primarily to attaining internal objectives because of the gain in 
relevance and sharpness that will follow. Topics for cooperative 

. research can be selected with these objectives in mind. 

Types of Bank Research 

Lending-Oriented Research 

12. The selection of projects to be financed by the Bank should 
further the development objectives of a particular country. To 
attain this goal the Bank should carry out research on the methodo
logy of project appraisal, giving attention to the interdependence 

• of the project, the sector and the national economy. This requires, 
first, research on the use of shadow prices of foreign exchange, 
capital, and labor taking appropriate account of economic and 
social objectives and their application in particular countries. 
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Second, research is needed in formulating sectoral policies in 
the framework of an overall development strategy. Third, there 
is need for resear=h on the relationship of projects with sector. 
In these areas the Bank should apply existing knowledge and also 
undertake original research to adapt known techniques to its 
needs. 

Policy-Oriented Research 

13. As its role as a policy advisor expands, the Bank needs to 
clarify some of the major policy issues in development, explore 
alternative solutions to particular problems and, to the extent 
.possible, unify the practices followed by Area and Projects 
Departments. Position Papers will be required setting out the 
relevant alternatives and their respective advantages, to provide 
for the continuous evolution of Bank policies on particular 
questions. These position papers should deal with ,developmental 
objectives, the choice of policies aimed at reaching particular 
objectives, ~nd the use of policy instruments. 

14. Position papers are as good as the research underlying them. 
They require research on policy objectives such as growth, employ
ment, income distribution and the trade-off among them; on policy 
choices such as export promotion versus import substitution, 
agriculture versus industry and public versus private enterprise; 
and on policy instruments such as exchange rates, tariffs, quotas, 
taxes, and investment licensing. Bank research in these fields 
may range from evaluating the applicability of existing findings 
to original research undertaken by Bank staff possibly in coopera
tion with researchers in developed and developing countries. 

Knowledge of the Development Process • 

15. While intimately related to policy-oriented research, the 
objective of increasing our knowledge of the development process 

·goes beyond the immediate operational needs of the Bank. Such 
research is nevertheless valuable for the Bank since an increased 
understanding of the process of development will contribute to 
improvements in policy-advice and lending activities. This type 
of research is carried out at universities and research institutes 
and many gaps remain to be filled before it can be applied to 
practical problems. Questions like the relationship of population 
and economic growth, the environmental effects of industrial 
development, or the productivity of foreign aid have received 
little attention. ·Yet answers to these questions can help to 
improve Bank policies and the selection of projects. This suggests 
the need for the Bank to systematically explore the implications 
of research car~ied out elsewhere. 
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16. The Bank is in a good position to formulate this type of 
research project .but it may not have an advantage in carrying 
it out. Thus the Bank should extend contractual support for 
research done elsewhere. The need to make the results of such 
external research relevant to the Bank's activities will usually 
call for cooperative arrangements with the research institute 
concerned. 

Research Capacity in Developing Countries 

17. Institution-building in, for example, development banking, 
highway design, and agricultural planning is a ·recognized objective 
of the Bank. But improving the capacity of the developing countries 
to undertake economic research has received little or no attention. 
The development of indigeneous research capacity is an important 
part of the task of improving policy-making. From past experience 
it can be demonstrated that the Bank's policy-advisory and lending 
activities benefit directly from the availability of reliable data 
and other results of indigeneous research. 

18. The experience of Pakistan, India, Israel, Chile and Nigeria 
shows the value of local research groups and the improvements that 
are possible within as little as five years. In each of these 
countries small research groups supported initially by foundations 
have made substantial contributions to the understanding of the 
development of their own countries, thereby both facilitating a 
better analysis of their current economic problems and contributing 
to the broader growth of knowledge of development. 

19. While the financing of these institutes is basically the 
responsibility of the individual countries, the Bank can contribute 
to their-development through cooperative arrangements and by sponsor
ing research on problems relevant to a particular country. Cooper
ative research projects bring direct benefits to the Bank since they 
tacilitate exploring various issues in a comparative framework. In 
turn, apart from obtaining some additional financing, research insti
tutes in developing countries would benefit from the technical assist
ance and coordination the Bank can provide. 

20. In addition to comparative studies, there is need for research 
on the experience of individual countries which should be commissioned 
in cooperation with the Area De partments to ensure that projects 
enhance the Bank's understanding of a country's economic problems. 

21. These provisions would help existing research institutes in 
developing countries. But they would not contribute to the estab
lishment of new institutes in countries like Turkey, Korea, Tunisia, 
and the Central American Common Market. It is not proposed that 
the Bank should finance the establishment of such institutes, since 
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this can be done more readily by private foundations. But the 
Bank can play an intellectual and financial role in furthering 
the development of such institutions once they are launched. 

Implementation 

22. In order to develop these ideas further and to put them into 
operation, the following stages are envisaged: 

1. Discussion of this memorandum in the Economic 
Committee and with an informal panel of external 
advisors who have been invited for this purpose 

~ (Professors Ranis and Falcon [U.S.], Hopper [Canada], 
Diaz-Alejandro [Cuba], Watanabe [Japan], Minhas [India], 
and Bruno [Israel].) 

2. Establishment of an Economic Research Committee in 
the Bank -- with members drawn from the Central 
Economic Staff, the Area and Projects Departments, 
and IFC -- having responsibility to set research 
priorities, advise on research proposals, and 
review research results. Interdepartmental research 
panels should also be formed to evaluate research in 
particular fields. 

3. With the help of the external advisors, the Economic 
Research Committee will identify promising areas for 
cooperative research. Topics in the fields of 
employment, population, agriculture, resource mobili
zation, the use of planning models and industrial 
technology have already been identified and are 

-included in the budget proposals for FY 1972. ~ •._ 

4. Once the general lines of the Bank research policies 
have been approved, the establishment of an external 
committee on development research to advise the Bank 
on research priorities and on relations with the 
external research community is proposed. 

Hollis B. Chenery 
March 15, 1971 



(Extract from: "Formulating a Bank 
Research Program," A. Ray and 
E. Stern, May 21, 1973) 

Income Distribution and Employment 

ANNEX 2 

The inrrnediate program of the Income Distribution 
Division involves preliminary empirical and methodological 
work. The basic issue in this program concerns the balance 
between the four areas identified in the DRC discussion paper -
i.e., evaluation of data, general policy reviews, quantitative 
general equilibrium models and project evaluation. No consensus 
emerged during the meeting regarding the areas of priority. The 
discussion paper also contains possible elements ·of a longer term 
program. Program preparation and the identification of the 
research options appeared to be strongest in this area among the 
major areas discussed. 

A large part of the FY1974 expenditures will be for 
completing the Korea and Yugoslavia models (RPO 206) and the 
Brazil model (RPO 269). As noted during the meeting, large 
scale projects to generate data may not be suitable for Bank 
financing but should await, in any event, the necessary back
ground work on the problems of measurability and data inter
pretation. This is the primary intent of the ECLA and ECIEL 
projects ... and of the Botswana Survey being funded separately. 

Research on employment in the Population and Human 
Resources Division is presently limited to the studies of 
labor markets and the unemployment survey in Costa Rica 
{RPO 245, 247). The Belo Horizonte project tentatively 
approved by the Committee in April is basically a part of 
RPO 245 and does not extend the area of research involvement. 
While it may not be feasible with existing staff to undertake 
new employment research in addition to these studies and the 
study on public works which it is monitoring, research on the 
~ployment aspects of development has no strategy and is weak. 
Little work seems to be in progress which will yield projects in 
the next few years. It was suggested during the meeting that a 
comparative study on the structure and nature of unemployment 
in different countries would fill a priority need. 

In judging the adequacy of the programs of research 
on income distribution and employment, we note that concern 
with these areas is beginning to run through most of the 
research program as a whole. While this is a welcome develop
ment, there is no framework in terms of which the intended 
contributions of the other studies can be meaningfully 
assessed. There is therefore an apparent need for a broader 
research strategy, especially in employment, which will give 
guidance to the preparation of other research projects relevant 
to . these areas. 
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Mr. Gabriel Rotl}, ORB 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr. , VP1' 

Zahavi Manual: Marginal Notations 
~hapters One .and Two 

October 10, 1977 

l. Once again, I regret having to leave this 
morning's meeting early. I hope that the discussion 
of individu 1 chapter subheads proved produotive. 

2. Attached you will find some additional. 
points o.f detail scribbled on various pa,ges. They 
might be passed on to Mr. Zahavi, to do with, of 
course, entir ly as he wishes. 

3. I am also returning herewith the spare copy 
of Chapters land 2. 

Attachments 

cc (w/o att.): Mr. Hogg 

OFGrimes:g~ 



Mr. Bollis B. Chenery 

Benjamin B. King 

RAPIDE 
:gned B. B. King 

October 5, 1977 

I think th principal questions which the Bank 
would lik to have the panel's views on are those listed 
below. The list is, of course, in no iay intended to 
limit the panel's horizon. 

1. Is there a clear understanding of general 
objectiv sin carrying out research in thee field? 
If not, how could it be improved? 

2. Have the types of research carried out by the 
Bank been most appropriate to its comparative advantage 
and its operational or policy needs? 

3. What improvements can ~e suggested in the way 
in which it conducts r search particularly in terms of 
(a) relations with consultants; (b) choice and alloca
tion of staff time; (c) relation with "host" countries. 

4. Is adequate effort given to dissemination? 
This is mainly concerned with dissemination within the 
Bank in the first instance, including impact on country 
analysis, sector and project work, policy formation. 

Though much the same question applies outside 
the Bank, it is probable that there has not been enough 
time as ye:t t b make this a meaningful question in this 
context. 

5. How satisfactory is the mechanism for reviewing 
proposals, controlling execution and learning from eval
uation of completed projects? This would include both 
departmental and Research Conunittee activities. 

6. What priorities appear appropriate for future 
work in these fields? 

cc : Messrs. Karaosmanoglu 
Grimes 
Been stock 



Mr. M. Hultin, EDP 
Signed B. B. King 

Benjamin B. King, VPD 

FY77 Research 

October 4, 1977 

1. Your memo of July 26 to Orville Grimes did not 
provide the brief descriptions of projects which we need. 
The Progress Report of June 30, 1977 helps in some cases 
but not in others. Item by item (using the numbers in 
the progress report) the position is as follows: 

(8 

(11 

(13 

& 

(6) Could we use last part of para. 2.76 
in last year's Annual Report (copy 
attached)? 

(7) Is the same as RPO 670-78? If not, 
description required. 

& 9) Not required. 

(10) Required. 

12) Not required. 

& 14) Required. 

(15) Could use slightly less cryptic version 
of description under "Remarks 11

• 

{16) Required. 

(17) Same comment as in 15. 

2. Perhaps you could call me to discuss this. 
It may be that some of those listed as "required" will 
not in fact be so, after I hear what they're about. 
That would save trouble. 

Attachment 

BBKing:gm 
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itself, hew early ability and schooling, for example, interact 
to determine an individual's future productivity. Interactions 
of this type were accounted for in estimates of the loss or 
"drain" to society arising from an educational system that 
selects students by family income and status rather than purely 
by ability, and of the gains from educational reforms aimed at 
changing such selection criteria. 1/ Under other research 
concerned with identifying important ability characteristics 
and their contribution to earnings (VIII.A, 671-33), the design 
of the ability tests that will be used to explain variations in 
labor incomes has been completed; discussions are now underway 
to select the country in which these tests are to be carried 
out. Moreover, the factors contributing to successful educa
tional reform have been described in a series of case studies 
(VIII.A, 671-19) in which educational innovation is seen as 
the outcome of interaction between new policy instruments and 
the social and cultural environments within which these instru
ments are applied. 

2.76 A number of other studies analyze existing educational 
prograns or try to anticipate how effective riew ones will be. 
As an example of the latter, the prospects for more extensive 
use of radio in formal and nonformal education, with case studies 
from the Domiriic2-.n Republic, Keny a, ~1exico, Senegal, and else
where, is currently nearing completion. Also substantially 
completed is a study of basic education in the Sahelian countries, 
conducted by UNESCO consultants for the Education Department. 
Building on Bank-financed studies to help prepare basic education 
plans for Mali and Mauritania, this research develops a method
ology for the design and implementation of basic education programs 
in West Africa. A revised version of the final report 2/ was 
discussed at a meeting in Dakar in December 1976 grouping repre
sentatives of the six countries concerned and agencies such as 
UNESCO and the Bank. A follow-up phase, to test the methodology 
in one or more Sahe]ian countries, is being considered. 

1/ S. Pi;era and M. Selowsky, "The Economic Cost of the 'Internal' 
Brain Drain: Its Magnitude in Developing Countries," Bank 
Staff Working Paper No. 243, September 1976. 

~/ M. Botti, D. Carelli, and M. Saliba, "L'Education de Base 
dans les Pays du Sahel" (UNESCO Education Institute, .Hamburg, 
November 1976). 
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Members 

Jr.,, VPO 

on pctober 7 and October 19, 1977 

September 29, 1977 

This volume contains material for the meeting of 
the Research Committee on Friday, October 7, 1977 at 3 p.m. 
in Room El208. With a full agenda, we will probably find it 
necessary to reconvene on Wednesday, October l.9, 1977, again 
at 3 p.m. in Room El208. 

sections: 

The agenda for these meetings is: 

I ) Proposal: A General Algebraic Modeling 
System (GAMS) 

2) Proposal: India: Impact . of Agricultural 
Development on Employment and Poverty: 
Phase I 

3) Proposal: Small-Scale Enterprise Development 
4) Proposal: The Influence of Books on Learning 
5) Proposal: Socio-Economic Aspects of Fertility 

Behavior in Rural Botswana 
6) Request for Supplemental Funding: 11 Standards of 

Reliability of Urban Electricity Supply" 
(No. 670-67) 

7) Request for Supplemental Funding: "Social Accounts 
and Development Models" (No. 671-27}: Conference 

8) Request for Supplemental Funding: " Comparative 
Study of the Sources of Industrial Growth and 
Structural Change" (No. 671-32) 

9) Request for Supplemental Funding: "Management ana 
Organization of Irrigation Pro jects" (No. 671-34) 

10) Request for Supplemental Funding: "Strategic 
Planning to Accommodate Rapid Growth in Cities 
of Developing Countries" (No. 671-47) 

The papers for the meeting are in the following 

i) 

.. ) l.1 

Budget Information - tables showing budge~ary 
positions for FY78, and ttte P,roposals to be 
considered at these rnee~in s 

iii) 

Proposals - the research proposals panel 
recommendations, and related do urnents 
Supflernentary Reguests - requests for additional 
funding under existing re~earcn projects 
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iv) Forthcoming Proposals 
v) Completion Reports 

vi) Miscellaneous 

Distribution 

Draft Completion Report and Evaluation 
Guidelines 

Messrs. Chenery, Balassa, de Vries, Dubey, Jaycox, B. King, 
Lerdau, Little, Picciotto, van der Tak, Vergin, Waide 

OF Grimes : gm (I/-



V. 

Research Committee Members 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr. , VPD 

September 27, 1977 

Research Proposal: "Socio-Economic Aspects 
of Fertility Behavior in Rural Botswana" 

An earlier version of the above proposal was 
reviewed in May by a panel chaired by Mr. Picciotto, but 
was not presented to the Committee. To the extent possible, 
we have reconstituted this panel to review the present draft, 
on September 30. On a favorable recommendation, the proposal 
and review panel note will be distributed to you for considera
tion at the backup (October 19) meeting. 

OFGrimes: gm~ 



Those listed below September 27, 1977 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Revision of Research Project Completion Report 

1. I attach a draft revision of the Completion 
Report required of all projects in the research program. 
You will note that, rather than a single, all-purpose 
evaluation, we propose that project supervisors prepare 
brief narratives (see Sections IV to VII) on themes that 
are intended to correspond closely to those of tho 
"Guidelines for Evaluation of Completed Research Projects," 
also attached. Many if not most of the issues of concern 
to an evaluation panel would in this way already be 
addressed to some degree in the Completion Report. 

2. Any comments or suggestions would be welcome. 
Please communicate them to me by Friday, October 7 
if possible. 

Attachments 

Distribution: 

Messrs. Avramovic, Stoutjesdijk, Lowther, Duloy (o/r), 
Pyatt, Mrs. Hughes, Ms. Hidalgo-Gato, Ms. Stout 

OED Division Chiefs 
DRC Division Chiefs 
Messrs. Harral, Donaldson, Hotes, Ms. Peter 
cc (w/o att.): Mr. B. King 

Mrs. Hazzah 

OFGrimes:~ 



B. King '.~· -
}11.r;n~ 

research? 

September 27, 1977 

King 

I have raeked my brains, by now somewhat addled, 
t:.o try to see whethe:r there is some plausible way of 
answe;,!ng the question, which I think is being asked by 

ome Executive Directors; what is the optimum expenditure 
on research in the Bank? I have also done one rather silly 
exercise (CUBE, September 2, 1977). I have come to the 
conclusion that not only is this a nonsen~e question, 
which I thougl\t from the start, but that one should not 
flinch from saying so. Before this is dismissed as being 
too nnegative" , let me say that I do have a suggested 
course of aetion, which presupposes a different question. 
I will come to this in due eourse. 

WhX a nonsense g~estion? 

2. rt ought not o be necessary, but let me first 
quote a little ancient scripture . The prophet is Charles 
Hitch : 

"I would make t:.he empirical generalization from 
my experience at RAMO and elsewhere that opera
tions research is the art of sub-optimizing, i.e., 
of solving some lower-level problems, and that 
difficulties increase and our special competence 
diminishes by an order -0f magnitude with every 
level of decision making we attempt to ascend. 
The sort of simple explicit model whic11 opera t:ions 
researehe,rs are so proficient in using can certainly 
reflect most of the significant factors influencing 
traffic control on the George Washington Bridge, 
but the proportion oft.he relevant reality which 
we can represent by any, much model or models in 
studying, say, a major foreign-policy decision, 
appears to be almost trivial." l/ 



Mr. Hollis B. Chenery - 2 - epternber 27, 1977 

3. The author of the article from which this 
quotation is taken contrasts two extreme versions of the 
process of public decision-making, the "root" and the 
"branch". The root approach is based on compr hensive 
analysis, which demands a compr hen ive theory, voluminous 
data and a well-defined objective function. In many 
spheres of public policy, none of these exist. And that 
is true in our case. 

4. The branch approach confines policy deci ions 
to a limited numb r of incremental changes from current 
practice. D cisions can then be m de on the basis of 
some sort of value judgment about trade-offs that are 
comprehensible. Furthermore , the effect of the changes 
can be monitored to se whether one wants to cli bone 
more rung up the ladder or slip back two. Given the 
practical constraints within which we work, budg tary 
ones and others, I cannot see that any other approach 
makes sense lJ. For going out on, a branch is better 
than a limb.-

5. As a minor observation on data, I might just 
quote what two Bank budget documents say about the 
"cost" of Bank research in FY76. The figures given are 
index numbers. What the FY77 budget says is 100; the 
indices are what the FY78 budget says for the sarne thing: 

Component A 164 
" B 100 
11 C 91 

Total 121 

The shape of the branch 

6. My suggestion is: 

y 

(i) that there hould be an examination of the 
whole DPS work program {not just research) 
in a more extended sense than a one-year 
budget; 

::suppose, y 
up with no 
expenditure or, 
buy it? 

would anyone 



Mr. Hollis B. Chenery - 3 - September 27, 1977 

(ii) that this examination should be carried out 
by a non-DPS ad hoc group; 

(iii) that the group's first respon ibility should 
be to determine whether DPS was suboptimizing 
its r sources; and 

(iv) its second, if it were possible, would be to 
determine wh ther the current allocation of 
those re ources was optim 1 within the Bank 
(this latter would be a second stage, in any 
event). 

7. The composition of the group might be as follows: 

(1) One representative of OED, preferably the Director
General as Ch irman 

(ii) One from P & B 

(iii) One from the regions 

(iv) Two external assessors. 

This would assure an indep ndent inside view and provide 
both outside perspective and inside comprehen ion of the 
way things work in the Bank. 

8. There are two obvious questions about this proposal. 
Why just the DPS and why all of its work program? I give 
som reasons in the next section. 

Reasons 

9. If we use the figures in the FY78 administrative 
budg t for FY78, then DPS does about 71% of the research 
and CPS 25% with the rest scattered. DPS and CPS expendi
ture a a proportion of total resources (administrative 
budget plus share of external r search budg t), are as 
follows : 

Total resources ($m) 
Research ( $m) 
Proportion ( ) 

DPS 

14.2 
6.5 

46 

CPS 

29.2 
2.3 
8 
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Tlie DPS is, thus, the only administrative unit in the Bank 
devoting a substantial part of its resources to research. 
It also carries out the lion's share of the J;eseareh. 

IO. Contrary to what many people believe, most 
research does not take place in a vacuum. It is the 
response to a variety of i mpulses, which may originate in 
quote specific operational problems, rather vague policy 
concerns or anywhere in-between. Much the same set of 
im~ulses is r sponsible for non-research activities .. 
The combined. consequence of these impulses is a set of 
wor programs throughout the Bank. 

11. To a large extent, the amount and the nature of 
the research (though not necessarily its specific content) 
is determined by the org nization of the Bank and the 
responsibi.li ties given to the variou.s sub-uni ts. Research 
is not, in most cases, an extraneous activity. Yet this 
is not the common perception. That there might be some 
connection between the research and the non-research in 
the DPS or outside is not apparent and may not be easy 
to make apparent. I have come to believe that it is 
almost inevitable that, while the research process is 
going on, the outsider cannot understand how it is going 
to be any use to him and the researcher himself is fre
quently not in a position to explain. 

12. There is a budgetary process, tl)rougn whicli the 
OPS work program is examined in some detail, which presents 
in tneory at least an opportunity to judge it ade uacy. 
Why then is it necessary to duplicate the process? The 
only answer l can give is that it doesn't seem to work. 
There is a widespread feeling in the Bank at all levels 
that a lot of what the DPS does is not useful and tha~ 
most research falls into that category. 

3. I am firmly of t fie view that any review Has to 
lie conducted externally (i.e., externally to the DPS). 
Almost any attempt by DPS to justify its existence is 
iikely to be considered a whitewash, by both the Executive 
Director and by other Bank staff. Besides , the kind of 
criticism that is current is not well focussed. If there 
is riticis~ , let's see just what it amounts to. 

Messrs. Karaosmanoglu, 
• Grimes 
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Research Committee Members 

Orville F.. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Draft Completion Report and Evaluation Guidelines 

September 27, 1977 

You will find att~ draft revision to 
the Completion Report required of all projects in the 
researcn program. Rather than a single all-purpose 
summary, we propose to ask that project supervisors 
prepare brief narratives (see Sections IV to VII) on 
themes that correspond closely to those of the "Guide
lines for Evaluation of Completed Research Projects," 
also attached. Your comments would be most welcome. 

Attachments 

OFGrimes:g'fJ/: 



WORLD BANK RESEARCH PROGRAM 

COMPLETION REPORT . 

Date of Submission 

I. PROJECT IDENTIFICATION AND APPROVAL OF REPORT 

1. Title: 2. Project No. 

3. Department: 4. Division: · 

5. Staff Participation 
a. Principal Supervisor: 
~. Others Responsible: 

7. Departmental Approval: 

6. Date Approved by 
Research 
Committee: 

Division Chief (signature) Department Director (signature) 

II. IMPLEMENTATION 

1. Date of First Contract: 2. Date of Final 
Disbursement: 

4. Reports 

a. Final Report 

b. Other Publications/Reports 

3. Date Final Report 
Completed: 

NOTES: Item II, 3: Date when final report available for dissemination. 
II, 4: Journal articles, Staff Working Papers, Departmental reports, 

technical memoranda, and other reports prepared under the 
project. List authors and dates of completion or publication • . • 



1. 

4. 

6. 

No· 

III. SUMMARY OF RESOURCES 

Expenses through 2. Research Committee 3. Total Research 
FY75: Authorizations as Committee 

from FY76: Financing: 

Expenses as from 5. Other Financing: 
FY76: a. Bank Departments b. Outside Sources 

FY . FY . FY . . . . -- -- -
FY : FY . FY . . . -- -- --
FY . FY . FY . . . . -- -- -
FY . FY . FY . . . . -- -- --

Total: Total Total 

Staff Time (weeks): 

·s: Item V, . 1: 

v, 2: 

V, 3: 
v, 4: 

V ,Sa: 

V, Sb: 

Professional Assistant Total 

FY . . --
FY . . --
FY . . --
FY . . --

Total 

The sum of actual expenses, if any, from Research Committee 
authorizations in FY75 and earlier years. 
The "total authorization" of the project, i.e., the 
authorization for FY76 (if any) and all subsequent years. 
Equals V, 1 + V, 2. 
Actual expenditures of funds authorized by the Research 
Committee, FY76 through FY of final disbursement. 
Departmental discretionary funds spent primarily or 
exclusively on project (if any). 
Breakdown of contributions by donor. Include estimates, 
to extent possible, of local contributions. 



Narratives in the following sections sununarize the results of 

the project in relation to its objectives and describe the design, . 

organization, and dissemination strategy adopted. The categories 

and topics are intended to correspond closely to those of the 

"Guidelines for Evaluation of Completed Research Projects." 

Using additional space as necessary, the principal supervisor 

should give particular attention to the points listed. 

IV. OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY 

objectives of the research, as originally formulated 

and with later modifications 

intended beneficiaries (Bank staff; planning authorities 

and deqision makers in developing countries; other 

researchers) 

contribution to research or other analytical capacity in 

the countries under study 

efforts to coordinate work with other research in the 

Bank and outside 



V. DESIGN AND ORGANIZATION 

methodology or analytical framework employed; difficulties 

encountered in application of methodology; how these 

difficulties were or were not overcome 

sequencing of research tasks 

reliability of data 

performance of consultants or consulting firms 

extent of Bank staff involvement in design, implementation, 

supervision 

extent of awareness, support, or participation among 

Bank operating departments, local research institutes, 

government agencies 

main reasons for overruns or savings in cost and time 



VI. RESULTS 

nature of project findings; correspondence with what 

was originally intended; reasons for differences between 

intended and actual objectives 

suggestions for follow-up, including other research topics 



VII. DISSEMINATION 

presentation of results to facilitate access to intended 

audiences 

methods (published reports, seminars, conferences, etc.) 

for dissemination of findings to these audiences 



7/77 
Rev. 9/77 

Guidelines for Evaluation of Completed Research Projects 

The principal objectives of evaluation as applied to com
pleted Bank research projects are illustrated below in the form of 
questions for discussion at evaluation panel meetings. These ques-

. tions, taken together, are an attempt to determine how effectively 
the research project has met its goals and how useful it has been 
in improving knowledge of development issues involving the Bank. 
While not intended as exhaustive, questions are grouped into headings 
which are suggested as an organizing format for the report on the 
panel's findings. 

A. Objectives, Strategy, and Results 

To what extent did the study 
fulfill its objectives? 

1. Is the general problem to which the research is addressed 
of relevance to the Bank? 

2. Were the objectives of the study clearly formulated? 
Did they change as the study was undertaken? 

3. How do the results correspond with what was originally expected? 
To what can be ascribed any differences between original and 
actual objectives? 

4. Who are the intended beneficiaries? (Bank staff; planning 
authorities and decision makers in developing countries; 
other researchers) 

5. Has the project assisted in developing research or other 
analytical capacity in the countries under study? 

6. Were efforts made to coordinate work with other studies 
underway in the Bank or outside, to enhance the comparability 
of results or avoid duplicat~on? 

B. Design 

1. Does the research improve in specific ways upon a well
established methodology, or is the analytical framework 
relatively innovative? 

- ------- -- - - --- - - - ----- -- -·--- -- ------- ·------ - -- -~-- - ---··----
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2. Were the theoretical approaches and the methodology employed 
in the study appropriate to its stated purposes? Were 
difficulties encountered in applying the methodology? 
If so, how were they overcome? 

3. How reliable were the data? Does their reliability depend 
on the design and coverage of sample surveys conducted as 
part of the project? If so, were such surveys properly 
designed and carried out, and their results adequately 
incorporated in the research? 

C. Organization 

1. Did the research tasks follow a logical sequence? Were 
there opportunities to review progress at intermediate 
stages? 

2. How effective were the consultants or consulting firms 
employed? How open the channels of communication between 
Bank staff and consultants? 

3. Was the extent of Bank staff involvement in design, imple
mentation, and supervision adequate to meet the study's 
objectives? 

4. What was the nature and extent of awareness, support, or 
participation among: 

Bank operating departments? 
Local research institutes? 
Government agencies? 

D. Dissemination 

1. Are the research outputs written and presented in a manner 
which makes them accessible to the intended audience(s)? 

2. By what means have findings been communicated to the 
intended beneficiaries? 

E. Cost 

1. How does the overall cost and efficiency of the study 
·compare with initial estimates? Did it take longer than 
expected.? 

2. What appreciation, however broad, can be given of 
cost-effectiveness? 

F. Summary: Wha t lessons for the conduct of future research 
projects are suggested from the above? 

- - ---- - - - -- - ------------



Those listed below September 26, 1977 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Botswana Research Proposal: Panel Review 

1. Attached you will find a revised proposal to 
investigate economic aspects of rural household behavior 
based on data from the Botswana Rural Income Dis~ribution 
Survey. As you recall, an earlier version of this proposal 
was reviewed in May; for convenience the panel's report is 
attached. 

2. The panel, now consisting of Mr. c. Boucher 
(E. Africa Programs) in addition to Messrs. R. Picciotto 
(Chairman), M. Ahluwalia, G. Baldwin (or a nominee), and 

G. Donaldson, will meet on Friday, September 30 at 3 p.m. 
in Room A620 to consider the revised proposal. As is 
customary, our conclusions will be forwarded to the 
Research Committee and will include recommendations on 
whether the additional funds requested should be approved. 

Attachments 

Distribution: Messrs. Picciotto, Ahluwalia, Baldwin, 
Boucher Cw/guidelines), Donaldson, B. King 

cc (w/o proposal): Messrs. T. King, Chernichovsky, Moran, 
Stoutjesdijk 

cc (information}: Messrs. Avramovic, Hultin, Maane, 
Maubouche, Pennisi 

OFGrimes:g~ 



Dr. J. D. S ddon 
Sehool of Oevelo ent Studies 
University of East Anglia 
Norwich NR4 7TJ, England 

Dear Dr. Se don: 

7 , 

Septe r 26, 1977 

Another co ent just arrived. Here it is. 

Attachment 

BBKing:gm 

Yours sincerely, 

Benjamin B. King 
Research Adviser 

Development Policy 

I 

) 



WORLD BANK/ INTERt-JATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. Brian Shields, Chief, ASPTR 

FROM: R. N. Panfil ({r/ 0 
SUBJECT:· Cornents on The Effects of Roads in West Central Nepal 

DATE: September 23, 1977 

. L The study provides a detailed analysis of changes brough t i ; , ." ~· ~ 

by the c6nstruction of a number of new roads. While tran~port, c.: 01 •. , . . ::cc. i al 
and governm~ntal activities increased within ~he region after th8 
construction of the roads, there was little increase in production in 
agriculture and industry. Thus the findings of the study support the 
results of oJ:her studies and clearly indicates that the roads alone are 
not sufficient to cause economic development. The report's main point 
is that social and political factors as well as the need for other economic 
input have to be analyzed when considering the viability of a road invest
ment. 

2. While the study's main point is well made, the authors somewhat 
jump to the conclusion that little development can take place in Nepal 
until a fundamental change in the distribution of power (installation of 
a genuinely representative government), both nationally and regionally, 
takes place. While the idea might be appealing, there is little evidence 
that a democratic system would work any better than the present system, 
given the historical and social setting of Nepal. This issue adds a 
somewhat sensational element to the report, but for development agencies 
it is for the most part irrelevant since an attempt has to be made to 
work within the system. 

3. · A possible shortcoming in the study is that all the roads tend to 
be lu~ped together in order to draw general conclusions. Even from the 

. information presented, however, it is·clear that the road in the Terai 
Region, where the land is flat and fertile, has had a greater impact on 
agricultural production. No doubt, one of the main reasons for the lack 
of impact of the road in the Hills Region. is the lack of agricultural 
potential of the terrain. Thus, the study indicates that road construction 
in the Terai Re gion ,-,ould have a much greater chance of bringing about 
development than in the hills. 

4. While no doubt the growth in the bureaucracy has had many negative 
effects, the study tends to play down the positive effects of the bureau
cracy as a generator of economic activity. The fact that government is 
now placing some civil servants out of the Kathmandu Valley (although 
admittedly too few) is in itself a major step in the right direction. 

5. Because of the collection of original data and the depth of t~e 
investigation, the studymakesa major contribution towards understanding 
the political, economic and social situation in Nepal. Besides being a 
valuable source of information to our department, it would also be useful 
to Agriculture and other departments. . . 

cc: Mr. ·B. B. King 

RNP/jf 
-(, J 



Mr. • G. van d T Tak. 

David L. Gordon, DirectoT, U>PD 

Bevin 'P n la on Research 

Prof. ard n (U.S.) 
Sir Cbarl s Co\lrt ( w,tralia) 
Em1.l S 1 (Indoneeia) 
Bol>erto Campos (?b:uil) 
o. Wonc ol (Korea) 
Hector rtado (V uala) 
Ghazi Al Qusaibi (Saudi Arabia) 
Abdul (Egypt) 
I.G. Pat 1 (UNDP/I ia) 
P.N. Dhar (India) 
Sno Unakul (thaUa ·· ) 

s pt r 26, 1977 

t 16, 1977. the 
a for the p 1 



Mr. OTVille F. Grimes, Jr. VPD 
Through: Mr. K. M. Thint, CHIEF, LCPED 

A. Freire, Senior Educator, LCPED 

September 21, 1977 

Review Research Proposal: The Influence of Books on Learning 

1. As this research proposal would help t:he Bank and member countries 
design an effective education development project, it merits full support. 

2. The scope of a research program concerning the influence of books 
on learning is enormous. l suggest that the proposed research be confined, 
as a first step, to a certain level of education (primary or secondary), a 
certain region (urban or rural), or the same group of subjects (science and 
mathematics, social sciences, etc.). In any case, the research should include 
studies on the 

(a) quality of the textbooks (relevance of content, timeliness 
of information, relevance to local soc:ial/economic background, 
political aspect, orientation of curriculum to lessons/referenee 
books, student self-testing, editing/printing); 

(b) ability of teachers to encourage students to use textbooks 
(as sole source of learning, complementary source, or guide); 
and 

(c) relation between textbooks and examinations. 

3. In estimating the duration and cost of the proposed research, the 
extensive variability of the impact of textbooks on learning achievement will 
undoubtedly be taken into consideration. 

AFreire/dw: 



Those listed below 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Forthcoming Research Committee Meeting 

September 21, 1977 

1. Following its meetings in October, the Research 
Committee will most probably meet in mid-December. To be 
considered at this meeting, proposals in final form should 
consequently reach me no later than Friday, November 18. 

2. I would appreciate it if those planning to submit 
proposals for the mid-December meeting could confirm their 
intentions as soon as possible. One reason for doing so 
is to assist in deciding whether, in fact, the November 18 
deadline may be too early for some sponsors of research. 
If so, there may be a case for postponing the submission 
date until after the Thanksgiving holidays, with a Research 
Committee meeting in January. 

cc : Research Committee Members 
DPS, CPS Directors and Division Chiefs 
Regional Chief Economists 
Mr. Lowther 
Ms. Stout 
Miss Hidalgo-Gato 
Miss Peter 
Mrs. Cleave 
Mrs. Hazzah 

OFGrimes:gmrJ2/ 



I JVRTI:_ 
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
CORPORATION 

TO: Mr. Orville F. Grimes, Jr. VPD 
Through: Mr. K. M. Thint, CHIEF, LCPED 

FROM: A. Freire, Senior Educator, LCPED 

R . -t. ·~, 

DATE: September 21, 1977 

SUBJECT: Review Research Proposal: The Influence of Books on Learning 

1. As this research proposal would help the Bank and member countries 
design an effective education development project, it merits full support. 

2. The scope of a research program concerning the influence of books 
on learning is enormous. I suggest that the proposed research be confined, 
as a first step, to a certain level of education (primary or secondary), a 
certain region (urban or rural), or a group of subjects (science and 
mathematics, social sciences, etc.). In any case, the research should include 
studies on the 

(a) quality of the textbooks (relevance of content, timeliness 
of information, relevance to local social/economic background, 
political aspect, orientation of curriculum to lessons/reference 
books, student self-testing, editing/printing); 

(b) ability of teachers to encourage students to use textbooks 
(as sole source of learning, complementary source, or guide); 
and 

(c) relation between textbooks and examinations. 

3. In estimating the duration and cost of the proposed research, the 
many variables affecting the impact of textbooks on learning achievement will 
undoubtedly be taken into consideration. 

AFreire/dw 



Mrs. Chandra Hardy, PAB September 21, 1977 

Benjamin B. King, VPD Signed B B . 
• • King 

LPAU Work 

1. I have a few miscellaneous comments on the paper 
of September 14. 

2. First Gershon Feder, who is now in the PRC, has 
written another paper which he is now revising - maybe has 
revised. It is directed more at identifying impending 
default and you may be interested on that account. 

3. Second, the risk of default or rescheduling does 
not specify, as far as I know, its nature, i.e., the types 
of " losses 11 listed on page 3. There is a ques,tion of fact 
as to whether, in respect ot Bank loans, debts have been 
forgiven or interest rates lowered. To what extent can 
one specify the sorts of circumstances under which these 
losses, which are genuine one, would occur? 

4. Thirdly, I would not regard the mere delay of 
repayment as a loss. It is tantamount to a more extended 
maturity. Do we regard long maturity loans as tllosingh 
more than short ones~ In any case, if net lending remains 
the same, it makes little differf3nce and we may avoid the 
cost of project preparation. 

BBKing:gm 



Dr.~- D. Seddon 
School of Development Studies 
University of East Anglia 
Norwich NR4 7TJ, England 

Dear Dr. Seddon: 

September 20, 1977 

I have not had a great deal of luck in extracting comments 
on your Nepalese road study, but one has finally turned up. I 
enclose a copy of one, which, as the writer himself says, does 
not purport to be more than "a few reflections 11

• 

Yours sincerely, 

enjamin B. King 
Researeh Adviser 

Development Policy 



,. 

Subject East Anglia University 
Nepal Road Study 

DRAFT 
OJRahkonen:ww 
September 13,1977 

1. Very interesting study and useful in examining the effects of specific 

road projects. Some of the conclusions are, however, rather dramatic, this relates 

in particular to one of the main themes : "a country in deepening crisis" (Volume I, 

chapters II and III). It is true that the economic conditions are difficult in 

Nepal, but this is the very reason for development efforts being undertaken by the 
1/ 

Bank and other multi- and bilateral agencies. · Furthermore, everything is relative 

. .... 

and Bangledesh could perhaps be taken as a closeby country, where the problems appear 

to b~ greater than in Nepal. It may be useful for the authors to study Bank 

economic reports and related lending programs. 

2. The report lacks a concise summary and recommendations, but another bold 

conclusion appears to be tha t it is the road projects which have been important 

contributing factors to the "deepening crisis" and dissolut i on of the traditional 

socio-economi c patterns (Vol. I, pp. 40-44). The conclusions are perhaps true fo r 

the particular roads reviewed but a more correct intepretation of the reasons to thes e 

efforts should have been a bad proj ect preparation, rather than implying that thes e 

would be typical cases. 

3. For the same reasons, it may be too ambitious for the authors to believe tha t 

the report would be able to provide a basis for a, general debate world-w1de (Vol.I, 

p.4). 

1/ 

It is apparent tha t the proj ec~reviewed were prepared on the basis of rather 

It is my 
assuming 
27-28). 
economy" 

i mpression tha t the r eport has a rather bias ed undertone by 
tha t aid s erves mainly political and strategic in~erest (Vol. 1, pp.5, 
The whole t erminology used bears more resemblance of l'polf tical 
than an obj ective economic asses sment. 

I 
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ele~entary techniques with little attention to the socio-economic (and income 

generating) impacts. There has been quite a rapid methodological development in 

this field during the recent years and many of the Bank agricultural and rural 

development projects (with rural road components) would have met the particular 

criticism now raised in the report. 

4. In spite of the above comments, I consider the study well prepared and 

few of its kind. Constructive revisions could make the report very good indeed. 

/ 



Mrs. M. deTchihatchef, IPA 

Or*ille F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Abstracts 1977: Some Additional Revisions 

September 20, 1977 

1. Attached you will find pages extracted from the 
current (August 1977) Abstracts manuscript indicating the 
minor revisions we have made since you received the draft. 

2. I look forward to seeing shortly your version 
incorporating the attached revisions and your own. 

Attachment 

cc : tr. B. B. King 

OFGrimes:gm~ 



Mr. M. Ahluwalia, DRCID September 19, 1977 

Benjamin B. King' VPo __ igned. .B. a. King 

Socio-E.conomic Determinants of Fertility 

1. May I answer your r ther d vastating memo of 
Septemb r 16 with few observations ba ed on my under
tanding (v gue as it i) of thi project. These are, 

in turn, based largely on questions I a ked - I believe, 
fter you left the lat meeting. 

2. First, I will take equations (1) to (3). Let 
us as ume you hold C, Ed, L (all with sub cript i) 
constant; in other words you investigate ubgroups with 
similar characteristics of these kinds. Then you po tulate 
the following equations: 

m 

= 
= 

f {N!j) 

Tijx Nij 

f (T1x> 

(Isn't it?) 

3. This o its two vari bl s (a, A) which I will come 
to later. Supposing there re no roblems with these, 
which I think there is, you would then be mapping di posi
tion of time (and, hence, if possibl, acquisition of 
income) against family composition for each subgroup. The 
collection of "map" ould form a " upermap 11 for the whole 
group. 

4. Would this tell us anything? I really hav no 
i dea. But is it n cessary to have a theory first? Could 
we not, in som sense, try to determine what the behavioral 
effect of an increase in the number of one particular class 
( ij) in the hou ehold , namely, children has on T, Y and 
thens e whether there is ny re sonable theory to fit the 
"facts " . Of course a chang dNi will induce both a change 
dY and dT (leisure), which may imply a trade-off. I feel 
that some evidence along these lines ould be worth having, 
if it can be had. We do, after all, talk rather glibly 
about "reserv tion" wages without quite knowing what th 
reservations are. 



Mr •• Ahluwalia - 2 - September 19, 1977 

5. I come back to the two missing variables. I 
simply do not understand "A", as I ould have thought it 

ubswned under N (age-sex clas e ). I think I understand 
"a " a little better. I asswne it distinguishes farmers 
from truckdriv rs Chea of household?) If so, should it 
be shove up with th held-constant group (C, Ed, L)? 
Or is occupation itself a function of these and household 
composition? 

6. Secondly, I come to the di connected equation (4). 
I had asswned, incorrectly as I now bell ve, that the link 
w s through HC. Taking this to mean household composition 
at tim of marriage (which is, of cour e, subject to change 
apart from children), then the de ired number of children 
is dependent, inter lia, on this composition - for reasons 
which might be illuminated by the first part of the project. 

7. However, the dependence does not appear to be 
confined to subgroup (i.e., holding the aforesaid C, Ed , L 
constant). So, there seems to be at least three missing 
variables in (4). Whether th data ould support such a 
large number I do not know. 

cc: Mr. Grimes 

BBKing:gm 



A. Karaosmanoglu, 

Benjamin B. King .:.J ned 

Research expenditure 

September 19, 1977 

I think it is time that we obtained from P&B 
an explanation of how they calculate the expenditure on 
research which appears in the buciget documents. Here is 
a comparison of three sets of figures for FY76 expenditure 
i FY76 $ millions 1/ : 

FY78 FY77 
Budget Budget My Estimate 

In- house 3.57 2.18 2.18 
Joint - Ext. 2.05 2 .. 05 2.07 

- Bank 2.8 8 3.15 1.90 

Total 8.50 7.38 6.15 

2. My estimate is documented in the attached note 
and tables ; it corresponds closely with the Annual Report 
on Research. The FY78 budget document says the difference 
is due to inclusion of 0 admini trative overhead costs of 
the budget units" . Certainly I did not include these 
(having little to go on), if it means front offices, 
telephones etc ; I did include allocated ft benefits and 
overheads" and a fair share of secretarial help. It is 
d ifficult to understand how the discrepancy could be as 
igh as 64% in one case ana so~ in tne other. Moreover, 

the variation from FY77 to FY78 suggests certain 
v:olatility in the waY, they do things. 

3. The myster~ is coma ounded by the number of 
manyears usea in each case : 



.Mr. A. Karaosmanoglu - 2 - September 19, 1977 

In the FY78 budget, it is stated that these figures are 
about the same as in F"/77, which in turn were higher than 
in FY76 (see FY77 budget, page 24). 

4. In sum, their manpower figures are some 25% less, 
the-ir " internal" costs 55-60% higher. It is a great mystery. 

Attachments 

cc: Mrs. Cleave 
Mr. Grimes 
Mrs. Hazzah 

BBKing:gm 



Notes on Research Expenditure (FY76) 

1. Since the question of expenditure on research is rather 

topical, I have been trying to make some rough calculations of 

the cost of the manpower associated with research so as to arrive 

not only at totals, but also subtotals for different subdivisions 

and even the total cost of an individual project. 

2. In principle, I have assumed that the "cost" of a 

professional or research assistant includes: 

3. 

(i) 
{ii) 

{iii) 
(iv) 

· his salary 
allocated benefits as defined by P&B 
allocated overhead as defined by P&B 
a proportionate share of secretarial salaries, 
also grossed up as in (ii) and (iii). 

The calculations are largely based on the P&B "Report 

on the Administrative Budget" for FY76, from which financial 

and manpower figures are extracted in Table 1. The table also 

shows the mark-up (%) for "allocated" benefits and overhead 

department by department. On average it is 80% for the two 

together. Other sources (e.g. FY78 budget ~able 4) show 

slightly different figures. 

4. Table 2 is a shorthand record of calculations. I have 

used the Bank's average FY76 professional salary as shown in the 

FY77 budget (Table 5) to calculate the total cost of professional 

salaries. The balance of the cost is for assistant and secreta

rial salaries. Without any information on how the latter compare, 



-2-

I have assumed that they are the same. On this basis, an average 

salary has been calculated. 1/ 

s. I have then asslu~ed that professionals and assistants 

use secretarial services ~n proportion to their salaries. The 

necessary mark-:-up is calculated as about I8%. Cct~hining this 

with the previous 80% gives us a total mark-up of 113%. Salaries 

as marked up by this amount are used in subsequent calculations. 

6. For information, more than anything else, the allocation 

of manpower to research from two different sources is shown in 

Table 3. The first source (A) is, in effect, the TRS. The 

second (B) is our own allocation in the Annual Report, where 

status reports have been used. Though there are large dif

ferences on individual items, the totals are close. Source (B) 

is used subsequently. 

7. Table 4 converts Table 2.1 in the Annual Report into$. 

Subsequently, corresponding _figures in the FY77 budget 

document are shown for comparison. There is a very large 

difference for RPO internal expenditure. The figures for the 

FY78 budget are different again. 

8. Table 5 shows the allocation of resources in DPS & CPS 
· ~ 

by department, both from the regular budget and the research 
.., 

budget. In the last four columns are shown (a) the use of 

all resources for research and the corresponding proportion 

of total resources and (b) the use of budgetary res~urces only 

for research and the proportion of departmental budgets. 

1/ The err or caused by this assumption is not likely to be large, 
because it so happens that the proportion of professionals and 
assistants used on research is about the same. 



· Table 1 

DPS Budgets/Manpower FY76 

DRC EPR · ECD, EAP VPD TOTAL 

Bud9:et ($'000) 

1. Salaries 767 671 1,556 2,183 297 5,475 

2. Other 167 125 · · 591 437 45 1,364 

3. Subtotal* 934 796 2,147 2,620 342 6,839 

4. Benefits 377 344 813 1,135 157 2,825 

5. Overhead 208 189 4"48 625 86 1,557 

6. Total 1,519 1,329 3,407 4,380 585 11,221 

7. (4/1)% 49.2 51.3 52;2 52.0 52.9 51.6 

8. (5/1)% 27.1 28.2 · 28". 8 28.6 28.9 28.4 

9. Total% 76.3 79.4 81.0 80.6 81.8 80.0 

ManEower (m/yrs.) 

Prof. 19.8 17.7 41.9 56.9 5.7 142.0 

Ass. 10.5 3.8 19.9 47.7 1.9 83.8 

Sec. 10.0 9.8 23". 8 28.1 5.9 77.6 

Total 40.3 31.3 85.6 132.7 13.5 303.4 

I • 

. "' 



Salary base 

Table· 2 

Calculations ($'000) 

Average prof. salary (Budget Tables) 

Multiplied by 142.0 (prof.) 

Balance 

Divided by 161.4 (non prof.) 

Mark-up for secretarial cost 

(77.6 X 10.936) 

Balance 

Mark-up (%) 

Total mark-up 

1.80 X 1,184 

Marked-up salaries 

Prof: 26.1 x 2.131 

Ass: 10.9 x 2.131 

Note 

= 26,125 

= 3,710 

= 1,765 

= 10,936 

= 849 

= 4,626 

= 18.4 

= 2,131 

= 55.6 (4.63 p.m.) 

= 23.2 (1.94 p.m.) 

Using the average salary figures as given above could result'iri 
errors in particular departments which have an unusually high or 
low average. The error is large for EPR & VPD (too low), but 
for the others it is small: EPD (6% too high); ECD (1% too high); 
DRC (3-1/2% too low). 



DRC 

Prof. 

Ass. 

EPD 

Prof. 

Ass. 

ECO 

Prof. 

Ass. 

EPR 

Prof. 

Ass. 

Total 

Prof. 

Ass. 

Budget 2/ 

Prof. 

Ass. 

Man-Years on Research: Comparison 

RPO 
A B 

11.2 

7.4 

1.0 

0.4 

8.8 

8.5 

0.1 

21.0 

16.2 

19.9 

13.2 

13.6 

5.6 

0.3 

0.1 

8.2 

6.3 

22.1 

12.0 

n.a. 

n.a. 

Studies· l/ 
A B 

1.7 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

4.0 

3.6 

0.1 

6.0 

3.9 

3.9 

1.7 

1.7 

0.6 

0.3 

7.4 

5.7 

9.4 

6.3 

n.a. 

n.a. 

j 

Other 
A B 

0.7 

1.1 

0.9 

. 0.1 

4.7 

3.5 

0.3 

6.3 

4.9 

7.7 

5.2 

0.8 

0.7 

0.9 

0.1 

3.4 

3.0 

5.1 

3.8 

n.a. 

n.a. 

Total 
A B 

13.6 

8.8 

2.1 

0.6 

17.5 

15.6 

0.2 

0.3 

33.3 

25.1 

I • 

30.5 

20.2 

16.1 

6.9 

1.5 

0.2 

· 19.0 

15.0 

36.6 

22.1 

n.a. 

n.a. 

1/ Excluding commodity studies (P 3.4; A 1.7) EPD Total and Budget; not 
clear whether "Budget" originally included then. 

2/ Significance not known. 

Sources: A) Cleave 10/11/76 memo RES-01, 02, 03. 

B) Annual Report, p. 15 • . 



Table 4 

. Table· 2'.1 Revi·sed to Show $· Amounts ('000) 
(Using "B" manpower figures) 

RPO : DS Other Total 
Ext. Int. Total . Ext. · 'Int . · Total . Tnt. 

DPS 

DRC 851 885 1,736 12 . 108 120 61 1,917 

EPD 163 19 182 17 17 52 251 

ECD 543 602 1,145 170 543 713 258 2,116 

VPD 2 ·- 2 2 

1,559 1,506 3,065 182 668 850 371 4,286 

CPS 

AGP 55 22 77 48 90 138 6 221 

TRP 254 234 488 14 29 43 117 648 

URB 138 183 221 107 53 160 6 387 

EWT 37 29 66 36 57 93 11 170 

EDP 19 22 41 30 51 81 122 

NDP 43 43 17 60 

TMP 31 45 76 76 

Other 3 3 50 53 

506 390 896 266 368 634 207 I . 1,737 

Regions 4 6 10 · 1'17 127 
·, 

2,069 1,902 3,971 448 1,036 1,484 695 6,150 

FY77 2,047 3,152 5,199 n.a. 
,/ 

( 2,182 ) 7,381 n.a. 
Budget 
figures 
(page 40) 

FY78 2,050 2,880 5,930 n.a. n.a. ( 3,57'0 ) 8,500 
Budget 
figures 1/ 

I (page 22) -
1/ Using 108 as deflater for FY77 to FY76 $. 



Table 5 

Research ProEortions 
($m) 

Budget RPO Total · Research Percenta9:e 
(a) (b) (a) (b) 

DPS 

DRC 1/ 1.52 .85 2.37 1.92 1.07 81 70 

EPD 4.36 .16 4.52 .25 .09 5 2 

ECD 2/ 3.32 .54 3.86 2.12 1.58 55 48 

Other 1.86 · 1;86 -
11.06 1.56 12.62 4.29 2.74 34 25 

CPS 

AGP 3.97 .06 4.03 • 22 . 
.16 5 4 

TRP 1.41 .25 1.66 .65 .40 39 28 

URB 3.39 .14 3.53 .39 .25 11 7 

EWT 2.02 .04 2.06 .17 .13 8 6 

EDP 1.12 .02 1.14 .12 . . 10 11 9 

NDP 4.59 4.59 .06 .06 1 1 

TMP 1.85 1.85 .08 .08 4 4 

Other 5.58 5.58 ·• 05 .OS 

23.93 .51 24.44 1.74 1.23 7 5 

(a) Research total; related to "total resources". 

{b) Research without RPO funds; related to budget. 

1/ If "A" figures used, research costs .09 less and percentages 
73 and 64. 

2/ If "A" figures used, research costs • 07 less and percentages 
53 and 45. 



Those listed below September 16, 1977 

Orville F. Grime, Jr., VPD 

Panel to Re iew Research Proposal 

1. A panel comprising Mr. H. G. van der Tak (Chairman), 
A. Freire, F. Lethem, I. Selowsky, and H. Thia has been 
established to review the attached research proposal on 
Thursday, September 22 t 3 p.m. in Room El026. 

PropoRal 

The Influence of Books on Learning 

Staff Responsible 

s. Heyneman 
D. Jamison 

2. The panel should seek to determine whether the issues 
raised by the proposed research are of relevance to the Bank, 
and whether, if so, the proposal gives sufficient promise that 
the study will be capable of dealing adequately with these is ues. 
To aid in considering such questions, you will find attached a 
set of guidelines for preparation and submission of research 
proposals which illuminate many of the issues relevant for the 
panel discussion. 

3. I would appreciate receiving the recommendations of 
the panel by Thursday, September 29. 

Attachments 

Distribution : Messrs. van der Tak, Freire, Lethem, Selowsky,Thias, 
B. B. King 

Cc: Mr. Heyneman 
Cc(information) : Messrs. T. King, Jamison (o/r), Habte, Zymelman 

R. Johan on, Thint 



WORLD BANK/ INTERNAl:IONAL FINANCE CORPORATION_ , 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Tbose listed below 

Al{ FROM, Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VP~ 

SUBJECT: ~ Review Research Proposal 

DATE: September 16, 1977 
Re"&~ - " 

1. A panel comprising Mr. H. G. van der Tak (Chairman), 
A. Freire, F. Lethem, M. Selowsky, and H. Thias has been 
established to review the attached research proposal on 
Thursday, September 22 at 3 p.m. in Room El026. 

Proposal 

The Influence of Books on Learning~ 
.,,t 

Staff Responsible 

s. Heyneman 
D. Jamison 

2. The panel should seek to determine whether the issues 
raised by the proposed research are of relevance to the Bank, 
and whether, if so, the proposal gives sufficient promise that 
the study will be capable of dealing adequately with these issues. 
To aid in considering such questions, you will find attached a 
set of guidelines for preparation and submission of research 
proposals which illuminate many of the issues relevant for the 
panel discussion. 

3. I would appreciate receiving the recommendations of 
the panel by Thursday, September 29. 

Attachments 

Distribution: Messrs. van der Tak, 4 reire, Lethem, Selowsky,Thias, 
B. B. King 

Cc: Mr. Heyneman 
Cc(information): Messrs. T. King, Jamison (o/r), Habte, Zymelman 

R. Johanson, Thint 



listed below 

Jr., VPD 

to Review Research Proposal 

A panel comprising Messrs. H. Vergin (Chairman), 
G. Donaldson, N. Krafft, P. Nottidge, and M. Wolf has been 
estaolished to review the attached research proposal on 
Monda, September 19 at 2:30 p.m. in Room C610. 

Proposal 

India : Impact of Agricultural 
Development on Emp loyment and Poverty: 
Pase I 

Staff 
Responsible 

T . N. Srinivasan 

2. The panel should seek to determine whether the 
issues raised by the proposed research are of interest to 
the Bank, and whether , if so, the proposal gives sufficient 
promise that the study itself will be capable of dealing 
adequately witti these issues. To aid in considering such 
questions, you will find attached a se~ of guidelines fo~ 
preparation and submis·sion of research proposals which 
illuminate many, o f the issues relevant for the panel 
discussion. 

woula aHpreci ate receiYing 
the ~anel by ~onday, September 26. 

A tachment:s 

Distr.i:bution : Nottidge, 

Candler 



Mr. J. Blaxall, PAB 

Benjamin B. King, VPD .Signed B. B. King 

Research Advisory Panel on Income 
Distribution and .Employment (RAPID:8) 

September 13, 1977 

1. This external panel, which was set up in response 
to the E.D's. desire to have an outside look at research, 
is now in being and will have to be financed. My sugges.tion 
is that, in the, first instance, we charge it against the 
Research Budget (Item 670-92: Conferences). 

2. This is, of course, not strictly research; it is 
more like evaluation. The reason for charging it against 
the research budget is a pragmatic onei it appears likely 
that, as long as we have the expected degree of slippage, 
we should be able to cover it. If, however, we should 
find ourselves tight, I would ask that P&B be prepared to 
cover any excess over our budgetary allowance. 

cc: M. Karaosmanoglu 
Mr. Vergin 
Mr. Grimes 
Mrs. Cleave 
Mr. Beenstock 

BBKin :gm 
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• 
Distribution below 

B. B. King, VPD Signe'd B, 0. 

Research Allocations, FY78 

,r,,,.,.-
1,1, 0 

September 13, 1977 

1. The attached lists show the revised financial 
allocations for all research projects in your department. 

2. Table 1 summarizes authorizations and expendi-
tures for each project from FY76 onward. The "total 
authorization 11 for each project, which refers to the total 
amount authorized for FY76 and all subsequent years without 
further submission to the Research Committee, appears in 
Column 1. Expenses in FY76 and FY77 are subtracted, and 
the remainder is available for commitment in FY78 (Column 4} 
unless there are already commitments for FY79 or beyond 
(Column 5). 

3. Table 2 provides a breakdown of FY77 expenses 
into disbursements and accruals, and shows the adjust-
ments made for over- or underdisbursements against FY76 
accruals. Column 6, Table 2 is thus the same as Column 3, 
Table 1. Funds available for commitment in FY78 (Column 9-
the same as Column 4, Table 1) are derived by adjusting the 
existing FY78 authorization, if any, for performance in 
FY77. 

4. Project supervisors should consider carefully 
whether a portion of the funds shown as aYailable during 
FY78 (Column 4, Table 1) might not be required until 
later. If they would suggest a different allocation of 
.remaining funds than that shown in Columns 4 and 5, a 
word to this office as soon as possible would be appre
ciated. 

5. Supervisors are further reminded that commitments 
in excess of the total authorization will not be approved 
unless a memorandum is sent to the Secretary of the 
Research Committee, stating the reasons. 

Attachments 

For distribution, see next page. 

OFGrimes: ~ 



Distribution 

DRC : Mr. Duloy 
Ms. Stout 
Mr. Stoutjesdijk 

EPD: Mrs. Hughes 
Ms. Hidalgo-Gato 

DED: Mr. Avramovic 
Mr . Stoutjesdijk 
Mr. Lowther 

- 2 -

CPS: Messrs. Habte, Hultin, Gilpin, Zymelman, Futagami, R. Gomez 
Willoughby, Harral 
Jaycox, Rathnam 
Yudelman, Hotes, Donaldson 
Rovani, Ms. Peter 

Regions: ~..rs. Lele 
Mr. Serageldin 
Messrs. Bachmann, Meimaris, Ginnsz 

All lists: Messrs. Doud, Panickaveetil, s. Perch, Grimes, 
Mrs. Stone, Mrs. Hazzah 



Table 1: SUMMARY OF AUTHORIZA' AND EXPENDITURES 

Development Research Center (List 1) 

,. 
Available Remainder 

Project Total Expenses, Expenses, for Commitment of Total 

~ !!lli Authorization 2-I FY76 FY77 FY78 Authorization 
(1) (2) (3) (4) --m 

~ Qffice of Director 
:. 

670-01 Development Strategies in Semi-Industrial 4.0 2.0 'E.f o. 7 ~/ 1. 3 
Countries 

670-87 Industrial Policies & Economic Integration 17 .o 12. 2 3.0 1.8 
in West Africa 

6 71-27 Social Accounts & Development Models 117. 7 41.4 62.4 13.9 
671-35 Export Incentives in Developing Countries 177 .0 44.8 52.1 80.l 
671-45 Programming & Designing Investment: Indus Basin 270.0 - 53.4 E!.:.2. 95.0 ---

Sub-Total 585.7 100.4 171.6 218.7 95.0 

Income Distribution 

670-06 Short-run & Long-run Influences upon Income 22.6 6.9 10.7 5.0 
Distribution 

670-83 Evaluation of Latin American Dsta on Income 62.2 70.6 9.9 
Distribution 

671-08 Evaluation of Asian Data on Income Distribution 150.4 51. 7 40.0 58.7 
671-33 Ability Characteristics as Factors of Production 19.5 7.3 1. 3 10.9 
671-36 Income Distribution in Thailand 43.0 12 .2 25.6 5.2 
6 71-39 Price Intervention in Agriculture 4.8 2.4 2.8 
671-41 Indirect Estimation of the Size Distribution 13.0 2.4 17.6 

of Income --- --- --- --

Sub-Total 315.5 153.5 107. 9 79.8 

Development Planning 

6 70- 73 Rural Development in Northeast Brazil 108.0 55.1 44.0 8.9 
6 70-86 Prototype Models for Country Analysis 190.0 122. 9 96.8 
671-17 The Analytics of Change in Rural Communities 151.1 76.7 46.6 27.8 
6 71-29 Agricultural Pricing & Storage Policies in 73.0 43.4 49.3 

East Africa 
671-43 The Consequences of Risk for Agricultural Policy 48 . 0 - 25 . 4 22.6 ---

Sub-Total 570.l 298.1 262.1 59.3 

Special Topics 

670-23 Scope for Capital-Labor Substitution in the 16.5 8.5 8.0 
Mechanical Engineering Industry 

670-24 Programming in the Manufacturing Sec tor 78.5 36.5 28 . 5 13.5 
671-09 Natural Resources & Planning - Issues in 145.0 65.9 54.9 24.2 

Trade & Investment ·-- --- -- --
Sub-Total 240.0 110.9 91.4 37.7 

TOTAL 1,711.3 662.9 633.0 395.5 95.0 

2./ Budget authorizations for FY76 and subsequent years. 
'E_/ Excludes disbursements of $11,900 in FY76 and $8,800 in FY77 against commitments in previous years. 



.. 

Table 1: SUMMARY OF AUTHORUATIONS AND EXPENDITURES 

Economic Analysis and Projections Department (List 2) 

Available Remainder 
Project Total Expenses, Expenses, for Commitment of Total 

Code Title Authorization f!/ FY76 FY77 FY78 Authorization 
(1) (2) (3) (4) ~ 

670-68 International Comparison Project 330.0 127.l 203.0 
671- 23 Agricultural Commodity Projecti ons 10.0 8.1 - 1. 9 
671-28 Linkage of Commodity & Country Models 100.5 27.5 30.0 43.0 

Sub-Total 440.5 162.7 233.0 44.9 

f!/ Budge t authorizations for FY76 and subsequent years. 



.. 

Table 1 ; SUHHARY or AUTIIOllllATIONS !XPENDITUUS 

Development Econontic1 Departaent (Liat l) 

Project 

~ !ill! 

Office of Director 

671-06 
671-24 

Employment Mod.ell & Projection• 
Simulation of Buffer Stocki 

Sub-Total 

!conomlce of Induatry 

671-05 
671-32 

671-51 
671-56 

Pattern• of Indu1trial Development 
A Comparative Study of the Sources of Induatrial 

Growth & Structural Change 
Appropriate Industrial Technology 
Marketing Manufactured Exports 

Sub-Total 

Urban & Regional Economica 

670-70 
671-18 

671-37 

671-47 

671-53 

Urban Public Finance & Adminiatration 
Pricing & Financing of Urban Public Service.a: 

~ater Supply & Sewage Dlapoaal 
Analyzing the Effecta of Urban Houalng Pollciea 

in Developing Countries 
Strategic Planning to Accoanodate l.&pid Growth 

in LDC Cities 
El Salvador Health Study 

Sub-Total 

Popula tton & JJlnan Resource, 

670-99 

671-02 
671-03 
671-19 
671-26 
671-38 
671-40 

671-49 

Economic Aapecte of Household Fertility Behavior 
& Labor Supply in Northeast Brazil 

Population Growth & Rural Poverty 
Kaxiaalzing Uaefulneae of Household Surveys 
Economic Development & Educational B.eform 
Migration Pattern• in West Africa 
Narangwal Population & Nutrition 
International Review Group on Research ln 

Population & Development 
Education & Rural Development in Nepal 

Sub-Total 

Employment & Rural Development 

670-45 

671-30 

671-31 

671-48 

Labor Force Participation. Incc:rne. & 
Unemp loym.en t 

Structure of Rural Employment, Income, &: 
Labor Marketa 

A Comparative Analyaia of Rural-Urban Labor 
Market Interactions 

Urban Labor Marketa in Latin America 

Sub-Total 

Pub 1 tc Finance 

670-96 
671-25 

Distributive Impact of Public Expenditures 
Conrnercial Bank Behavior 

Sub-Total 

TOIAL 

!./ Budget authorizations for FY.76 and subsequent years . 

Total 
Authorization a/ 

(1) -

104.2 

-12..:..!! 
134 . 2 

45 . 0 
111. 7 

26.8 

...1Ll 

216.0 

13. 7 
25.2 

32.2 
135.0 

....ll.J! 

263. l 

9.0 

41. l 
2.4 

30.2 
61.0 

103 . 0 
20 . 0 

110, 7 

377.4 

65.5 

100.0 

30 . 0 

~ 

239 . l 

39.0 
1Q..J! 

89.0 

1,318.8 

Expense,, 
____lliL 

(2) 

77 . 0 
~ 

82.4 

27. 7 
56.5 

84.2 

22.8 

10.0 

32.8 

3. 7 

25. 3 

28. l 
28 . 4 
53.5 
20.0 

159 . 0 

48.4 

12. 7 

22 . 2 

83.3 

25.2 
.ll.:1. 
60.4 

502.1 

Expense,, 
YY77 

-(-3)-

24. l 
!Q.,.2 

35.0 

17 .2 
42.6 

59.8 

3 . 4 
1.8 

22 . 2 
30. 4 

57 . 8 

0.2 

13. 7 
2.4 
2.4 

13. l 
61. l 

~ 

123 . 3 

20 . 5 

8 . 6 

-1. 9 

...Ll 

32. 7 

14.9 
...i...1 

19.8 

328.4 

Available 
for Coaaitaent 

!!]8 
(4) 

3.1 

ll.l 

16.8 

0.1 
12 . 6 

24.0 
!L..2 

54.6 

10. 3 
0.6 

104. 6 

..ll& 
142.5 

2.1 

19.5 

~ 

77.0 

78. 7 

9. 7 

..1Ll 

126 . 5 

.Ll 

9.9 

427.3 

1-tader 
of Total 

Authorisation 
(5) 

2.1 
!!.! 
17.4 

ll..2 
30.0 

~ 

24.~ 

72.3 



Table l: SUMMARY OF AtrrllORIZATIONS AND EXPENDITURES (J' - t 4) 

• 
Project 
~ ~ 

Education Department 

670- 78 

6 71-52 
· 671-54 

Project Evaluation Methodology: 
Education Attainments 

Occupational Structures of Industries 
Economics of Educational Radio 

TITTAL 

Transportation Departmen t 

670-26 

670-27 
671-13 

6 71-14 
671-15 

671-50 

Substitution of Labor & Equipment in 
Civil Construction 

Highway Design Study, Phase II 
Port Pricing & Investment Policies for 

Dcvaloping Countries 
Madagascar Feeder Road Study 
Effects of Health & Nutrition Standards on 

Worker Productivity 
Economic Role of Railways 

T<JrAL 

Urban Pro)ects Department 

671-20 Urban Traffic Restraint (Singapore) 

Agriculture & Rural Development Department 

670-89 

671-34 
671-42 

671-44 

Development Strategies for Smallholder 
Agriculture in Yugoslavia 

Management & Organization of Irrigation Projects 
Country Case Studies of Agricultural Prices 

& Subsidies 
Agricultural Innovation & Rural Development 

TITTAL 

Energy, Water & Telecommunications Department 

670-6 7 

671-46 

Standards of Reliability of Urban Electricity 
Supply 

Appropriate Technology for Water & Waste Disposal 

TCYfAL 

a/ Budget authorizations for FY76 and subsequent years. 
b/ Includes $8,500 reaccrued in FY77. See Table 2, 
~/ Exceeds FY76 authorization by $9,900. 
d/ Remainder of FY77 authorization. 
""i_! To be determined, 

Total 
Authorization a/ 

(1) -

31.4 

73.6 
.....il.:..Q 

166. 0 

200.0 

323.5 
14.0 

62.5 
35.0 

-2!.:2. 

666.5 

95.7 

5.0 

158.5 
205.2 

69.7 

438.4 

73.3 

549 . 4 

622. 7 

Expenses, 
FY76 
(2) 

18.7 

18.7 

101. 7 

55.l 
16.9 

55. 9 £I 
24.1 

--
253.7 

122 .6 
• 

2.0 

35.4 

37.4 

12.1 

12.1 

ExpenSes, 
,FY77 m-

12. 7 

..!!..:.Q 

16.7 

101.4 

115.4 
6. 2 '!!.I 

14.2 
13.6 

~ 

261.6 

7.3 

0.8 

25.0 
J.86.1 

54.1 

266.0 

64.6 

168.1 

232.7 

Available Remainder 
for Commitment of Total 

FY78 Authorization 
(4) (5) 

. 
61.5 12.1 
57 . 0 

118.5 12.1 

125.0 28.0 
' 

2.3 M 

.2.Q2 

148.0 28.0 

~/ 

2.2 

98.1 
19.1 

-11.:.§. 

135.0 

, 
358.3 23.0 

358.3 23.0 
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Table 1: SUMMARY OF AUTHORIZATIONS AND EXPENDITURES (List 5) 

Project 
Code Title 

Eastern Africa Region 

670-93 Evaluation of Lilongwe Land Development Program 

Europe, Middle East, and North Africa Region 

671-55 Retention of Literacy/Numeracy Skills Among 
School Leavers 

Western Africa Region 

671-57 Distribution of Income through the Extended 
Family Sys tern 

a/ Budget authorizations for FY76 and subsequent years. 
lit Of which $600 accrual. See Table 2. 

Total 
Authorization a/ 

(1) -

43.0 

175.3 

Expenses, 
FY76 
(2) 

0.9 

Expenses, 
FY77 
(3) 

2.5 E.f 

1. 9 

Available 
for COllBllitment 

FY78 
(4) 

41.1 

165.3 

Remainder 
of Total 

Authorization 
(5) 

10.0 



:' 

,. 

~: FY77 EXPENSES AND FY78 AVAILABILITY 

Development Research Center (List l} 

a-------------- --------------------FY77 Expens~ Adjustment ------------- for FY76 
Project 
~ Title 

Office of Director 

670-01 

670-87 

671-27 
671-35 
671-45 

Development Strategies in Semi-Industrial 
Countries 

Industrial Policies & Economic Integration 
in West Africa 

Social Accounts & Development Modelo 
Export Incentives in Developing Countries 
Progranwning & Designing Investment: Indus Basin 

Sub-Total 

Income Distribution 

670-06 

670-83 

671-08 
671-33 
671-36 
671-39 
671-41 

Short-run & Long-run Influences upon Income 
Distribution 

Evaluation of Latin American Data on Income 
Distribution 

Evaluation of Aaian Data on Income Distribution 
Ability Characteristics as Factors of Production 
Income Distribution in Thailand 
Price Intervention in Agriculture 
Indirect Estimation of the Size Diatribution 

of Income 

Sub-Total 

Development Planning 

670-73 
670-86 
671-17 
671-29 

671-43 

Special Topics 

670-23 

670-24 
671-09 

Rural Development in Northeast Brazil 
Prototype Models for Country Analysis 
The Analytics of Change in Rural COiiuiUn1t1es 
Agricultural Pricing & Storage Policies in 

East Africa 
The Conaequencee of Riek for Agricultural Policy 

Sub-Total 

Scope for Capital-Labor Substitution in the 
Mechanical Engineering Industry 

Prograaning in the Manufacturing Sector 
Natural Resources & Planning - Ieeues in 

Trade & Investment 

Sub-Total 

TOTAL 

a/ +•excess of YY76 accrual diabureementa over FY.76 accrual. 

Available 
for C<Xmlitment 

in ¥YU 
(1) 

2 . 0 

4.8 

69.3 
84 . 2 

-.!i:.Q 

245 . 3 

15.7 

13.6 

78 . 7 
12 . 2 
21.1 
2.4 

10.6 

154.3 

52.9 
67.1 
en, 
JU • .a, 

29 . 6 

28 . 0 

227.7 

8.0 

42.0 
69.1 

119 . 1 

746 . 4 

- - • shortfall of FY76 accrual disbursements from FY76 accrual. 
b/ Column (1) less column (6). 
-;_/ Column (7) plus column (8). 
d/ Excludea disbursement• of $8,800 in FY77 against cOD111itments in previous yearo. 
ii FY78 funding to be determined in light of disposition of FY77 accrual ($22,800) . 

Disbursements 
(2) 

0.6 

2.5 

55 . 0 
27.7 
~ 

139.2 

4.5 

9 .6 

39 . 6 
-0.1 
14 . 6 
0.1 
6.6 

74.9 

41.4 
91. 9 
'+I . ;, 

49 . 0 

20.9 

250. 7 

8.0 

20.3 
2Ll. 

53.7 

518.5 

Accruals 
-(3_)_ 

0. 1 

1.4 

5. 9 
22.1 

29.5 

6.2 

22.8 

1.0 
10.7 

2.4 
11.0 

54.1 

2.8 
17.8 

~.u 
3.3 

4.5 

33.4 

9.4 
iW. 

50.7 

167 . 7 

Sub-Total 
(4) 

0. 7 

3.9 

60.9 
49.8 
53.4 

168. 7 

10 . 7 

32.4 

39.6 
0.9 

25.3 
2 . 5 

17.6 

129.0 

44.2 
109 . 7 ... ;,,.;, 

52.3 

25 . 4 

284.1 

8.0 

29 . 7 
§i.:l 

104.4 

686 . 2 

Accruals a/ 
-(-5)--

-0. 9 

1.5 
2.3 

2.9 

-22.5 

0.4 
0.4 
0. 3 
0.3 

-21.1 

-0 .2 
-12 . 9 
-5.9 
-3.0 

-22,0 

-1.2 
-11.8 

-13. 0 

-53.2 

Total 
(6) 

0. 7 ~, 

3.0 

62.4 
52 . 1 
53.4 

171.6 

10.7 

9.9 

40. 0 
1.3 

25 . 6 
2.8 

17.6 

107 . 9 

44.0 
96 . 8 
I . IC IC. o+o . o 
49.3 

25 . 4 

~62.1 

8.0 

28.5 
1Ll. 

91.4 

633.0 

Availability for 
----Coam,itment in FY78----
Prom 
I11l. y 

(7) 

1.3 

1.8 

6.9 
32.1 
31.6 

73 . 7 

s.o 

- !.I 

38 . 7 
10.9 
-4 . S 

SO.l 

8.9 

.J • .:> 

~ 

15.0 

13 . 5 
14.2 

27.7 

166.5 

P'Y78 
Auth. 
(8) 

7.0 
48.0 
90. 0 

145.0 

-

20 . 0 

9.7 

29.7 

.,,,_ ~ 

.4 ... ., 

20.0 

44.3 

.!.!!...!! 

10.0 

229 . 0 

!2!!! s/ 
(9) 

1. 3 

1.8 

13.9 
80.1 

llLl. 
218. 7 

s.o 

- !.I 

58.7 
10.9 
5.2 

79.8 

8 . 9 

·~ 0 ,,.o 

lLl. 

59.3 

13.5 
!!!..:1 

37.7 

395 . 5 
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Table 2: FY77 ElCPENSES AND FY78 AVAUABILITY 

Economic Analysis & Projections (List 2) 

-------------------------FY77 Expenses------------------------
Available 

Project for COllllllitment 
~ Title in FY77 

(1) 

670-68 International Comparison Project 112. 9 
671-23 Agricultural Commodity Projections 1.9 
671-28 Linkage of Commodity & Country Models 31.0 

TOTAL 145.8 

!!I 

b/ 
£1 

+ • exesss of FY76 accrual disbursements over FY76 accrual. 
- • shortfall of FY76 accrual disbursements from FY76 accrual. 
Column (1) less column (6) . 
Column (7) plus column (8). 

Disbursements 
(2) 

200.0 
-

20.0 

220 . 0 

Adjustment 
for FY76 

Accruals Sub -Total Accruals f!/ Total 
(3) (4) (5) (6) 

200.0 3.0 203.0 
- - - -

10. 0 30 . 0 - 30.0 -
10.0 230.0 3.0 233.0 

Availability for 
----C0111Ditment in FY78----
From FY78 
FY77 E/ Auth. Total £/ 

(7) (8) (9) 

-90.1 90.0 
1.9 - 1.9 

-1.:..Q 42.0 43.0 

-87 .2 132.0 44.9 



.. 

Table 2: FY77 EXPENSES AND FY78 AVAIIABILITY 

Development Economics Department (Lilt )) 

- - - ... --- --- - -- --- - - --- - --- FY77 Expenaea- - - .. - -- - - - ...... - - - - - - - - - --

Project 

~ !!ill 

Office of Director 

671-06 
6 71-24 

Employment Models & Projections 
Simulation of Buffer Stocks 

Sub-Total 

Economics of Industry 

671-05 
671-32 

671-51 
671-56 

Patterns of Industrial Development 
A Comparative Study of the Sources of Industrial 

Growth & Structural Change 
Appropriate Industrial T'echnology 
Marketing Manufactured Exports 

Sub-Total 

Urban & Regions 1 Economics 

6 70-70 
671-18 

671-37 

671-47 

671-53 

Urban Public Finance & Adminiatratlon 
Pricing & Financing of Urban Public Services : 

Water Supply & Sewage Oiaposal 
Analyzing the Effects of Urban Housing Policies 

in Developing Countrlea 
Strategic Planning to Acconmodate Rapid Growth 

in LDC Cities 
El Salvador Health Study 

Sub-Total 

Population & Human Resourc~s 

6 70-99 

671-02 
671-03 
671-19 
671-26 
671-38 
671-49 

!conomlc Aspects of Household Fertility Behavior 
& Labor Supply in Northeast Brazil 

Population Growth & Rural Poverty 
Maximi&ing Usefulness of Household Surveys 
Economic Development & Educational Reform 
Migration Patterne in West Africa 
Narangwal Population & Nutrition 
Education and Rural Development in Nepal 

Sub-Total 

Employment & Rural Development 

670-45 

671-30 

671-31 

671-48 

Labor Force Participation. Income & 
Une111ployment 

Structure of Rural Employment. Income. & 
Labor Markets 

A C(Dparatlve Analysis of Rural-Urban Labor 
Market Interactions 

Urban Labor Markets in Latin America 

Sub-Total 

Public Finance 

670-96 
671-25 

Distributive Impact of Public Expenditures 
Couanercial Bank Behavior 

Sub-Total 

T<YfAL 

Available 
for Coamitment 

tn ITU 
(1) 

27 ,2 

lU 

51.8 

17. 3 
41.1 

58 . 4 

3.5 
2.4 

22. 2 

35 . 0 

63.1 

5. 3 

15.8 
2.4 
2.1 

32.6 
49 . 5 

..1Ll 
136.0 

17.1 

87. 3 

1.8 

-1.2.i.! 

132.3 

13.8 
llJ! 

28.6 

470,2 

a/ + • excess of FY76 accrual dlsbursementa over F'i76 accrual. 
- - • shortfall o f YY76 accrual disbursenaents frcwo PY76 accrual. 
b/ Column (I) less column (6). 
SJ Column (7) plus column (8) . 

Disbur1ementa 
(2) 

23.6 
...Ll. 

31.2 

16.6 
23.2 

39,8 

3.4 
1.3 

15.0 

16.6 

36,3 

0.2 

13 . 1 
2 .4 
4.3 
6. 7 

15.9 
!U 

62 . 2 

14.3 

5.1 

0.2 

...lJ! 

22.6 

14. 9 
-2.J! 

19.9 

212 . 0 

Accruals 
-(-3)-

7 .2 
_Ll 

10.5 

23.8 

23.8 

3.1 

7 . 2 

13.8 

24 . 1 

0 . 5 

2.1 
8.3 

87 .2 
10.8 

108.9 

20.6 

3.6 

0.2 

..l.,J, 

26, 9 

1.0 

1. 0 

195.2 

Sub-TOtal 
--(4_)_ 

30 . 8 
.!2.....2. 

41. 7 

16.6 
47.0 

63.6 

3.4 
4.4 

22. 2 

30.4 

60.4 

0.2 

13.6 
2.4 
6.4 

15.0 
103.1 

~ 

171, l 

34 . 9 

8 . 1 

0.4 

...Ll 

49.5 

15 . 9 
-2.J! 

20 . 9 

407 .2 

Adjua taent 
for fY76 
Accruals a/ Total 

--(5_)_ - (6) 

-6. 7 

-6. 7 

0.6 
-4.4 

-3.8 

-2.6 

-2.6 

0.1 

-4. 0 
-1. 9 

-42.0 

-47 .8 

-14.4 

-0.1 

-2.3 

-16.8 

-1 . 0 
.:..Q.,_! 

-1.1 

-78 . 8 

24.1 
!!1...2 

35.0 

17 .2 
42.6 

59.8 

3.4 
1.8 

22 . 2 

30.4 

51 .8 

0.2 

13 . 7 
2.4 
2.4 

13. 1 
61. l 
30.4 

123.3 

2p.5 

8.6 

-1.9 

...Ll 

32. 7 

14.9 
~ 

19.8 

328.4 

Availability foT 
.... .:._coaaitaent in n78----
,... fY78 
nil ~/ Auth. ~ S/ 

(7) (8) (9) 

3.1 
ll...l 

16.8 

0.1 
-l.S 

-1.4 

0 .1 
0.6 

4.6 

5.3 

2.1 

19.5 

.:l.,.! 

19.5 

18.1 

9.1 

14 . 6 

103. 0 

.2...1 

9.9 

153.1 

14.1 

24.0 
!L.! 

S6.0 

10.2 

100.0 

27 .0 

137.2 

1Ll 

51. 5 

.!Ll 

23.5 

274.2 

3.1 
ll...l 

16.8 

0.1 
12.6 

24.0 
!L.! 
S4.6 

10.J 
0.6 

104.6 

..lL.Q 

142.5 

2.1 

19.5 

55.4 

11.0 

18 .1 

9.1 

2Ll 

126.5 

.2...1 

9 . 9 

427 .3 



- ' ~: FY77 EXPENSES AND FY78 AVAILAB1Ll1"i (LJ . ) 

.. 
Project 
~ Title 

Education Department 

670-78 

671-52 
671-54 

Project Evaluation Methodology: 
Education Attainments 

Occupational Structures of Industries 
Economics of Educational Radio 

TOTAL 

Transportation Department 

670-26 

670-27 
671-13 

671-14 
671-15 

~71-50 

Substitution of Labor & Equipment in 
Civil Cons truction 

Highway Design Study, Phase II 
Port Pricing & Inve8tment Policies for 

Developing Countries 
Madagascar Feeder Road Study 
Effects of Health & Nutrition Standards 

on Worker Productivity 
Economic Role of Railways 

TOTAL 

Urban Projects Department 

671-20 Urban Traffic Restraint (Singapore) 

Agriculture & Rural Development Department 

670-89 

6 71-34 
671-42 

671-44 

Developmen t Strategies for Smallholder 
Agriculture in Yugoslavia 

Management & Organization of Irrigation Pro1ecta 
Country Case Studies of Agricultural Prices & 

Subsidies 
Agricultural Innovation & Rural Development 

TO'l'AL 

Energy, Water & Telecoirmunications Department 

Standards of Reliability of Urban Electricity 
Supply 

Available 
for Commitment 

in FY77 
(1) 

12. 7 

..1..:2. 
20.2 

98.3 

140.4 

16.5 
10.9 

-1Q2 

276.8 

25.0 

3.0 

34.6 
205.2 

....il:.l 
304.5 

670-67 

671-46 Appropriate Technology for Water & Waste Disposal 

61.2 

198.9 

260.l TOTAL 

a/ +•excess of FY76 accrual disbursements over FY76 accrual. 
- - • shortfall of FY76 accrual disbursements from FY76 accrual. 
b/ Colwnll (1) less column (6). 
~/ Column (7) plus column (8). 
~/ To be determined. · 

-------------------------FY77 Expenses--- , -------------------

Disbursements 
(2) 

101.7 

73.9 
6.2 

10.l 

191.9 

l.:.l 

5.0 
150.l 

44.2 

199.3 

41.6 

ll8, 7 

160.3 

Accruals 
(3) 

21.4 

4.0 

25.4 

33.l 
8.5 

5.0 
11,.3 

10.8 

71. 7 

lid 

20.0 
36. 0. 

-1.:.1 

65.9 

23.4 

49.4 

72.8 

Sub-Total 
(4) 

21.4 

-l!..:...Q 

25.4 

101. 7 

107.0 
14.7 

15.l 
14.3 

10.8 

263.6 

23.9 

25.0 
186.l 

54.l 

265.2 

65.0 

168.1 

233.l 

Adjustment 
- for FY76 

Accruals a / Total 
(5) - (6) 

-8.7 

-8.7 

-0.3 

8.4 
-8.5 

-0. 9 
-0. 7 

-2.0 

-16.6 

0.8 

0.8 

-0.4 

-0.4 

., 

12. 7 

-l!..:...Q 

16.7 

101.4 

115.4 
6.2 

14.2 
13.6 

_lQJl. 

261.6 

Ll 

0.8 

25.0 
186. l 

, 54. l 

266.0 

64.6 

.ill.:.! 

232. 7 

Availability for 
----Commitment in FY78----
From FY78 
FY77 b/ Auth. m- w 

1.:1 

3.5 

25.0 

2.3 

:.lh.l 

27.2 

M 

2.2 

9.6 
19. l 

..1.:..§. 

38.5 

30.8 

30.8 

61.5 
53 . 5 

115.0 

100.0 

...1.QJ! 

120.8 

88.5 

_§_,_Q 

96. 5 

327. 5 

327 .5 

Total c/ 
(9)-

61.5 
..21..:..Q 

118.5 

125.0 

2.3 

.2Q2 

148.0 

~.I 

2.2 

98.l 
19.l 

--11:i 

135.0 

.lli.:2 

358.3 
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Table 2: FY77 EXPENSES AND FY78 AVA11ABILITY (List 5) 

Available 
Project for Commitment 
~ Illg_ in FY77 

(1) 

Europe, Middle East & North Africa 

671-55 Retention of Literacy/Numeracy Skills £..:1. 
Among School Leavers 

Eastern Africa 

670-93 Evaluation of Lilongwe Land Development Program --
Western Africa 

671-57 Distribution of Income through the Extended ---Family System 

Office of the Vice President, Development Policy 

670-92 Conferences 50.2 

TOTAL 2,339.9 

+=excess of FY76 accrual disbursements over FY76 accrual. !!I 

b/ 
£1 

- • shortfall of FY76 accrual disbursements from FY76 accrual. 
Column (1) less column (6). 
Column (7) plus column (8). 

-------------------------FY77 Expenses------------------------
Adjustment 

for F'Y76 
Disbursements Accruals Sub-Total Accruals f!/ Total 

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

- .Ll. .Ll. -- .Ll. --

.Q.d M .QJ! Ll Ll 

- - - --- -- -- -- --

16.4 Ll 19.2 .Q.d 19 . 4 

1,561.0 632.2 2,193.2 -155. 7 2,037.5 

Availability for 
----Commitment in FY78----
From FY78 
FY77 b/ Auth. Total£/ m- (8) (9) 

Ll 36.8 41.1 

-- 165.3 ill.:.1 

30.8 25.0 55.8 

307 . 4 1,522.1 1,829.5 
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Those listed below September 8, 1977 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Panel to Review Research Proposal 

1. A panel consisting of Messrs. B. Balassa (Chairman), 
J. Gunning, S. Sandstrom, c. Taylor, and G. West* has been 
established to review the attached research proposal on 
Thursday, September 15 at 3 p.m. in Room N231. 

Proposal 

A General Algebraic Modeling System 

Staff 
Responsible 

A. Meeraus 
J. Bisschop 

2. As is cus tomary, the panel should seek answers to 
questions like (a) Are the issues raised by the proposed 
research of interes t to the Bank? and (b) Is the study so 
designed as to deal meaningfully with these issues ? To aid 
in considering these questions, I attach a set of guidelines 
for the preparation and submission of research proposals which 
illuminate many of the issues relevant for the pane l discus
sion. 

3. The recommendations of the panel should be sent to 
me by Thursday, September 22. 

* Participation to be confirmed. 

Attachments 

Distribution: Messrs. Balassa, Gunning, Sandstrom, C. Taylor, 
G. West, B. B. King 

cc: Messrs. Meeraus, Bisschop 
cc (information): Messrs. Dulcy, Candler 

OFGrimes:g~ 



,. 

e srs. n. de Vri , G. Ryd, F. Kahn rt, 
G. ~iatis, o .. Turnh 

Orville P. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

l on Small-Sc le 

Septemb r 7, 1977 

t. The above of th orking roup on 11-
Soalc Bnterpri 9 ~ s rch have agr d to meet as p n l 
on edne d y, Septetnber 14 at 3 p.m. in Ro C 10 to revi w 
thi r arch propos l. Th oouments to be con idered ar 
th August 18 re e rch ro osal an the rev! eds t of coat 
e timat s distribut d l t w k. Pl cont ct y offic 
(Ext. 6003) if you 1 ck either of th doeum nt. 

2. The attached guid lin a tor th pr paration and 
submi sion of res reh proposals houl illuminate ome of 
the issues that will likely ari in th cours of th review. 

3. I ould much appr oiat r coiving a orand 
s tting out th r comm nd tion f th. pan l by edn sday, 
s ptemb,r 21. 

Att ehment 

cc: Me r. I. 1.D. Little, D. Ander on, Leiserson, M zumdar, 
n. . King 

cc (Inform tion): 

0 Gri 

ssrs. Botte!ie-li,NO 1.cki, R. St rn, 
c. Taylor, · 

Ms. M. Cortez, Datta Mitra 



,. 
Distribution blow 

Orville F. Crim , Jr., VPD 

Project tarrativ 

S ptemb r 7, l 77 

I would appreciate your r ~inding up rvisor of 
re e rch projects that ome of th info tion furni h in 
th ir project n rr tiv , cl as the compl tio tl te, ay 
no long r b current. 1inor chang s may be mad in the 
narrativ ntil abouts ptcmb r 30. wa re not of course 
uggesting tlat upervi ors un rtal·e furth r ditori 1 

revi ions. nowev r, during this onth i ill b po aibl 
to inco orate limite unt of new or upd ted inform tion 
if necessary. 

Di tribution: Mr. Lowth r 
Ms. Stout 
Ms . Hidalgo-Gato 
r. v ra rt 

Mr. R. Go z 
Mr . Soncini 
M. Peter 

• P. 1o e 
Mr . Rathn 

cc: Mr. M. d Tchihatchef 



• Mes rs. M. Ahluwalia nd M. teiserson 

Benjamin B. King Sigl_!ed B. B. KTni 
RAPIDE 

I 7 / 
4' <' (.(. -~ 

J 

Sept mber 2, 1977 

I failed to say in my last emo that Mich l 
Ben tock is now installed as coor inator (or whatever) 
of RAPIDE. Please contact him (Ext. S43) about any 
arrangem nts you wish to mak and keep hi informed 
(copies of papers, etc.). 

cc : Messr. Chenery (o/r) 
Karaso1anoglu 
Duloy 
Stoutj sdijk 
wide 
Gries 

Ms. .-titohell (o/r) 

BBKing:tqr 



Mr. S. Heyn DC r 2, J.977 

Kin ung Thint, Chief LCPED 

ave review cl th abo r that it it 
can proTid support le data to 
l (a) ' bov h ve cane ct i 'Y1 t nta in textbooks to 
et'ticiency in le in • d under llhat circ 
b re th J i:fied. 

would, h r, h ve pref'erred approach hi.ch voul: 

(a) 

('b) 

(c) 

d to ¢ertain • Ject I 

take 1 to consideration the ontent, the ua.l.ity an we.ya of 
utilizi textbooks · 4 

s •• ' learnin 11
, erever Po••ible, no o y by ta of 

moriz tion but al o by its• reaeion in li1 ait tiona. 

t wish to t e into conai ration eo ot the int ntione 
a.ee I ot th roJect. In any eTent, ve hav o heaitation in 
res re proposal. 

cc: • Aklilu a te rnc . 
• Kouroa LCPED 

' 



Mr: Orville F. Grimes, Jr. VPD 

David Turnham, AGR 

FY77 Research: Description and Resources 

September 2, 1977 

In ref erence to your July 22 memorandum to 
Mr. Yud elman, I find that two of the projects in question 
fall und er my management responsibility: Rll3 ACC Rural 
Develo pment Study and Rll4 Small-scale Fisheries Develop
ment. Under the former no departmental funds were spent 
in FY1977 as the research phase was completed in FY76. 
With regard to the latter~ approximately $l3t6SO were ex
pended in consul tant travel and fees. I attach th e request ed 
descri ption of each of the nuove ·-mentioned projects. I 
regret the delay in transmitttng this information to you. 

Attachments 

jo'd 

cc: Mr. Yudelmau 



R113 ACC RURAL DEVELOP}IBNT STUDY 

The ACC Rural Development Study was undertaken 
at the requent of the Administrative Coordinatin g 
Committee of the UN. The purpose of the study was to 
assess the programs of the specialized agencies with 
respect to poverty-oriented rural develo pment and make 
recommendations to the ACC re gard in i strengthening 
agency op erations and improving interagency coop e ration. 
The study was undertaken by consultants Khan Rn<l Hexner 
unde r a special on e-t ime bud Bet item authorized by 
Mr. McNamara for FY7 6 . The published ~tudy and it s 
recommendations were end orse d by the ACC on April 8, 
1976. 



~ Rll4 SMALL-SCALE FISHERIES AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT!/ 
(with particular emphasis on fish farming 

and related activities) 

This study (56 pages) was undertaken with the 
following objectives in mind: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

to provide a technical, socio-economic and 
administrative overview of small-scale 
fisheries in general and aquaculture in 
particular; (this portion deals with fish
ing technology: fish processing, marketing 
and aquaculture vs. capture fisheries, in
frastructure and capital equipments, insti
tutional setting, and legal, social and 
environmental factors); 

to review past experiences in small-scale 
fisheries in the rural setting; 

to draw some conclusions on large- vs. small
scale fisheries, on appropriate technology, on 
nutritional impact, on integration into rural 
development projects/programs and on strate gies 
for development; and 

to investigate possible roles for the Bank in 
small-scale fisheries developoent and particu
larly in aquaculture. · 

· The _study was undertaken by a consultant. 

As a follow-up to the consultant's report, a first 
draft has been produced (38 pages) by the Rural Development 
and Nutrition Divisions entitled "Introduction to Aquaculture 
and a Brief Survey of Techniqaes, Potentials, Constraints and 
Prospects". This study was motivated by several factors, chief 
among which was the awareness that whereas the "new-style ;, rural 
development projects continue to generace benefits probably 
much in excess to what can be quantified, they are by and large 
focused on those with some access to land. Yet, somethin g 
like one-third of the rural poor are landless who derive their 
income from non-farm employment. Given the increasing popula
tion pressure, increasingly limited opportunities to expand 
land under cultivation and the limited labor-absorptive capa
bility of the agricultural sector, the study on aquaculture 
was under~aken as a modest contribution towards the search for 
non-agricultural productive employment possibilities. 

!/ You erroneously refer to tllis study as "Small-scale 
Fisheries •Development". I hope you incorporate the 
correct title in your final version. 

-,,.. ........ • . .,. . -r-



,. 

Professor Richard M. Bird 
Institute for POliay Analy is 
Univer ity of oronto 
1SO St. George Str et 
Toronto, Ontario ss l.Al 
Canada 

Dear Richard, 

$eptember l, 1977 

Bill Doebele and I appreciat d your kind words 
Valorization tudy. Its appearance s a Bank taff 

ap r, with the vicissitudes our rs reh ha been 
is indeed gratifying. 

about the 
or~ing 

ubject to, 

Thank you also for correcting our citation of your earlier 
p per (for which our pologies), a rticularly timely i prove
ment a we plan to reis ue th ppr hortly in a lightly 
diff rent form. Johann ha dd d good de l of hi own 
aterial, strength ning to a cons id rabl · extent th di cu sion 

of r venue/exp nditure pattern and collection performance. 
ith om additional pruning, th aper hould be uitabl for 

submission a combined effort to Land conomies or a comparable 
journal. Aside fro it potential int r 'st a an mpirical 
inquiry into th i sues raised in William Rhoads' and your 
earlier paper, it wou1d publicize the forthco ing monographs 
by Johannes and Roy Sahl on unicipal fin nc and (if ever 
compl t dl)by Bill Do bel and my lf on land tenure nd deve
lop nt. Johann or I will ensure th t you rec ive copy 
of the fin l version. 

With best regards, 

Gr 

Sino rel~ yours, 

orvflle F. Grime, crr. 
S cret.ary to the 

R search c itte 
Deyeiopm..ent Policy 



,. 
Messrs. M. Ahluwalia. and M. Leiserson 

Benjamin B. King 

RAPIDE 

/' 

August 31, 1977 

1. Al Fishlow e~pects to arrive in Washington on 
Wednesday or Thursday, Septem}:)er 7 or 8 and stay through 
Friday. He will, no doubt, expect to see you. He tells 
me that you have also promised him an updated statement of 
priorities. 

2. He would also like to take the oppor~unity to 
talk to the chairman of the pa.nel on 670-69 (Taylor-Brazil). 

3. I shall be seeing him on Friday since I will be 
away on Wednesday and Thursday .. 

4. By now, we have acceptances from Kuznets, Lewis, 
Solis a.nd Sioat. 

cc: Messrs. Chenery (o/r) 
Duloy 

BBKing:tqr 

Waide 
Grimes 
Beenstock 



TO: 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: 

WORLD BANK/ INTERNATIONAL FI NANCE CORPORATION 

OFFiCE MEMORANDUrv1 
Mrt Benjamin B. King ~' DATE :August 26, 1977 

Mats Hultin ,/(lrJ-l/f ~ 
,( 

Annual Report 1978 

1. I have been on mis sion and home leave and I haye therefore 
not yet responded to your memo of June 21 about a new structure of 
the Bank's annual research repo~t. I have furthermore only one 
major topic to propose for discussion. 

2. To what extent should the Bank conduct basic.resear ch in such 
areas as education, population, transportation, public utilities? 
There are for instance in· education, sectors which-are of importance 
for our policies in education financing without being of direct economic 
or financial nature. We would therefore be interested in the findings 
of research in those sectors. I question however if we should conduct 
that research ourselves as I believe that we would have no comparative 
advantage in doing so. Such basic research would in most cases be 
better conducted by universities and other research institutions. We 
should limit our effort in those non~ economic sectors to general studies 
or surveys about the state of the art and leave the field and experimen tal 
studies to others. You will however find that our research program com
prises a mixture of surveys and field studies also in non-economic areas. 

MH/sg 



Mr •• Karao noglu August 23,177 

B nj B. King s· d B B K' . ,gne • • mg 
Directors• Mectin2 

At last February's Board meeting, H ll1B said: 

•so I think that we now have tried to optimise 
within a known eon traint, and th resid nth sugg st 
that ake a stu y of what e would do with some hat ls 
r strict d fund, h vinq in mind the nk' obj ctiv s, and 
that is what w pl n to do ov r th next .onth."( onth ?) 

Should w anticipat bis r turn and ask peo le to 
think about hat thy might do 1th or --and lso l ss. 

BBKing:tr 



• 
Mr. ntague Yudelman, AGP 

Benjamin B. King, VPO .Signed B. B. King 

Review Pan 1 on Research 

August 22, 1977 

Thank you for your note of Augu t 19. I know that 
the Advi ory P nel xi ted nd a pr nt hen it discuss d 
Bank rese ch in the sUlmller o l 7. Sine I una are of 
what it ha done ince, I would appr ciate any doc ent tion 
on its activit1 sin this respect. Only ~hen ill it be 
..-ssible to form a judgment on the prematurity of another 
pan l, which could, in fact, be a resurrection (in hole or 
in part) of th old on. Who re th other tars in the 
galaxy? 

cc: Me rs. van der T k 
Donald on · 

BBKing:tqr 



" 

Mr . Sam Nilsson 
Executive Secretary 
Th :tnternation.al Federation 

of Institutes for Advanced Study 
Ulriksdals Slott 
S-17171 Solna,Sweden 

Pear Mr. Nilsson: 

August 19, 1977 

I am replying to your letter of July 20 to Hollis Chenery 
asking about the availability of financial support for IFIAS. 

The research undertaken by the world Bank is in.tended to 
be closely related to its operations. Much of it i carried 
out. in collaboration with individual consultant or with other 
research institutions; preference is given to institutions in 
developing countries. The Dank has no allocation of funds to 
finance independent research in other institutions .. 

I regret to sav, therefore, that we are unable to be of 
assistance to you. 

Yours ·ineerely, 

Si~nea B. B. Klng 
oenjamin B. King 
Benjamin a. King 
Research Adviser 

Development Policy 



r 

Profe .aor Alber·t Fie.hlow 
Dapartm nt o~ Economic• 
Uni r ity of California 
hrkeley, CAlifornia 94720 

Dear U, 

&-

Augu.at 19, 1977 

I enclo e all. the papers tbat t.be aanel,which is t.o 
e,valu.ate th Lance Ta1rlor project., bas teceived exc _pt: 

(i) The manuscript i elf. It ay be a later 
version than t on you reeei ved, but I 
can give it to you when you co e. 

(ii) Your review of it. 

Bevan w tde., who is obi f ecobOmist of th South Asia 
region, is the chairman .. llis telephone number ie (20%) 477-
2397. He may oall you before you oame at the end of the 
mCJnth. If you have any questions, plea e fe 1 free to a k 
him dir ct. 

Enclosl.1.re . 

cc: Mr. Waide 

Yours sincerely, 

Jigne·~ .B. B. l<f ng 
einjamin B. King 

Research Adviser 
tievelapment Policy 

Fishlow•s home number: (415)548-4703. Best time to 
catch him is :f.0:30 - 12:00 (i.e. 7:30 - 9.00 California 
time) at home. 

l3;JaKing:tqr 



If you hav.a any, reactions or suggestions as 
eople for the next three groups, I would be gla 

nave them. .Please send copies of any replies to 
Vaan der Tak as well. 

Distribution 

Messrs. Chenery (o/r), Balassa, da Vr,ies, Dube~,. 'Jaycox, 
Lerdau, Little, PiocioLto, van der Tak, Vergin, 
Waide 

cc: Messrs. Weiner, Karaosmanoglu, Avramovic, Dulo~ 
Grimes (o/r) 



r 

,, 

Dr ••• SturrQc 
siet ui: Db' .etor 

Wellco Trust Research 
Lab.oratori 

P.O. Box 43640 
. a1rob1 
KENYA 

D r lJt'. Seurrock: 

Au.u t 16, 1977 

Tlulnk you very wch for your response to our requ st 
foT your assi ~&nee 1n idan.tifytni ourcee of dat and for 
your co ent& o our propoe r rcb etud.y of th eco oi:d.ce 
of ch1stoao 11ia co trol activiti • e hav found your 
conuuent u 11 u the reprlnt you aent s very us ul. 

You't' co e ts on the tran.e l sion. odel. and ea:sure
n ff etivetuu, " would b~ t:ak into account along with 

ocher re po •es e have obtain din ubsequent reformulatio 
of th ptrieal del. 

We will keep you 1nfort:t d of th progres of our ork 
and look forw rd to uehan.ging ideas. 

ABckele:fb 

cc: Dr . J . A. Lee 
Mr. F. L. Golladay 

i eerely, 

/vl/1:!trio/' 
Fredrick L. Colleday ~ 
Offic of Enviro ctal 
and Health Affairs 



,. 

Der or. 

for your 
C ta 
«chteto 
of 

ABekele:fb 
cc: Dr. J •• Lee 

fo 1 u 

Mr. P.L. Golladay 

Au •t 16, 1911 

ur pro reaa 4tt loo f aTd to 

S1nc roly, 

Fredrick L. Goll 
Office f 

and ult 

,~&/ 
. tal 



, 

Dr. Davt.4 J. nradley 
D1t'eeto.-r 
iio s Institut of Tropka.1 Ry iene 
London School of Hygiene ru:1 
trop1~ Me.dteine 

Keppel Stre.ec (Cotr1er Street) 
Lon-don WCU: 7UT 
£NCLAND 

:Oear Dr. Bradley; 

Auaust 16·• 1977 

Thant you very uch for your response to our 
requ.est for you.r asaiat nee in identifying sources of 
d ta and. f .or y.our e - · e ts on our propos d research tud:, 
of the econo.ica o-f acb.tstos.0.1 is control aetiviti.es. 

e look forward to 1our co nt and exehan tns 

Mekel~:fb 
cc: Dr. J. A. Lee 

Mt;- . F.L. Gol l aday 

Pt:ed:riclt. L. Go.llada 
Office of Environ ental 

and Uaalth Affatra 



Ur. warr t. liirsc 
Coura.nt Institute of 

at t:ical Sciences 
New York Untveraity 
2Sl . ere r Street 

Yorkt e York 10012 

r r. liirscln 

Augu t l, 1971 

k yol:l very ucb. f o.r your response to our T _qu at 
for your 1 tance id ntifyiog sou~c of data nd your 
co t on our propose r6search tud of th eco en Qf 
•chiatosomtuta 4;073itrol ctiviU.es. We ar pl aeed to learn 
of youz> continuad incertutt in chistosom.1.411ia mod. ling. 
Wb~le Y a~e :war of iff r n in our ppro ehee to the 
probl , b lieva t'hat: t't\ exchange of idea will b tu-
lly nri.ch.1n •. 

Bit.h r l or ry colla orator, Ir. Abra. kele. 
would like to persona.lly co t4ct you for furt ~ diacu 1o-iis 
on ·our visit ton YoT i t car futur. e l ho 
you ould viait our Offic vb · you bav the op ortunity to 
com to Wa hiugton. 

Sihcerely, 

ABekele:fb 
cc: Dr. J .A. Lee 

Mr. F.L. Golladay 



,. 

Dr. William • Jobin 
Head, Bu n Xe:01031 D1vts1cm. and 
kecutiv• Seereury. Ca't'tbbe.u 
C ·· lttee fc,i llUhar"ia Beseareb 

Center for Energy n4 Envito eat 
b9441'4h 

C&parre Ueighta Statiou 
San J'wm 
PU.EMO UCO 

near Dr. Johia: 

Ib&t.ik ,~ vttty· m.uc.k for your response to our 
requaat for aasiatanee <m tden:t1fy1ng aourc.ea of data 40d 
for co ants oo. oar proposed lfe eareh .study of the eco-
n · :lee of sch!a.toautJ;aeia control ae·ti.vitiea. 

Ve .Te. excited by your 1nv1u~:t.on to re 11 the 
data you have 011 Puerto Rico 1n particular and on the 41 
eolltrol projects yo. aTe revt win: fo1; th EMCJ report in 
general. At an appropriate t · Sn the near futiare we uld 
like to ·visit yout' Center to exqine the d•t a• ell aa. 
solicit youl!' professional jud et e1n our app,roacb to the 
problea. 

We 1/idll inf ol'!ll you of the progreaa of our worlt, attd 
look forward to e;gcbffllg1ag ideas. 

A'Bekele:fb 
cc: Dr. J.A. L.ee 

Mr. F.L. Golladay 

S~cerely, 

Fredt'icl< L. Gollada,r 
Offlee of Environ _ent l 
and Bealth Affair• 



• 

Au uat 16. 1977 

. oriaonte 

~ear !n'. ?aultni: 

Tb.alt you very Cb for y r ree naa to our r qu t 
i taoe 1 1d ttfyin so re a of da and fr 

your co te o oux propos d re arch study oft conomiee 
of schistooollda ts contr l .acUviti.o.a. 

We re pl••• J to 1 rn f you~ pla • 
it cat 9 i mid-S t or. Should yo be a tht'O~ah 

Was .1r.~tou. \le would appreciate yo r visit too r Offtee • 

. look forward to b ar1ng f you. 

Since.rely, 

Fredrtcl< L. Goll day~ 
0 fice of nviro t 1 

and U alel\ Affairs 

ABe ele:fb 
cc: Dr. J.A. Lee 

Mr. F.L. Golladay 



,. 

10021 

r Dr. Cohen:' 

Au st 16, 1977 

Thank you very eh for your reepons to our r qu et 
for youit • 1acanc in id n.tifying ao .rces of data nd for 
your ~o ts ou our p • re re study oft e eco o ic• 
of scbisto 1aa1s control cti itie. We h v found b t 

•.mm:ijcm.ta and cloauree ve~ ful. 

We 111 i foria you of thi progreaa of our rk and 
look forward to excba i g idua. 

ABekele:fb 
cc: Dr. J.A. Lee 

Mr. F.L. Golladay 

Sine rely, 

r drick L. Golladay~ 
Office of Enviro tal 

and ll alth Aff ire 



.. 

Dear • 1'1 ~ : 

ABekc1e:fb 
cc: Dr. J.A. Lee 

Mr. F .L. Golladay 

function 
into OUT 

, in a b,--· ... -~ ... 

Sincerely, 

Fr rick L. Coll da~ 
Offic of nviro tal 

Affai.ra 



,. 

Au t 16, 1977 

dT L. G:r 
Gr IP 1ll1ps Asaociat • Inc. 
1000 i et al.nut Str t - Suite 223 

ltfomia 91106 

D r r. Cr : 

Th.a you very uch fot- your r onse to our r quut for 
your atstanc 1 idantifytn sources of dat and for your c · 

ta on our propoa re.a rch study of the ecououica of •c iato-
• iaais control aet.1 itJ.ea. 

We will t fora you of our pro as and look fo ard to 
further coop ration. 

AS/fb 

cc: Dr. J.A. Lee 
Mr. F. Golladay w. incoming 

Sine r ly!J 

I kel .II 
Offie of nviro tal 
and R 1th Affairs 



WORLD BANK/ INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. D. Keesing, ECDND DATE: August 15, 1977 

FROM: Benjamin B. King, VPD ~w..__. 
SUBJECT: New Research Project on Manuf·actured Exports 

1. You seem to be attempting a number of things in 
this proposal: 

(i) Quantitative assessment of the role of "large
scale" activity; by industry; by type of 
activity (subsidiary, subcontracting, bulk 
purchase, etc.). 

(ii) Description of the process by which decisions · 
are made by large-scale organizations. 

(iii) Economic or financial reasons which determine 
the timing of a shift from domestic to import 
or one .importing country to another (does compara
tive advantage work the way we think it does?) 

(iv) Reasons (political?) for choosing one developing 
country over another, given equal "comparative 
advantage" . 

(v) Forecasting in particular cases what is likely 
to happen over the next five years or so. 

2. I would see some ·merit in spelling out what are 
the main objectives more precisely. While not ignoring the 
possible externalities of trying all at the same time, it 
seems likely that some of them will have to "give" a bit during 
the year (forecasting, for example). 

3. Is it possible and, even if so, desirable to do some 
preliminary mapping of the dimensions from existing sources? 
Has the US Government (Commerce, Labor?) anything? 

. .-' 



? 4 et-U:.,l·~l 

) f pi f) - J 
.. August 11, 1977 

D r Pro ssor j. 

yo may b r, tho D nk has ov~r th 1 
c rri don a program of cono 
l rg r seal than ithorto. 
within th nk individ .1 r 

el conducts 
lio V r, 

I 
to 

Prof sor Fi hlo 
in mor <let i l h h 

also writing to ou, ex lining 
to roceed. 

incer ly, 

(Signcd1 l:J~C 1 r 
o rt s. 

Profes or~ •• R j 
Centr for Dev lopm nt Stud! s 

kul Rod 
Ulloor, Triv ndrurn 69~011 
India 

BBKing:gm 
cc : for Mr . McHamara's Office (2) 

Messrs. Waide/Alisbah 
Kr ske (New Delhi Offfi e) 

Cleared with: A. Karaosrnanoglu . 
August 10, 1977 



rt r: 

L 

wis 
r , nt of =:co 01, ic 

Pri ceton Univ r ty 
rinc ton, Jr y 085 O 

BBKing:gm 

August 11, 1977 

lo writing to yo, xpl ining 
to proo ed. 

Siner ly, 

(Signed) I. cJ°.;,; ,t S ""i N • 1. c ama~ 
Rohart 

cc : for Mr. McNamara's Office (2} 

Cleared with: A. Karaosrnanoglu /tf(. , 

August 10, 1977 



.. 

r • .::>iC t : 

or 
il 

August 11, 1977 

o y u, x lain g 

Si Cr ly, 

(Signed) Ev.Lrt ,.; . r.~cNamara 
o rt • 

& Dov lop nt u ority 

BBKing:gm 
cc: for Mr. r. cN ara's Office (2) 

Mes rs. Ha kin /Gould AJJ 
Cleared with: A. Karaosmanoglu /r/tt 
August 10, 1977 



" 
Mr. L. Westphal, ECDND August 8, 1977 

Benjamin B. King, VPD Signed 8. B. King 

Transfer of Armeane M. Choksi 

This is to confirm the agreement that 
Mr. Choksi will transfer from your division to 
become Secretary of th Research Committee on 
January 1, 1978 in place of Mr. Grimes. 

cc: Mr. Karaosmanoglu 
Mr. Avrarnovic 
Mr. K. Ahmed 
Mr. Choksi 
Mrs. Cleave (o/r) 

BBKing:gm 



,. 

l. 
t 

2. 
t tion pr r 
tt ch ( t 

fr 
ent 

Prof 
s nt. 

r 

ON Ag st 5, 1 77 
A. Karaosmanoglu) Signed B. B. King 
g 

ar · 

4. a "to l 

Attact nt 

BBKing:gm 

. far, no uoh 
v ok n to olli• 

00<,sal wh n h r turn 



· . LIST OF INVITEES 
' . 

,. 

Sir Artbur Lewis (Jamaica) 
•• 

Professor Simon Kuznets (US) 

- Professor K. N. Raj (India) 

ATTACHMENT 1 . 

'_'. Born 1924. Currently Director of the Centre for 

Development Studies, Trivandrurn, Kerala. From 1953 to 1973. 

was Professor of Economics at Delhi School of Economics. He 

advised the Government of India and the UN on. many occasions. 

One of India's most eminent and respected economists, whose 

work over a wide range includes much that is socially oriented. 

For example, the Centre conducted a case-study in Kerala for 

the UN on issues related to poverty, unemployment and develop

ment policy (published in 1975). 

Miguel Urrutia (Colombia) 

Currently Minister of Mines and Energy. Previously 

Director of the Department of National Planning. Has published 

various works on income distribution, the latest being a book 

(in collaboration with Professor Berry) on income distribution 

in Colombia. 



ATTACHMENT i lCOntinuea, 

Gerardo P. Sicat (Philippines} 

Currently a ~ember of the Cabinet, Minister of 

•• 
Planning, and Director-General of the National Economic 

Development Authority, the main economic policy-making body 

in the Philippines. He was first appointed .to the goyernm.ent 

in 1970, as Chairman of the National Economic Council. After 
r • 

receiving a doctorate in economics from MIT in 1963 he held 

various positions at the University of the Philippines, inter

spersed with brief consultancies to government agencies and to 

the Asian Development Bank, ECAFE and the Development Centre of 

the OECD. He was born in 1935. His main areas of interest 

are trade theory, industrial economics and applied econometrics; 

much of his work has been on Philippine industrial development 

and trade policy. He has published in Asian, UK and US profes

sional journals and is author or co-author of several books 

and monographs. 



- ATTACHMENT 1 (continued) 

Justinian Rweyemamu (Tanzania) . .. 

•• Became Special Adviser on Economic Affairs to the 

President of Tanzania in 1975, having been Principal Secretary, 

Ministry of Economic Affairs and Development Planning for a year 

prior to ·that~ _Born in 1942, he received his Ph.D. in economics 

from Harvard and began his career at the University of Dar es 

Salaam, where he was Dean of Arts and Social Sciences from 

1970-73, and since 1973 has been Head of the Department of 

Economics. He holds several advisory and executive positions 

.in ·Tanzanian financial - and academic communities, being a Director 

of the Bank of Tanzania, Director of the National Development 

Corporation, a member of the National Scientific Research 

Council and its Executive Committee, and a member of the 

Executive Committee, Council for the Social Sciences of East 

Africa, among other responsibilities. He has Leen associated 

with the ILO's World E!nployment Programme and has represented 

Tanzania at numerous international conferences. Most of his 

published work concerns trade, investment and industrializa-

tion in African development. 

.:.:_, 



" 

Dear 
, .. , 

ATTACHMt:N'l' L 

REDRAFT 
BBKing:gm 
August 4, 1977 

As you may be aware, the Bank has over the last five years 

carried on a program of economic research on a substantially 

larger scale than hitherto. Although we regularly review within 

the Bank individual research projects as they are completed, this 

appears to be a good time to seek external advice on our progress 

to date and on future directions. Accordingly, I am initiating a 

series of panels on groups of related research projects. The 

first such panel will be on research into income distribution 

~nd employment. Professor Albert Fishlow, who is currently 

Professor of Economics at Berkeley, has agreed to act as 

chairman of the panel. I would much appreciate it, if you could 

spare the time to serve as a member of the panel. 

The precise way in which the panel conducts its business 

will, of c9urse, be up to its members. However, I would expect 

that there would be two meetings in Washington, one in September/ 

October 1977 and one near the end of the year. I! is hoped that 

the duration of these meetings could be kept down by supplying 

reading material beforehand and that they would not exceed ·three 

days each on average. The Bank would, of course, pay for all 
r "' 

travel expenses, together with an honorarium. 

Professor Fishlow will also be writing to you, explaining 

in more detail how he hopes to proceed. 

. " . 



Dear ' 

ATTACHMENT 3 

DRAFT 
AFishlow:gm 
August S, 1977 

You have already heard from Robert McNamara, inviting 

. " you to serve on a - small panel of five or six persons to review 

the Bank's research on Income Distribution and Employment. I 

join in hoping you will be able to accept. 

As you probably know, the Bank has greatly expanded 

its research efforts in this area in recent years. That, and 

the intrinsic importance of the subject matter, explain ,why 

it has been selected for evaluation first. The scope and 

terms of reference of the review are for us to decide, although 

the views of the Bank's own Research Committee will be a valuable 

ipput. Obvious questions would seem to include an assessment 

of the quality and influence of the research, the validity of 

the priorities, and the effectiveness of the internal selection 

and evaluation procedures within the Bank. Our findings will 

receive a careful reading and can influence the Bank's continuing 

research in the field of Income Distribution and _Employment. In 

addition, .because this panel is the first, our procedures will 

influence the subsequent evaluation of other parts of the 

research program. 

The Bank is offering us a free hand. The panel will 

be able to count on assistance in organizing and summarizing 

the extensive amount of material. By distributing much of this 

beforehand, it will be possible to use our meeting time in 

Washing ton more e ffecti v ely . A draft age nda for t he f irst 
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meeting and a packet of materials should be ready by the end 
I IO 

of the month. 

Your unique perspective is an essential input to the . 

thoughtful review required. I personally am eager for your 

active participation. If you have any questions, please do· 

not hesitate to get in touch with me. I look forward to your 

joining the panel~ 

. ·.~ .·: ~ . -

Best regards (for those he knows personally) 

Yours sincerely (for others) 

----

_., 
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Mr. Hollis B~ Chenery 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPO 

Outside Panels to Evaluate Research 

, 
ATTACHMENT 4 

July 22, 1977 

--....... _ 

1. A composite list of candidates to serve with 
Professor Fishlow on the Research Advisory Panel on Income 
Distribution and EmplOYJ!\Cnt (RAP!DE) was circulated on 
July 15 to ~essrn. Hanfland, Pesqueira, Rigaud, Sen, and 
Thahane. I followed up this week with a brief visit to 
obtain their views on the suitability of the candidates 
proposed .and receive other suggestions. 'While discussions 
with Messrs. Pesqueira and Rigaud centered on the list of 
candidates, those with Dr. Sen, Mr. Thahane and, to some 
extent, Mr. Hanfland took a different turn. They were not 
persuaded that outside panels to review research in parti
cular sectors should take precedence over an outside review 
of Bank research as a whole. 

2. Both Dr. Sen and Mr. Thahane saw the discussions 
at the Joint Audit Co:nmittee and the Board earlier this 
year as having concluded that first priority should be 
given to the · question of the overall size and scope of the 
research program. Bot.~ also felt this question was to be 
addressed by an outside panel. I replied that we had 
initiated work in several directions, with the review cf 
income distribution and employment research intended to 
cornplemont tho largely internal discussion of overall 
directions and resources promised as part of the noxt 
research report. After absorbing the experience of two or 
three .of the sectoral panels, we also intend to constitute 
an apex group whose main task would be to review the entire 
progran. Mr. Thahane's reaction was that to provide guidance 
on the future role of the Bank, an out3ide panel which could 
fonn a judgment about the appro~riate size and content of 
the research program would have be.en rr.ore useful at this 
time than a sectoral panel. Dr. Sen went further, urging 
that such a group be appointed this year so that preliminary 
results,at least, may be available by January 1978. He 
added that if this is not done, he and sev~ral other 
Directors would Ol-)pose the research program budget when it 
is next discussed. ·" 

·" 

3. Mr. Hanfland began our meeting by stating his 
confusion nbout whether the ~IDE panel was to review all 
Dank research or only that on incom9 distribution and 
ernploynent. I recalled Dr. Janssen's support of the 

··-----:---... ·,·- - -- ·- - - . - . 
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,. 
proposa1 by Dr. Sen at the Board di~cuesion last February 
1:o·nndertake an outside review of the entire program, but 
stressed that without adequate preparation outsiders ,-rould 
have undoubtedly found this an extremely forbidding task. 
They wou1d moreover find the body of work produced during 
the past five years highly lliieven, with a rather well
defined set or studies in income distribution and employ-. 
ment ·and some other sectors, but not a great deal in, for 
example, population or urbanization. Mr. P.anfland said 
he hooed an overview panel would be constituted soon, but 
was satisfied with the reasons why at present we had no 
firm tmetabl.e for doing so. 

4. As a postscript to the above discussions, Hr. 
El-Naggar telephoned me today to transmit his own i!npres
sion that nn outsi<le panel was to be established this 
year to review Bank research as a whole. He implied, as 
had Dr. Sen, that several Directors may seek to clarify 
t:his issue at a £crthcor.u.ng Board meeting. 

cc; Mr. B. B. King (o/r) 
Mr. Weiner 

OFGrimes :gm 

./.J .J 

: ... 

-----

' . 
/. 
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Mr. L. E. tanfield 
Central o eratio s Division 
Office of Contract Management 
Department of State 

August 3, 1977 

Agency for Intern tional D velopment 
Washington, o.c. 20523 

Dear Mr. Stanfi ld: 

Re: AID/otr-G-1352 A-3 

Attached herewith are the original and six signed copies 
of the above document. 

Enclosures 

:gm 

cc: Mr . Doud 
Mrs. Sachse 

Yours sincerely, 

lriim[s. B. King 
Benjamin B. King 
Research Advis r 

Developm nt Policy 
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Mr. Alberto Favilla, LC2 
~izned B. B Kir.r, 

0 Benjamin B. King, VPD 

Review Panel on Research on Income 
Distribution and Employment 

August 3, 1977 

1. This external panel is being et up, much along 
the lines of th Berelson Committee on population, to 
review th Bank's research on inoom distribution nd 
employment to date. The Chairman of the panel is 
Profe sor Albert Fishlow, currently ot th University of 
California (Berkeley) but moving to Yal. The general 
purpos of the panel is to revie the Bank' research 
work on these subjects, assess its relevanc to the 
policy n eds of the Bank and developing countries nd 
suggest lin sin which further work might be undertaken. 

2. There would be four to six members of the panel 
apart from the Chairman. h y would be required to attend 
a maximum of thr meetings entailing abs nces of less 
than a week each during (probably) September to December 
this year. While there would also be ome reading to be 
done, I dar say that this might be mor limited for the 
members than the Chairman. 

3. The choice of Urrutia as a prospective member 
has been made by both Fishlow and Bank staff, though it 
has not yet been formally approved by cNamar. I have 
no reason to exp ct that he would obj ct. 

4. The informal approach through the r ident 
representative you suggest would be most w lcome. 

cc : Messrs. Duloy 
Ahluwalia 

BBKing:gm 



Mr. I. Serageldin, EMt 

Mona A. Hazzah, VPD 

August 1, 1977 

Research Project Status Reeort 

l. ./. l"fU I would appreciate it if you could have :he 
attached Status Report compl ted for the research pr ject 
listed below. The information provided hould be current 
as of June 30, 1977. To this end I attach where necessary 
a copy of the June 1977 Commitment Roport printout, which 
provides a summary and itemization of expenses recorded 
through June. 

2. Since this Status Report cover all expen es 
incurred throughout FY.77, I would b grateful if you could 
carefully check page four, 0 Summary of Re ource" and co plete 
all the items listed. 

3. To ensure effective financial supervision of 
projects in the FY77 research program, the completed Status 
Report for the project listed should be sent to thi office 
(F1219) no later than Friday August 26, and preferably 
earlier. Thank you. 

Attachment 

MHazzah:tqr 

Project Code 

67 -ss 
Staff Member Responsible 

I. S rageldin 



Mrs. H. Hughes, EPD 

Mona A. Hazzab, VPD 

Research Project Status Reeort 

August 1, 1977 

1. I would appr ciate it if you could have the 
attached Status Reports completed for each of the research 
projects listed below. The information provided should be 
current as of June 30, 1977. To this end I attach where 
necessary a copy of tho June 1977 Commitment Report printout, 
which provides a summary and itemization of expenses recorded 
through June. 

2. Since this Statu Report covers all expenses 
incurred throughout FY77, I would be grateful if you could 
carefully check p ge four, "Summary of Resources" and complete 
all the items listed. 

3. To ensure effective financial supervision of 
projects in the FY77 res arch program, the comploted Status 
Reports for each of the projects listed should bes nt to this 
office (Fl219) no later than Friday August 26, and preferably 
earlier. Thank you. 

Attachments 

Project Code 

670-07 
670-68 
671-23 
671-28 

Staff Member ResEonsible 

B. Balassa 
E. Sachse 
c. Chung 
A. Schwartz 

cc: Ms. Hidalgo-Gato {w/att.) 

MHazzah:tqr 



Mr. c. Harral, TRP 

Mona A. Hazzah, VPD 

Research Project Status Report 

August 1, 1977 

1. I would appr ciate it if you could have the 
attached Status Report completed for each of the research 
projects li ted below. The information provided should be 
current s of June 30, 1977. To thi end I att ch wher 
necessary a copy of the June 1977 Commitment Report printout, 
which provides a summary and itemization of expenses recorded 
through June. 

2. Since this Status Report covers 11 expenses 
incurred throughout FY77, I would bo grateful if you could 
carefully check page four, "Summary of Resourc-s" and complete 
all the items listed. 

3. To en ure effective financial su ervision of pro-
jects in the FY77 research program, the completed Status Reports 
for each of the projects li ted should be ent to this office 
(F1219) no later than Friday, August 26, and preferably earlier. 
Thank you. 

Attachments 

Project Code 

670-26 
670-27 
671-14 
671-15 
671-20 

ec: Ms. P. hoses (w/att.) 

MHazzah:tqr 

Staff mber Responsible 

• Coukis 
P. Fosberg 
B. Mitchell 
s. Bast /B. Coukis 
P. Watson/E. Holland 
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Mr. Y. Rovani, EWT 

Mona A. Hazzah, VPD 

August 1, 1977 

Rese rch Project Status Report 

1. I would appreciate it if you could have the attached 
Status Reports completed for each of the research projects 
listed below. The information provided hould be current as 
of June 30, 1977. To this end I attach where necessary a 
copy of the June 1977 Commitment Report printout, which 
provides a summary and itemization of expenses recorded 
through June. 

2. Since this Status Report covers all expenses 
incurred throughott FY77, I would be grateful if you could 
carefully check page four, "Summary of Resources" and complete 
all the items listed. 

3. To ensure effective financial supervision of 
projects in the FY77 research program, the completed Status 
Reports for each of the projects listed should be sent to this 
office (F1219) no later than Friday August 26, and preferably 
earlier. Thank you. 

Attachments 

Project Code 

670-67 
670-76 
671-46 

cc: Miss P. Peter (w/att.) 

MHazzah:tqr 

Staff Member Responsibl~ 

M. Munasinghe 
J. Warford 
J. Kalbermatten 



D. Avramovic, EC-D August 1, 1977 

Project Status ReJ22rt 

;I would appreciate it if you could have the attached 
Status Reports completed for each of the research projects 
lis~ed below. The information provided should be current as 
of June 30, 1977. To this end I attach where necessary 
copy of :the June 1977 Commitment Report printout, which 
pro ides a summary and itemization of expenses recorded 
through June. 

2. 
througnout 
page four, 
listed. 

Since this Status Report covers all expenses incurred 
FY77, I would be grateful if you could carefully check 
.. Summary of Resources•• and complete all the items 

3. To ensure effective financial supervision of projects 
in the FY77 research program, the completed Status Reports for 
each of the projects listed should be sent to this office (Fl219) 
no later than Friday, August 26, and preferably earlier. 
Thank you. 

Pro1ect Staff Member Project Staff Member 
Code Res~nsible Code Reseonsible 

670-"5 D. Mazum ar 671-25 s. usuf 
670-70 J. Lin 671-26 K. Zachariah 
670-96 J. Meerman 671-30 L. Squire/s. Bose 
671-02 T. King 61il.-31 R. Sabot 
67.1--05 v. Prakash 671-32 L. Westphal 
6i71-06 D. Avramov!c 671-37 a. Renaud 
671-01 lJ. Westphal 671-38 D. Chernichovsky% 
671- 8 J. Linn R. Faruqee 
671-19 J. Simmons 6i71-40 T, ing 
671-2 s. Reutlinger 671-4:'l D. Keare 

671-48 M. Leise son 
671-49 D. Jamison 

Attachments 
cc: Mr. Lowther (w/att.) 

Mr. Stoutjesdijk (w/o att.) 
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Mr. N. Yudelman, AGP 

Mona A. Hazzah, VPO 

ugust 1, 1977 

Research Project Status Report 

1. I would appreciate it if you could have th attach d 
Status Reports completed for each of the research projects 
listod below. The information provided should be current as 
of June 30, 1977. To thi end I attach here nee ary a copy 
of the Juno 1977 Commitm nt Report printout, which provides a 
summary and itemization of expenses recorded through June. 

2. Since this tatu R port covers all expenses 
incurr d throughout FY77, I would be grateful if you could 
carefully check page four," ummary of Resources .. and :Vould 
complete all tho items list d. 

3. To ensure ffective financial supervision of pro-
jects in the FY77 re e rch program, the completed Statu 
Reports for each of the projects li ted hould be sent to thi 
office (Fl219( no later than riday August 26, and preferably 
earlier. Thank you. 

Attachments 

Project Code 

670-89 
671-22 
671-34 
671-42 
671-44 

Staff Member Responsible 

G. Donald on 
A. Egbert 
F. Hotos 
A. Egbert/C. Bruce 
G. Donaldson 

cc: Mc srs. Bruce (w/att. except 671-34) 
Hotes (w/att. except 671-34) 



August 1, 1977 

Mona A. Hazzah, VPD 

Project S~atus ReP?rt 

I wou d appreciate it if you could have the attached 
Reports completed for each of the research projects 

listed below. The information provi,ded should be current as 
of June 30, 1977. To this end I attach where necessary a copy 
of the June 1977 Commitment Report printout, which provides a 
summary and itemi.zat.ion of expenses recorded through June. 

2. Since this Status Report covers all expenses incurred 
throughout FY.77, I would be grateful if you could carefully 
check page four, "Summary of Resources" and complete all the 
items listed. 

3. To ensure effective financiaI supervision of projects 
in the FY77 research program, the completed Status Reports for 
each of the projects listed should be sent to this office (Fl219) 
no later than Friday August 26, and preferably earlier. 
Thank you. 

Att:aohments 

Project Code 

670-78 
671-54 

cc: Messrs. Gilpin (w/att.) 
Futagami (w/att.) 

MHazzah:tqr, 

Staff Member Responsible 

C. Gilpin 
s. Futagami 
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Hr. J . Ouloy, DC 

Mona A. Hazzah, VPD 

August 1, 1977 

Research Project Status Repor~ 

l. I would appr ciat it if you could have th attached 
St tus Reports completed for each of th re earch project 
listed belo. The information providod hould b current s 
of Jun 30, 1977. To this end I attach wher n c ss ry a copy 
of tll June 1977 Co itrllent port printout, which pr vide a 
summary and ite 1zation of xpen e r, corded through Jun. 

2. Since this Statu Report cov r all x. n e incurr d 
throughout 'FY77. I ould be grat ful if you could carefully 
check page four~ "Summary of Resource" and compl te all the 
it listed. 

3. To ensur eff ctiv financial upervision of project 
in the FY77 r search program, the co pl ted Stntu eports for 
e ch of the proj cts listed should b sent to thi offic (Pl219) 
no later th n riday, ugust 26, and preferably earlier. 
Thank you. 

Staff emb r St ff Momb r 
Proj ct Code ible Proj ct Code Responsibl 

670-01 B. Balsa 671-17 P. Hz ll 
670-06 M. Ahluwalia 671-27 G. y tt 
670-23 Y. Rh 671-29 R. orton 
670-24 A. Stoutjesdijk 671-33 M. slow ..y 
670-73 G. Kutcher/ 71-3 • Balsa 

P. Seandiz4',o 671-36 M. 1\hlu al! 
670- 3 • Ahluwalia 671-39 M. Ahluwalia 
670- 6 R. :Norton 671-41 .. Ahluwalia 
670-87 B. Bal aa 671-43 P. Hazell/ 
671-08 .. Ahluwalia P • scandizzo 
671-09 A. Stoutj sdijk 67l-4S J. Ouloy 

tt cl ents 
cc: • Bid lgo-Gato (w/att.) 

MHazzah:tqr 



Mr. Jairam Ramesh 

R. M. Steinberg 

Draft Research Proposal 

I 

, !-

July 29. 19 77 

I am personally very intorested in the subjects treat din your draft 
research proposal, 11The Financing of Technological D velopm nt and Innovation : 
An Analysis of the Links B tween tho Financial and the Technological Systems 
in Developing Countries." I want to list my major reactions to your pro
posal, l1hicb could be followed up by further discussions. 

That there is as rious problem,a failure of linkage, I would agree 
without reservation. Whether your study would guide the Bank in achieving 
more productive linkage is another matter. Your research need not s~end 
much time convincing us of the usefulness of tho goals. What needs further 
understanding is what has or could realistically be accompli hed in this 
area, what are the major obstacles, what can be done to overcom.e these 
obstacles. Financial institutions (including perhaps the World Bank) are 
generally oriented by expertise and interest to deliv ring and collecticlg 
money. 

In analyzing the problem for a country th re are three interlinking 
systems, the fina11eial system, the technological system, and the government 
sy t m. The government system seems in your paper to nter as an after
thought. The whole probl in Country X may simply be that the }1inister of 
Finance and th Minister of Technology despise e ch other. 

This leads to two further points. Your research proposal puts consid
erable emphasi on analyzing policy statements. But implementation seems 
to me the major p obl m. How are you in a year's time going to explain to 
us why it is working or not working, and what to do about it in nine or ten 
countries? 

Your paper focuse on "the process of technology mobilization and 
cquisition of this on the building of local innovativ capabilities". For 

the less technologically developed country I thinl th re should be more 
focus, and better coordination between financial and technology institution, 
on the process of technology transfer and adaptation of imported technology. 
I would think that innovation starts in a better strategy for adaptation 
of imported technology with the radual build-up of local capabilities. 

I would also make some changes to the text we can 
think the subject is important and worth looking into. 
my personal view, and at some later point you may wish 
departmental review of your propo al. 

~ttl 

discuss later. I do 
But this is entirely 

to seek formal 
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Mr. Hollis D. Chenery 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Outside Panels to Evaluate Research 

July 22, 1977 

l. A composite list of candidates to serve with 
Professor Fishlow on the R search Advisory Panel on Income 
Distribution and Employment (RAPIDE) was circulated on 
July 15 to Messr . Hanfland, Pesqueira, Rigaud, Sen, and 
Thahane. I followed up this week with a brief visit to 
obtain their views on the uitability of the candidates 
proposed and receive other suggestions. While discu sions 
with Messrs. Pesqueira and Rigaud centered on the list of 
candidates, thos with Dr. Sen, ~r. Thahane and, to ome 
extent, Mr. Hanfland took a different turn. They were not 
persuad d that outside panels to review research in parti
cular sectors should take precedence ov~r n out ide review 
of Bank research e~ a whole. 

2. Both Dr. Sen and Mr. Thahane saw the discussions 
at the Joint Audit Committee and the Board earlier this 
year as having concluded that first priority should be 
given to the question of the overall size and scope of the 
research program. Both also felt thie question was to he 
addressed by an outside panel. I replied that we had 
initiated work in several directions, with the review of 
income distribution and employment research intended to 
complement the largely internal discussion of overall 
directions and resources promised as part of the next 
research report. After absorbing the experience of two or 
three of the sectoral panels, we al o intend to constitute 
an apex group whose main task would be to review the entire 
program. Mr. Thahane's reaction was that to provide guidance 
on the future role of the Bank, an outside pan 1 which could 
form a judgment about the appropriate size and content of 
the research program would have been more u eful at this 
time than a sectoral panel. Dr. Sen went further, urging 
that such a group be appointed this year so that preliminary 
results,at least, may be available by January 1978. He 
added that if this is not done, he and sever 1 other 
Director would oppose the research program budget when it 
is next discussed. 

3. Mr. Hanfland began our meeting by stating his 
confusion about whether the RAPIDE panel as to review all 
Bank research or only that on income distribution and 
employment. I recalled Dr. Janssen' support of the 



Mr. Hollis B. Chenery .. - 2 - July 22, 1977 

proposal by or. Sen t the Board discussion last Febru ry 
to undertak an outside review of the entir program, but 
tr ed th t without ad quat reparation out ider ould 

have undoubtedly found this n extremely forbidding task. 
They would mor over find the body of work produced during 
the past five years highly uneven, with a rather w 11-
defined set of studies in inoom distribution and employ
m nt and om other ector, but not a gr at d al in, for 

xample, popul tion or urbanization. Mr. Hanfland said 
he hoped an ov rview panel would be con tituted oon, but 
wa satisfied with the r a ons why at present we had no 
firm tim table for doing so. 

4. As a postscript to th abov discu ions, Mr. 
El-Naggar telephoned me today to tr nsmit hi own impres
sion that an outside pan 1 was to b established thi 
y ar to review Bank research as whole. Be implied, as 
had Dr. Sen, that everal Director mays ek to clarify 
this is u at a forthco ing Board m ting. 

cc : Mr. B. B. King (o/r) 
Mr. einer 

OFGrllnes, ~ 
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Mr. George Beier, URB July 18, 1977 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Research Pro¥osal, "A Comparative 
Study of Sel -Help Housing" 

1. Despite the long delay, which I regret, I thought 
it might still be useful to set down a few thoughts on the 
Perlman/Terner proposal. 

2. In both the earlier and the present (June 4) 
version, the proposed program of work seeks to provide 
answers to questions like these: 

(a) Why does the self-help process develop? 
(profitability; absence of alternatives) 

(b) How does it work? 

(c) What is its value to participants? To th 
local economy? 

{d) How can self-help principle be incorporated 
into more conventional progr.ams without 
diluting their effectiveness in the process? 

It is hard to imagine a broader research agenda in the field 
of low cost housing. I would further suspect that within 
each of the broadly defined subject areas there are a number 
of more specific isliues which could be in.tensi vely studied 
in their own right11wnose relevance for operations varies 
widely. This suggests that during research preparation-
which I agree with Anna Sant'Anna will likely run longer 
than the sponsors originally antic.ipated--the major focus 
should be on identification of the issues, questions, or 
hypothese$ it would be most useful for the study to address. 
When these are determined it will be clearer how the Bank's 
needs in this area relate to the comparative advantage of 
the research team. 

3. As these objectives are clarified, it may well 
be discovered that the rese.arch will be useful in specific 
ways even if it falls short of providing ffa series of 
proposed policy recommendations to the Banlc" (p.29). All 
too often the tendency to strike in all directions in order 
to secure wide support for propo al mer ly raises every
one's expectations while fully satisfying no one's . Would 
the project be a success if it does no more than place a 



i4r. G. Beier 
" 

- 2 - July 18, 1977 

wider perspective. on our roster of country experiences with 
self-help, gained from operations and monitoring and evalu
ation? I suspect so. Specification of "minimum expected 
resul-ts, 11 perhaps illu·strated by contrast to issues on 
which the study could provide some insight but no firm 
conclu ions, could be a useful way to classify the outputs 
expected. 

4. speoulating now about where this process might 
lead us, we might find that an area in which the sponsors 
could provide special insight is that of the institutional 
harriers to implementation of se1£-help. Before programs 
are begun, who knows about self-help methods? Who then 
decides to participate? Why? What role do local leaders 
and community organizations play? What factors influence 
community acceptance? Such an orientation would in my 
view come closer to tapping t:he skills and experience of 
the research team, ·by allowing them to concentrate on 
institutional (as oppo ed to both institutional and econo
mic) reasons for success and failure. It would also deepen 
understanding of a subject covered to some degree by the 
monitoring and evaluation exerci ea without overlapping 
with them to any great extent. 

cc: Messrs. Jaycox, Dunkerley, Churchil~, Stone, Lethbridge, 
Madavo, Mohan (o/r), Ms. Sant'Ann (olr) 

OFGrimes: gm.rftj'" 
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Aessr . Hanflanc., Pesqueira, igaud, Sen, 

Thahane 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Candidates for Research Advisory Panel 
on Income olstrIEution and Empioyment 

July 15, 1977 

1. In the current annual report on rese reh ("World 
Bank Research Program," January 13, 1977: R77-9) we stated 
our intention to convene a panel to survey th re earch 
carried out by the Bank in the fields of inco distribution 

nd employment. The Chairman of this panel, which will begin 
work during 1977, is Profe sor Albert Fishlow (University 
of California, Berkeley), a pioneer in r earch on income 
distribution in Brazil. Four or five additional panel 
members will be selected, to 1 nd a r asonable diversity 
of country experience and policy p rspectiv to the final 
group. 

2. You will find attach d a list, consolidated from 
various sources, of possible pan 1 members. W have 
attempted a rath r arbitrary breakdown into re earchers 
and those whose experience i primarily on the policy sid, 
realizing that such a division has littl meaning for many 
of the individuals on th lit. Which candidates ar in 
your view mot suitable? Are there equally promising 
candidates that w have overlooked? To a sist u in 
making the final selections, I would welcom th opportunity 
to discuss this matter briefly with you, before the end of 
next week if you possibly can. 

Attachment 

cc : Mr. Chenery 
Mr. B. B. King (o/r) 

OFGrimes:grnf 
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Asia 
,. 

Africa 

Mediterranean 

Latin America/ 
Caribbean 

Europe/Other 
Part I 

North America 

July 15, 1977 

. . 

K. N. Raj (India) 
A. K. Sen (India) 
Kim Mahn Je (Korea) 
Prof. Dandekar (India) 
Prof. Dantwala (India) 

J. O. Adekunle (Nigeria) 

Dr. El-Shaffey (Egypt) 

A. Lewis (Jamaica) 

E. Malinvaud (France) 
J. Faaland (Norway) 
B. Hansen (Denmark) 
W. Beckerman (UK) 
P. Collier (UK) 
A. Lindbeck (Sweden) 

A. Fishlow (Chairman) 
S. Kuznets (US) 

. / 

G. Sicat (Philippines) 
L. Jayawardena (Sri Lanka) 
Manmohan Singh (India) 
Chakravarty (India) 
Dr. Mooy (Indonesia) 

J. Rweyemamu (Tanzania) 

Abdul Meguid (Egypt) 
Dr. Sefer (Yugoslavia) 
A. Papic (Yugoslavia) 
Dr. Cetin (Turkey) 

M. Urrutia (Colombia) 
L. Solis (Mexico) 
I. Kerstenetzsky (Brazil) 
C. Massad (Chile) 
A. Vilela (OAS; Brazil) 
w. Demas (Carib. Dev. Bank) 
A. McIntyre (Sec. Gen., 

CARICOM) 
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Dear Dr. A el.man: 

~d -Eilv, ~ 1/ea..e ~ 
{s'dtu~tHh/5) 

July 15. 1917 

Puring the put six _ the Dr. P're<lrick Goll day 4 I aTe 
eea in preparin ch propoeal on 'the design ot 

scbistoao aaia control progr tor tuD.41 g by th es a.rch Commit.t e 
or the World • &batract of' the proposal u enclo•ect. The 
proposed anal.yUcal model 1• not :ret in 1 ts tin.al to:rm • ut s the 
ese t!al teat.urea requlr 4 tor tb -•t'U.47 v int d to dertak • 

u I ha e pl"ltViousl.7 .r le.ted to, you. I would l1 pan ot the 
atudy to be m,y theaia tor the d.octoral gree. Theo ject1vea as 
stated in the losed e.bavact woulds to be somewhat too 

itio · f'or the quirGtmt. I vould therefore like to 
req · st your c011111eDte on th 4"1 or the atud:y in general d 
WB.7B ot scaling it 1m tor th tbuis requir t in particular. 

W are curr nt.ly rece1T1Dg r pon1 a troll xpena 1D tbta 
general. area ot res a.rcb end poaaible ta aourc a. It. ia probably 
too ly to uaeaa the enl ton ot these r po ea. ut u 
we ected, a couple o~ b1ostat1sticiana ( th tic&l. epid olo ats) 
have ,expreaaed their doubt ot the quac7 o~ th traulld.aaion model 
ve hav cho en [ :t-1ons 6 d o' J. Aside tro this, the reapona a 
Y lMl.v r ceive4 eo rar a.r• poaltiYe. 

I look torn.rd to 
in more det 11. 

losure 

Dr. I Adelman 
3507 R Street, ?I.W. 
Wuhio.gton, D.C. 20007 

A»:br 
,.,.. • n.,. .T . A. T,.,.,. 

ting vith you to 41ecuaa our proposa.l 

Sincerely, 

el. 
Ottice ot :vilronmental 

and Health Affairs 



,. 

r. Hollis B. Ch nary 

Orville • Grim , Jr. 

Ev luation Guidelin 

July l, 1977 

d 

fuile thi i.:> s nt to you mainly for information, 
i you bav any comment or re ctions thy would n turally 
be most lcom. 

Attachment 

cc . (w/o att.) Mr . B. B. Ring (o/r) 

OFGrimes:~ 
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Mr. K nneth A. Bohr, o O 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Re earch Evaluation Guidelines 

July 13, 1977 

1. As we discussed, I attach a et of guidelines prepar d 
for use by participants in the evaluation of co pleted r e rch 
proj cts. While primarily a re ponse to the suggestion of th 
Joint Audit Committee th t mov toward a more standardized 
format for valuation r ports, the guideline could help to 
organize thought and discussion at evaluation pan 1 meetings. 
We understand that thy ill be supplemented appropriate 
by particular questions r i ed by OED staff. 

2. I would welco e your co ent and reaction, a ell 
s those of Mr. Weiner and Hr. Kapur, to th attached. In 

particular, does it met the ugg stion of the Joint Aud.it 
Committee, in spirit if not lways in 1 tter? O pending on 
your comments w could is ue r vied guidelines !thin a k 
or two, with materials for eet cheduled 1 ter in August 
and in Septemb r. 

Attachments 

cc: M ssr. B •• King (o/r) 
Weiner 
Kapur 

OFGrim s:t~ 
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Evaluation of Completed Research Projects: Suggested 
,. 'Guidelines 

The principal objectives of evaluation as applied to 
completed Bank research projects are illustrated below in the 
form of questions for discussion at evaluation panel meetings. 
These questions, taken together, are an attempt to determine how 
effectively the research project has met its goals and how useful 
it has been in improving knowledge of development issues involving 
the Bank. Whi1e not intended as exhaustive, questions are grouped 
into beadings which are suggested as an organizing format for the 
report on the panel's findings. 

A. Objectives and Strategy 

1. Is the general problem to which the research is addressed 
of interest to the Bank? 

2. Were the objectives of the study clearly formulated? Did 
they change as the study was undertaken? 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

To what extent did the study fulfill these objectives? 

Who are the intended beneficiaries? (Bank operational 
staff; planning authorities and decision makers in 
developing countries; other researchers} 

Has the project assisted in developing indiqenous research 
capacity in the countries under study? · 

What efforts were made to coordinate work with other 
studies underway in the Bank or outside, to enhance the 
comparability of results or avoid duplication? 

B. Design 

1. 

2. 

Does the research improve in specific ways upon a well
established methodology, or is the analytical framework 
relatively innovative? 

Were the theoretical approaches and the methodologies 
employed in the study appropriate to its stated purposes? 
What methodological difficulties were encountered? How 
were they overcome? 
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3. 

4. 

- 2 -

How reliable were the data? Does their reliability 
depend on the design and coverage of sample surveys 
conducted as part of the project? 

Are the research outputs written and presented in a 
manner which makes them accessible to the intended 
audience(s)? 

C. Organization 

1. Did the research tasks follow a logical sequence? 
Were there opportunities to review progress at 
intermediate stages? 

2. How effective were the consultants or consulting 
firms employed? How open the channels of communi
cation between Bank staff and consultants? 

3. What was the nature and extent of awareness, support, 
or participation among: 

Bank Operating Departments? 
Local research institutes? 
Governmental agencies? 

4. By what means have findings been communicated to the 
intended beneficiaries? 

D. Cost 

1. How does the overall cost and efficiency of the study 
compare with initial estimates? Did it take longer 
than expected? 

2. Was the extent of Bank staff involvement in design, 
implementation, and supervision adequate to meet the 
study's objectives? 

E. ?ummary: What lessons for the conduct of future research 
projects are suggested from the above? 



Grimes, Jr., VP-D 

earch .. Project 

Project 

Proj ct Appraisal & Shadow Price 

Agrioultur M chanization Study in India 

Education Finance & Income Distribution 

July 7, 1977 

Tentativ Date 
of Evaluation 
Panel teeting 

first or second 
of August 
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Mr. Hollis B. Chenery 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr. 

July 6, 1977 

RAPIDE: Summary of Suggestions for Panel 

1. Lat March and April Ben and I asked Regional 
Programs Directors and others for ideas about suitable 
candidates (particularly those hose experience i mainly 
on the policy side) for the review panel on income distri
bution and ployment research. Themot pro ising seem 
to be: 

Asia: 

Africa: 

Et· ENA: 

LAC: 

Dandekar (India) 
Kim Mahn Je (Korea) 
Dr. Mooy (Indonesia - Bapp nas) 

Adekunle (Nigeria) 
Paul Collier (Oxford) 

Sefer or Papic (Yugoslavia) 
Malinvaud (Franc) 
Assar Lindbeck (S eden) 
Dr. Cetin (Turkey) 

Carlos Massad (Chile) 
Anibal Vilela (OAS; Brazil) 
L. Soli ( exico) 

2. Ben also asked Mervyn Weiner for suggestions 
from EDs. Th following names w re mentioned: 

Drake: Sir Arthur Le is 
William Dem& {Pres., Caribbean 

Develop ent Bank) 
Alistair McIntyre (Sec. Gen., CARICO 

head of Commonwealth Study 
Group for CIEC) 

El-Naggar: Dr. El-Shaffey (Egypt - x-Minister of 
Pin nee and pr sently 
Profe sor, University of 
Cairo) 

Franco: Miguel Urrutia (Colombia) 

3. Finally, following th recent R search Committee 
meeting Mr. Picciotto has forwarded his sugge tions, Jhich 
are ttached. 

Attachm nt 
cc: Mr. B. B. King (o/r) 
OFGrimes: 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT : 

Orville Grimes 

R. P!cciotto 

"Fishlowtl Panel 

(typed from handwritten memo) 

June 30, 1977 

A f w names whieh come to mind with referenoe to 
income distribution and employment: 

John Mellor 

Professor Dantwala 

John Thomas 

Just Faaland 

Professor oandekar 

Aktar Hameed Khan 

(new IFPRI head) 

(Bombay University) 

(Harvard) 

(Norway Development Institute?)* 

(Poona University?) 

(Michigan State?) 

*Chr. Michelsen Institute, Bergen (00) 
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Those listed below 

orville F. Grims, Jr., VPD 

Forthcoming Re earch Committee eeting 

July 6, 1977 

It is likely that following its meting on 
June 24, the Research Committee will next meet in late 
Sept mber or early October. To be considered at thi 
meeting, roposals in final form hould conse uently 
reach me no later than Wednesday, August 31. I would 
also urge ponsors to su6mit proposals !n semi-finished 
form irio( to August 31, o that ither I (in July) or 
B n K ng in August) may assi tat that tage of the 
review process. Subsequent meting will be cheduled 
at approxi tely 4-6 we k interval, dep nding on the 
flo of work. 

cc: Research Committee ~ember 
DPS, CPS Director and Division Chiefs 
Regional Chief Economists 
Mr. Lowther 
Ms. Stout 
Miss Hidalgo-Gato 
iss Peter 

Mrs. Cleave 
Mrs. Hazzah (o/r) 

OFGrimes: gm ~ 
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Research Committee Members 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Meeting on June 24 

lL 

C....<L 

R..?o <a 1.A - a 7-
Rl'o <o-=7.A -s:;. 

July 1, 1977 

1. Attending the meeting on June 24 were Messrs. 
Ch nery (Chairman), Balassa, de Vries, Dubey, Jaycox, 
Kuczynski, Lerdau, Picciotto, van der Tak, Waide, and 
Grimes. Also present for the discussion of the inter
mediate waste disposal technologies project (No. 671-46) 
was Mr. A. Stone. 

2. Mr. Chenery announced that Professor AlbertFishlow 
(University of California, Berkeley) has agreed to serve as 
chairman of the panel being established to survey Bank 
research in income distribution and employment.!/ 
Professor Fishlow will discuss the panel's composition while 
on a viait to Washington during the week of June 27. Commit
tee members are encouraged to offer their suggestions on 
panel membershi 1 many have already done so. 

Marketin9 Manufactured Exports 

3. The reviewers of this proposal found it to be in 
a relatively neglected subject area, but one of high poten
tial payoff for the Bank in improved understanding of the 
performance of exports and small industry. Committee 
members agreed, but felt it worthwhile to examine more 
closely how the principal researcher intends to treat the 
effects of changes during the study period in Colombia's 
incentive structure and in relative costs. As a reaction 
to his proposal not to generate new data but to draw on 
existing studies by Hutcheson and others, it was pointed 
out that these studies analyze changes over time in the 
relative profitability of exports taken together, but not 
clothing exports in particular. Therefore, although 
recommending approval of thi proposal as amended by 
Mr. Morawetz's June 7 memorandum, the Committee suggested 
that further attention needs ~o be paid to cost and 
profitability as part of the explanation of the marketing 
successes and failures of Colombian clothing producers. 

1/ Re earch Advisory Panel on Income Distribution and 
Employment (RAPIDE). 

¥( ·1~ 
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4. Particularly in its search for existing inter-
mediate technologies and for information about them, this 
project was seen as having made substantial progress since 
its approval in September 1976. Its accomplishments give 
reason to expect that the proposed field research emphasizing 
alternative technologies and the design of pilot projects 
will have an early operational payoff. Efforts to extend 
the study toward models of technology diffusion and 
regional impacts of project interventions, on the other 
hand, at present appeared markedly less promising. It 
was noted that a revised approach to modeling diffusion 
mechanisms had been prepared following the panel meeting, 
for review by the project Steering Group and panel members. 
On their favorable recommendation, this portion of the 
study would be considered in the normal manner at a forth
coming Research Committee meeting. 

s. However, a review of the dynamic macro-regional 
model had already taken place (see memorandum from DeAnne 
Julius, June 17). From the outcome of this review, the 
prospects appeared remote that a set of policy questions 
of concern to the Bank could be satisfactorily dealt with 
in the model framework proposed. The Committee accordingly 
declined to support this aspect of the research. The addi
tional funds approved for other aspects of the FY78 and 
FY79 work program amount to $350,500. 

11 Strategic Planning to Accommodate Rapid Growth 
in LDC Cit!esii (The cfty Study - No. 671-47) 

6. As with virtually every project wh re large 
amounts of data are collected and the research design is 
complex, the sponsors of the City Study have had to consider 
how carefully they were able to specify, before data collec
tion was far advanced, the methodologies to be employed. 
Their approach to the methodological issues raised by the 
study, which had been arrived at in consultation with the 
project Steering Group, reflected a perception about the 
extent to which the range of policy questions of the full 
program of research could be specified at this early stage. 

7. Most Committee members recognized that the 
experimental nature of research in this area suggested 
that these questions of methodology and policy focus could 
not be fully resolved in advance of the first tranche of 
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data collection and analysis, and would need to be reviewed 
in the course of the study. But they remained unpersuaded 
that a prior issue had been satisfactorily settled: What, 
specifically, were the policy questions, relationships, or 
hypotheses that the study would aim to address over the 
next two years and beyond? How were Bank activities in 
the field of urban development exp cted to be improved if 
the study could shed light -on such questions? 

8. It was agreed that in a relatively short time 
(e.g., by September 15), the project sponsors should 
compose a brief statement of the objectives to be addressed 
and th hypotheses to be tested. This statement would be 
submitted for review to the Steering Group, which would 
recommend to the Research Committee at its September 1977 
meeting that the study be continued, modified, or possibly 
cancelled. To ensure progress in other domains of the 
research, interim funding of $100,000 was approved pending 
receipt of the Steering Group's recommendation. In dis
senting from this course of action, Mr. Lerdau voted 
against approval of additional funds until a statement of 
objectives can be agreed upon. 

Distribution of Income from Irrigation Projects 
through the Extended Family System In the Sahel 

9. Commending this proposal as one with a clear 
purpose that had been carefully thought out, Committee 
members recommended approval of this proposal as modified 
by the panel's comments and Mr. Bachmann's reply of June 22. 
Even though focused on one river valley, the sample design 
and study organization would likely encompass enough diver
sity in types of agriculture and groups of the population 
to hazard some generalizations about the importance else
where of sociological influences on the distribution of 
project benefits. At the very least, tho proposed study 
should provide insight into whether such influences in 
the Senegal Valley would lead Bank staff to reconsider 
current methods of gauging project cost per beneficiary. 
The principal consultant was felt to have an adequate 
familiarity with the main features of research des'gn 
and implementation in the Senegal Valley; the addition 
of an agricultural economist would strengthen the field 
team. A total authorization of $175,300 was accordingly 
approved. 

Distribution : Messrs. Chenery, Balassa, de Vries, Dubey, 
Jaycox, B. King, Kuczynski, Lerdau, Little, 
Picciotto, van der Tak, Vergin, Waide 

OFGrimes:~ 



WORLO BANK / INTEnNATIONAL FINAN&~ 1~~ 
OFFICE r\~EMORANDUM 

TO: M~. G.B.H. Renger, Chief, LCPID 
/,' 

FROM: Krishna Challa, LCPI~ 

DATE: June 23, 1977 

SUBJECT: Comments on the Proposed Research Program on Finance and Development 

1. I refer to the proposal entitled "A Program of Research on Finance 
and Development" by Prof. Richard Eckaus, on which Mr. Bhatt (ECD) invited comments. 
The proposal certainly touches upon many important areas of interest to IDF staff. 
However, as is clearly admitted in the proposal, the areas of research need to be 
def~ned more narrowly and their respective and priorities dete~mined. I hope the 
following comments would be useful in this respect. The general thrust of my 
comments is to support any research that could in the short-to-medium run (say over 
the next 4 or 5 years) have useful operational implications to the work of IDF 
divisions. 

2. First,while the question of the effect of interest rates on savings 
mobilization is_ no doubt an important topic, there is already considerable empirical 
as well as theoretical literature on this matter, and I am pessimistic as to what 
can b~ added through additional empirical studies at this time. Any empirical 
research that would help deduce useful general conclusions on the interest rate
savings relationship would have to span several countries and time petiods. 
Arriving at operationally useful conclusions is particularly difficult, since the 
amount of savings is very much a function of the particular institutional arrange-· 
ments, legal requirements and regulation of the banking system, political orienta
tion and the duration of time over which the interest rate effects are studied. 

3. For similar reasons, I would be skeptical about research on the flow 
of funds tables or on the effect of financial intermediation or savings. 

4. I would welcome the proposed research on the performance to date of 
development finance companies with respect to resource mobilization and allocation 
among alternative investments; this could complement research already completed 
or planned by the Operations Evaluation Department in the case of Bank supported 
projects. Some special attention to study the effects of financial institutions 
specializing by sector appears desirable. 

5. Several countries have been experimenting with selective credit control 
systems to direct/subsidize/regulate investments among various sectors according 
to desired patterns. Very little is known, however, about the effectiveness of 
such selective credit controls and their effects on the operation of the rest of 
the financial system. Empirical research on this matter along the lines outlined 
in the proposal would be very welcome. It would be particularly useful in 
connection with our work in several Latin American countries. 

6. Finally, I feel that not enough is included in the proposal about 
research on effects of inflation on the financial system and methods to cope with 
them. In particular, some research is badly needed on alternative methods of 
indexing financial instruments and ways to implement them: for example, what are 
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the relative merits of implementing them gradua lly (with respect to time and 
number of instruments) vs. a one-short implementation? Similarly, some res earch 
on methods to modify the tax structure continuosly to adjust for inflation might 
be very helpful. 

7. I would also like to suggest that participation of some IDF staff 
in the design of the research methodology on some of the above topics might 
serve a useful purpose. 

KCHalla/slb 

cc. Messrs. Bhatt, ECD 
Glaessner, LCP 
Gordon, IDF 
Knotter, LCPID o/r 
Baskind, LCPID 
Hutcheson, LCPID 
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Distribution below June 21, 1977 

Benjamin B. King, VPD Signed B. B. King 

Annual Report on Research 1978 

i. This year we hope to change the character of 
the traditional Chapter II in the research report. So 
far a lot of it has been taken up with a project-by
project description, woven together as best one oan. 
This time we intend to have the descriptions set up 
in tabular form, limited to a few sentences each 
(probably similar if not identical, to the opening 
paragraph in the Abstracts). 

2. This would leave the text of Chapter II to a 
discussion of the whys and wherefores of Bank research 
(including non-RPO research) in particular areas. Why 
do we do what we do? What problems do we see that need 
investigation? And so on. Reference to individual 
projects in the text would only be made as necessary. 

3. In undertaking this dicey venture, I will 
be talking to you in the latter part of August (if 
you are here). It would be very useful to me, if you 
could send me before then: 

(a ) copies of any existing documents germane 
to the subject. 

(b) a brief, quite informal note expressing 
your ideas to the extent not already 
covered in (b) • 

Please (i) make th.e "subject" of your memo(s) "Annual 
Report 1978 11 so that they can be filed in the right 
place in my absence on leave (until end July) and 
(ii) send a copy to Orv Grimes. 

Dj.stribution 

Agriculture & Rural Devele>pment 
J. Dulay (or nominee) · 
G. Donaldson 
M. Leiserson 
Industry 
F. Moore 
L. WestphaJ. 

ec: for information 

Education 
M. Hu!tln 
J. Simmons 
Ur~n Develo¥ment and the 

deliverx o · ur6an public 
services 

A. Churchill 
D. Kea:re 

• Warford 

Messrs. Chenery, Avramovic, Fuchs, Gordon, Jaycox, Haq, 
Rov~ni, Stoutjesdijk, Yudelman, Grimes 

BBKing:gm 
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Research Committee Members June 17, 1977 

F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Meeting on June 24, 1977 

of the 
3 P..m. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

-Tliis volume contains material for the meeting 
Research Committee on Friday, June 24, 1977 at 
in Room E1208. The a9enda for the meeting is: 

Proposal: Marketing Manufactured Exports: 
A Colombian Case Study 

Proposal: Distribution of Income from 
Irrigation Projects through the Extended 
Famil~ System in the Sahel 

Request for Supplemental Funding: "Appro
priate Technology for Water and Waste 
Disposal" (671-46) 

Request for Supplemental Funding: "Strategic 
Planning to Accommodate Rapid Growth in LDC 
Cities" (671-47) 

The papers for the meeting are in the following 
sections: 

l) 

Ii) 

iii) 

l..V) 

Bud~et Information - table showing budgetary 
positions for FY78 and the proposals to be 
considered at this meeting 

Proposals - the research proposals, panel 
recommendations, and related documents 

Supalementari Requests - requests for additional 
fun ing under existing research projects 

Miscellaneous 

Distribution: Messrs. Chenery, Balassa, de Vries, Duoey,, 
Jaycox, B. B. King, Kuczynsxi, Lerdau, 
Little, Ricciotto, van de~ Tak Ver ±n, Waide 
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Research Committee Members 

Benjamin B. King, VPD Signed B. B. King. 

Proposals for June 24 Meeting 

June 17, 1977 

l. Since I will not be at the meeting, I would likem 
to make a few points on the proposals in writing. 

Marketing Manufactured Exports (Colombia) 

2. I strongly support thi project. Since there is 
limited time available to the researcher, I think the project 
should not be overloaded with a study of incentives, except 
insofar as it is strictly relevant to the original purpose. 

Distribution of Income from Irrigation Projects {Sahel) 

3. I support this project, while recognizing the risk 
involved and its apparently region-specific nature. On the 
latter point, it would appear justified as a model for 
possible studies in other areas where nothing is known 
about the social system and the unexpected consequences for 
rural development projects. There may even be insights into 
the difference between traditional "poverty 11 and slightly 
developed "poverty". 

4. Again, I think there is some risk of overloading 
the project. To the extent that farm management methodology 
i us d to identify the benefits being distributed and 
possibly to illuminate the impact of the social system on 
farm management, well and good. However, it it is expected 
that the study should, except in a rough way, identify the 
difference between actual and potential farm benefits (under 
a different social system), I think you are asking for a 
different or additional project. This i not to say that 
the differences within the available spectrum of evolving 
social systems should not be identified. 

City Study 

5. While I agree with Bevan Waide (and others) that 
there is a need to identify objectives in order to avoid 
chasing wild geese, I suspect that this is very much an 
iterative process. If we knew what could be chieved now, 
we would be a lot better off. I have no objection to 
preparing a menu of objectives, provided it is whittled 
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down and otherwise modified as the project proceeds. My 
own feeling, for example, is that optimum city size is 
about the last thing we will get out of this, but would 
not prejudge the issue at this stage to the extent of leaving 
it off the list. 

6. The continuous process of identifying objectives 
suitable for the Bank is very much a job for the Steering 
Group, which, ceteris paribus, should meet quarterly to 
review the progr ss of the project and send a brief note on 
the conclusions (if any) to the Secretary for distribution 
to the Committee. I think it might be desirable to have a 
fuller progress report after nine months or a year and an 
in-depth review after not more than 18 months in order to 
give guidance for the next tranche of the project. By 
that time, we ought to know where we are going. I have 
misgivings about the open-ended nature of the project, 
but would suppress them, if the end is going to be closed 
at that time. 

7. If any member of the Steering Group cannot attend 
a meeting and has strong views on any subject, he should 
feel free to make a written statement. 

8. 
delayed. 
with the 
future. 

I do not think approval of the Committee need be 
It can be made conditional on reasonable agreement 

Steering Group on initial objectives in the near 

Appropriate Technolo9ies for Water Supply 

9. While I support the general objective of this 
project, I think the "dynamic regional model" should be 
out. We have considerable expertise in the Batik on the 
subject in general, apparently untapped. To go outside to 
a firm of consultants, left on their own, is to court 
disaster. I feel somewhat the same way about diffusion of 
technology, but less so, only through greater ignorance. 
In other words, more pipes and fewer pipe-dreamsl 

Distribution: 

Messrs. Chenery, Balassa, de Vries, Dubey, craycox, Kuczynski, 
Lerdau, Little, Picciotto, van der Tak, Vergin, Waide 

c: Mr. Grimes 

BBKing:gm 
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Mr. Bollis B. Chenery 

B. :King Sign..:~ 

reported to McNamara? 

Messrs. Karaosmanoglu 
Avramovic 
Leiserson 
Duloy 
Ahluwalia 
Ohlin 
Grim-es 

June 10, 1977 

voting with 

Should the winners now be 
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Fishlow 

Helleiner 

Houthakker 

Lewis 

Tobin 

Rodan 

Solis 

Hansen 

Unallocated 

Score on the basis of four 

DRC (2) 

8 

0 

8 

0 

5 

5 

1.5 

1.5 

1 

30 

EC0-(2) 

6 

2 

3 

9 

9 · 

0 

1 

30 

returns 

· Total 

14 

2 

11 

9 

14 

5 

1.5 

1.5 

2 

60 

Points: S, 4, 3, 2, 1 respectively for places 1-5. 

June 10, 1977 
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Mr. Lars Jeurling, PB 

Orvill F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

R arch Program Co . ts: ~78 Budg t Back-Up Note 

June 9. 1977 

1. W appreciate the opportunity to co ent on th 
draft back-up note which explains the di ference betwe n 
res arch costs reported in th current Annual Report 
on Rese rch (January 13, 1977) and those outlined in the 
FY7S Budg t Iemor ndWll. However, we understand that 
following a tim table that was not known to us, this 
note has alr ady be n put in final. The clarifications 
or corr ction w would urg. you to con id r th re or 
require some other for~at (perhaps a brief addendum) 
for circulation to those who rec iv th bac -up note. 
W take up th s point in th ir order of di cussion in 
par gr ph 2, part B of the draft. 

(a). The statem nt that "Th Re arch Pap r dos 
not inclu e the cost of YP input and consultant input 
other than that covered by the External Research Budget" 
s ems incorrect on both counts. Staff time figur s are 
tho e numerated in a co,putcr run (Octob r 9, 1976) 
whose titl is "Summary of Staff Time by Reporting 
Department, Activity, Project." I under tand that 
unless pecifically excluded, YP time i indo d part 
of the over 11 °Staff Ti "totals, o I fail to see 
how th se costs can be said to be omitted. oreov r, 
while consultant time on re earch other than External 
Res arch project -i~not separately id ntified, consultant 
fe s figure prominently in the $4 7,600 of actual outl y 
on in-hous research given in Table 2.1, page 15 of the 
research report. 

(b). Our impression was that by mid-Octob r 1976, 
when the rese rch paper ~as being drafted, fin le ti
mates of FY76 stafftim would have been in hana. 
Unknown to us t the time, however, by earl Novemb r 
the r search total showed five additional manyear. 
7e f el it ould be worth exploring how in future w 

might adopt a final, mutually agreed figure om what 
earlier in the year. 

(c). This subsection could have m ntion d that the 
cost pr manyear factor provided to us or us in the 
re earch paper includ d staff benefits, office equipment, 
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and other elements of the "82 percent" figure, plus travel 
and communication. Th note correctly states that it did 
not include management, seer tarial salaries, nd other 
discre~ionary expenses. However, had it b en pointed out 
to us that P & B includes sue information in its budg t 
document, we would have been glad to include it too. 

(d). As I read this statement, our method of costing 
assistant time separately might in fact be preferred. By 
using actual totals, we void ~he questionable assumption 
that the ratio of assistant to professional ,staff time 
for rese rah is the ame as the Bank-wide average. 

cc: Mr. B. King 
Mr. Blaxall 
Mr. Rodriguez 

OFGrimes:gm~ 



Supervisors of Newly Approved 
Research Projects 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Project Narratives 

June 9, 1977 

r--\/V 
1. Attaclled is a note requesting supervisors of 
projects in the research program to submit brief narratives 
on the scope, design, and organization of their projects. 
Following editorial revisions now under way, thee narra
tives will be compiled and published in booklet form for 
distribution to research institutions, libraries, and 
government agencies around the world. 

2. With the attached memo as a guide, would you 
please prepare a narrative on the project you supervise, 
to reach this office by Monda*, June 20. You may also 
find the current edition oft e published booklet (World 
Bank Research Program: Abstracts of Current Studies, 
October 1976, available from the Publications Unit) a 
useful reference as to style and length. 

Mr. L. Westphal ("Appropriate Industrial Technology," 
No. 671-51) 

Messrs. B. Rush/S. Basta ("El Salvador Health Study," 
No. 671-53) 

Messrs. s. Futagami/D. Jamison ("Economics of Educational 
Radio," No. 671-54) 

Messrs. I. Serageldin/M. Wodajo ("Retention of Literacy/ 
Numeracy Skills Among School Leavers," 
No. 671-55) 

Attachment 

cc: Mr. B. B. King 
Ms. McCarthy 

OFGrimes:gm ~ 
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Research Conunittee Members 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr. , VPD 

Minutes of Meetings on May 20 and 23 1 1977 

1. Present at the meeting on May 20 were Messrs. 
Chenery (Chairman), Balassa, Dubey, B. King, Kuczynski, 
Little, Picciotto, van der Tak, Vergin, Waide, and Grimes. 
Attending the May 23 meeting were Messrs. B. King, Balassa, 
Dubey, Kuczynski, Little, van der Tak, Waide, Pfeffermann, 
and Grimes. 

2. Mr. Grimes reported that the shortfall in 
disbursements from the FY77 budget was indeed likely to 
exceed the 10% carryover limit, as mentioned at a previous 
meeting. Modest underdisbursements for most projects 
combined with a few very large discrepancies accounted 
for this result. While some forthcoming proposals, 
notably for later phases of the Water and Waste Disposal 
(671-46) and City Study (671-47) projects, were expected 
to make substantial claims on future resources, FY78 
should likewise see little or no financial stringency. 

3* Manpower, rather than external resources, seems 
at present the main constraint on expansion of the Bank's 
research capability. It was recalled that at the most 
recent Board discussion of research, the question of how 
to determine the appropriate level of research expenditure 
was singled out for more intensive study prior to the Board 
research review in February 1978. Mr. King at a forthcoming 
Research Committee meeting will initiate a discussion of 
this topic, whose eventual outcome will be a set of recom
mendations to Mr. McNamara. 

Appropriate Industrial Technology 

4. Committee members agreed with the review panel 
that this study could develop practical ideas on the 
design of indus·trial proj eats and lending programs, as 
well as a general strategy for research on employment
mazimizing production techniques. However, to produce 
a thorough survey of the field and a program for further 
research was all that could realistically be accomplished 
within the time and resources available. Discussion was 
consequently directed toward examining how the objectives 
of the proposed study could be brought further in line 
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with thes limited resources. It was felt that this could 
best be accomplished by confining the study to (a) a micro
level inv stigation of substitution possibilities facing 
producers, incluQing reasons why existing appropriate 
techniques have not been adopt d, to be ba ed on data of 
known or easily determin d reliability; and (b) an s ess
ment of the policy instruments available to stimulate 
adoption of more appropriate techniques: that is, to two 
of the three major topics the proposal seeks to study. 
The third--estimation of total employment impacts derived 
or int rpolated from th micro findings--was discouraged, 
except for those industries where it could be done without 
much xpenditure of time. Dissimilar procedures and assump
tions u ed in the available studies, plus missing dat, 
would greatly complicate the task of aggregation. Mor over, 
whatever implications could be drawn for employment ere tion 
at th economy-wide level would need to take fuller account 
of incentiv s, co parative advantage, and related i.sues 
than is feasible int.he proposed r earch. 

5. On this understanding the Committee recommended 
approval of the pro osal, authorizing a total of $26,800. 
Agreement will be sought from the sponsors to include an 
IFC repre ent tive on th steering group hich will be 
established to advise on the proposed research and d·scuss 
it find'ngs. This grouo should he constituted so as to 
furni h sone of the substantial engineering inputs neede 
for the study to be successful. 

~~truction Stand2rds for Simple 
Buildin~ Acc~mmodation Re~irements 

6. As noted in Mr. Dubey's memorandum of ~ay 10, 
review panel members ware not sure what specifically this 
research could add to the Bank's knowledge of a propriate 
low cost construction d signs for basic eduction and 
other faciliti s, and hat the expected output was from 
the proposed study. Some of their doubt, reflected also 
in the Committee ' s views, had to do with whether it was 
ossible to derive any general conclusions in this area 

given the findings of m ny previous studies that th ost 
appropriate construction methods were those using in igenous 
materials and techniques adapted closely to local conditions. 
An in-d pth r view of national experience with such t ch
niques might possibly more effectively be undertaken as 
part of ongoing operational work. One member pointed out 
that the revised propo al prepared aft r the rev·ew panel 
appeared to have responded satisfactorily to the au stions 
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raised with regard to the purpose, scope, and output of the 
study, and argued strongly for its approval in view also of 
the general importance and operational relevance of the 
subject. However, a clear majority of the Committee voted 
to reject the proposal. 

Occupational Structures of Industries 

7. Despite their shortcomings, forecasts of manpower 
requirements were acknowledged to be a useful tool for 
manpower and educational planning. Bank project analysts 
would likely benefit from a set of updated coefficients on 
which to base projections, as has been confirmed by those 
who assisted in reviewing this proposal. On these grounds 
the Committee recommended acceptance of th proposed Stage 1, 
including provision for a progress report and review after 
nine months as outlined in Mr. Little's memorandum of 
May 12. A further consideration was that the research 
might also improve the Bank's analytical capacity in 
related areas, such as the links between productivity and 
occupational structure and the development of new skill 
groupings. At an early stage it might be found desirable, 
as one illustration, to experiment with disaggregation of 
both industries and skills at the 3-digit level. Several 
Committee members would indeed encourage more disaggrega
tion of industries than of skills, to the extent permitted 
with the present resources. The sponsors will accordingly 
be asked to involve in the design of the study an expert 
who could incorporate this wider range of potential 
benefits. 

El Salvador ~ealth Study 

8. Queries of review panel members that had been 
resolved to their satisfaction in the current, revised 
proposal included the extent of Bank supervision, the 
need for disentangling insofar as possible the separate 
impacts of housing components on health, and possible 
delays or disruptions to the research stemming from 
political unrest in El Salvador. A key issue for the 
success of the study is the adequacy of the statistical 
design and sociometric measurements used. Given the 
complexity of the problems to be studied, the sponsors 
were urged to get a second opinion on these matters from a 
top-flight outside expert. With this proviso, the Committee 
commended this path-breaking proposal, and recommended its 
approval as revised with a total authorization of $57,000. 
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Economics of Educational Radio 

9. As the two-volume compilation of educational radio 
case studies recently issued by the Education Department had 
not been available before the review panel met, it was not 
easy to assess the relation hip between that study and the 
present proposal. Furthermore a volume synthesizing the 
case studies was under preparation and would indicate 
major areas for urther research. The proposed research 
would take up two of these areas, and in particular aim at 
greater quantification of costs and benefits of educational 
radio in various settings. After some discussion, Committee 
members were persuaded that the proposed research complements 
and further extends the studies now nearing completion. 
Nonetheless, the sponsors should be asked to ensure that a 
review of what is already known is in hand before additional 
case studies are launched. Committee members further 
endorsed the review panel's reconunendation to include an 
example of non-success with distance learning, by adding a 
study of the Brazil madureza program to those proposed for 
Israel, Kenya and Korea. The Brazil study would be under
taken at an additional cost of $4,000, bringing the total 
authorization to $52,000. 

Retention of Literacy/Numeracy 
Skills Among School Leavers 

10. Reservations about this proposal centered on 
uncertainties about (a) the specific content and output 
of Stage l; the extent to which, for example, survey 
instruments would actually be applied to a sample of 
school leavers ; (b) which variables, particularly intel
ligence, location (rural/urban), and post-school experience, 
could be successfully controlled for in the experimental 
design; and (c) the most appropriate means of ensuring 
that adequate statistical techniques are brought to bear 
at the critical design stage. 

11. Primarily on the premise that Stage 1 seems to 
allow enough time to clear up these issues before conducting 
inten ive case studies, the Committee reconunended that the 
proposed Stage 1 be approved, but that the sponsors provide 
a clearer articulation of the budgetary expenditure and the 
functions performed by those employed on the project. 
Messrs. Serageldin and Wodajo in consultation with the 
Research Committee Secretary should establish as eering 
group with an eye to what its members can contribute to the 
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statistical design. The sponsors should furthennore not 
hesitate to seek an outside opinion on the adequacy of 
sampling techniques, even at a small addition to the 
budget, should that prove desirable. 

Su lementar Re uest: "Education and Rural 
Development in Nepal" (No. 671-49 

12. While this request for an extension of t he Nepal 
study to the Chiang Mai region in Thailand was approved as 
presented, some Committee members would have welcomed a 
prior statement of research objectives in rural develop
ment more generally, against which to evaluate this 
request. Without one, it was di ficult to judge whether 
the economy of the Chiang Mai region presented features 
of sufficient general interest to make it a high priority 
for intensive study. 

Supplementary Request: "International 
Comparison Project" (No. 670-68) 

13. The request for an additional FY77 allocation of 
$20,000 under this project was approved as presented. 

Distribution: Messrs. Chenery, Balassa, de Vries, Dubey, 
Jaycox, B. King, Kuczynski, Lerdau, Little, 
Picciotto, van der Tak, Vergin, Waide; 
Pfeffermann 

OFGrimes:gm ff)1 
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Thoe listed below 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Forthcoming Research Committee Meeting 

June 3, 1977 

1. It is lik ' ly that after its June 24 me ting, the 
Research Committee will next meet in late September. A 
subsequent meeting would probably take place in late 
October. 

2. To be considered at the September meeting, 
research proposals in final form and requests for supple
ment l funding under exiting projects should reach me no 
later than tednesdax, Auczust 31. A corresponding submis
sion date for the subsequent meeting will be fixed later. 

3. 
proposal 
doing so 
sometime 

I would appreciate it if those planning to submit 
by August 31 would confirm their intention of 

(preferably with a semi-final proposal draft) 
during the summer. 

Distribution: 

Research Committee Me1nbers 
DPS, CPS Directors and Division Chiefs 
Regional Chief Economists 
Mr. Chernichovsky 
Mr. Lowther 
Ms. Hidalgo-Gato, Stout 
Miss Peter 
Mrs. Cleave 
Mrs. Hazzah o/r 

OFGr~:grn 
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,LO BANK/ INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPO, ION --

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: ~ Mr. B. B. King, Research Adviser, DPS 

FROM: Ernest Stern~, South Asia 

DATE: June 2, 1977 

SUBJECT: Research in India 

There are sevi.ral proposals being discussed . for research in India·. 
Some of these may be intended for Research Committee consideration, 
while others may be proposed for financing from Departmental budgets. 

Externally-financed research has been a sensitive subject in India for 
many years although the intensity and scope of adverse feeling has 
varied. At present, the climate for such research seems good, but 
changes in attitude are possible, if unpredictable. It is therefore 
our policy to be highly selective in endorsing Bank-financed 
studies in India, so as to avoid the risk of having too high a 
profile at some future date. At present we would be reluctant to 
see more than two or three studies under implementation at any one 
time, unless strong reasons are advanced to the contrary. These 
limitations do not apply to research undertaken by the ~ndian 
authorities out of the proceeds of loans and credits - as is already 
happening in the case of research being done by ICICI and IDBI. 

We are particularly reluctant to see research projects undertaken 
in India direc.tly by Bank staff and expect that Indian institutions 
would be involved in research proposals as a matter of course. 

In order to avoid needless preparatory work, I would therefore be 
grateful if you could draw the attention of anyone proposing to 
sponsor research in India to this policy, and advise them to be in 
touch with the India Division at a very early stage in project design. 

cc: Messrs. Chenery, Waide, Blobel, Alisbah 

·--' 
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Mr. Paul F. Knotter, Acting Chief, LCPID 

Thomas L. Hutcheson. LCPID 

Mr. V.V. Bhatt Request for Comments on a Res arch Proposal in 
Financial Dev lop ent 

l o..L 

:ow.) 

y 25, 1977 

1. This res arch proposal is admit dly unfocused ad given th st t 
of the art this is no criticism. ly suggestions and comments are going to 
be equally unfocussed. 

2. On flow-of-funds analysis, I would downp • Y elaborate FF tables ut 
I do think th ta summary t le imilar to the ttach exampl can b very 
useful, particularly if the private sector can be disaggregat d to firms 
and households and the financial sector is dis g reg t d to Monetary Authority 
and others. 

3. I support the idea of a study of reserve requir nts on financial 
int rm diaries. Several aspects are portant: 

a) Reserver quir ents as 
bank charters. 

tax on the monopoly value of 

b) Reserve requirements as a way of financing the public sector 
by capturin the gains from seniorage and the inflation tax. 

c) es rve requir ent as a way of giving subsidized credit to 
certain sectors or dherwis directing credit. 

d) Reserver quirements eff cts on intermediaries profitability 
and ability to m.obilize resources. 

4. I also aecond studies of interest rate policies; the numerous examples 
of their effects on resource mobilization of DFCs would be algood place to 
start. Altho h I think DFCs do need to be studied as institutions, I would 
think that a lot of this is don ad hoc in the course of appraisals. Therefore, 
this aspect mi ht be limited to drawing conclu ions on the basi of available 
data. Finally, I think that the effects of inflation on both financiar and 
non-financi 1 firms when tax syst tax no in.al rather than real incomes needs 
study. 

5. In all of these areas the need for detailed country knowledge should 
not be overlooked. Superficial work will go no further than current, anecdotal 
knowledge at best and would result in erroneous conclu ions at wort. 

THutcheson:gl 

Messrs. Jurgensen, LCPID 
V.V. Bhatt, ECD 
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I INTERN ATI ON AL FINANCE / INTERNATIONAL DEVELOP~ENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT · CORPOR ATI ON 

,. OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr.~ Keare, Chief, ECDRB DATE: May 18, 1977 

Alfre Younis, ECDRB 

Back-to-Office Re2ort 2 Visit to Colombia 2 A2ril 10-24 

1. According to ¢Y terms of reference dated April 4, 1977, I arrived 
in Bogota on April 10. The first objective of the mission was to assist 
the National Planning Department (DNP) officials in refining their research 
program on urban public services costs ang city size. (See Back-to-Office 
Report, dated May 17, 1977). The second objective of the mission was to 
continue the field research related to the urban solid waste sector in 
different Colombian cities. 

Solid Waste Collection and Dis2osal 

2. The second objective of the mission was to continue the research 
related to the solid waste sector in Colombia. I visited Bogota, Medellin, 
and Cali, where I collected information on cost and comparative solid waste 
disposal systems. Discussion was conducted with national and local authorities 
on the progress of my research. 

3. . One of the most important institutional changes that has been in 
effect since my last visit to Colombia is the new organization and responsi- .. 
bilities of the INSFOPAL (Institute de Fomento Municipal). They have taken 
responsibility for the planning and implementation of the PRONASU (Programa 
Nacional de Aseo Urbano) at the national and local levels; and have issued 
guidelines to conduct specific studies about the actual state of the garbage 
collection and disposal systems in different Colombian cities (see Annex 2). 
One of the difficulties they might encounter refers to the present deficiency 
of domestic consulting firms specialized in this area to conduct these 
studies. 

4. The major factor leading to this institutional change is the 
understanding by public authorities that the solid waste sector has become 
one of the critical problems in the rapid Colombian urbanization process. 
In addition, the growing need for coordination e.n.d immediate policy planning 
of the . solid waste sector has encouraged government to identify and distinguish 
those aspects of it which are matters of nati<?,.n~l ~!icy _ (i._e._, eny_i~o~enta! . __ 
quality standards) from those which could be dealt with at the local level (i.e., 
optimization of garbage collectors' routes). 

5. The complexity of the sector, the lack of knowledge and adequate 
research has led me to conclude that some of the following problem areas 
must be studied. 

(a) Tariff structure in different cities. The tariff structure 
is not uniform in different Colombian cities, and the basic problem is to 
find a tariff structure which meets the Colombian government's objective of 
income redistr\bution while it enables the system to move toward a more 
efficient allocation of resources, with socially acceptable standards. 

--~ 
I 
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(b) Intermunicipal arrangements. The law does not provide guide
lines to regulate . and facilitate intermunicipal arrangements for solid waste 
collection and disposal. This will become a critical issue when the system 
will eventually become more efficient and a clear need to take advantage 
of the economies of size will be necessary. 

(c) Residual generation and disposal in different cities. An 
intersectoral analysis within a city taking into account origin and destination 
of residuals has to be made. This study will enable policy makers to assess 
more realistic demand projections for capital and other scarce inputs in 
this sector. 

(d) The role of the private sector. The private sector is already 
collecting and disposing residuals by using their own means of transportation 
(i.e., construction sector). A study of structure, inputs, and intervening 
economic incentives in the private sector will. enable public authorities 
to compare or to implement institutional changes which might lead to a 
favorable allocation of resources within the public sector. 

(e) Market and price mechanisms of recyclable and reclaimable 
materials. The recycling economy in Colombia seems to be large and 
generating substantial benefits to the urban poor. 

(f) Balanced public sector services development. Among the 
existing set of public services some of them act as leaders (i.e., housing) 
and others as followers (i.e., garbage collection and disposal) in the 
context of urban growth. There are specific trade-offs to be studied between 
alternative technological packages within a given set of public services. 
For example, high density housing will move garbage collection costs to a 
different level as compared with low density housing. 

(g) Public sector efficiency. Investment planning in public services 
is based upon existing levels of technical efficiency (which are in most 
ca.ses below optimal levels). This has brought about an over-investment in 
the service sector. Micro and macro efficiency studies~such as macro and 
micro garbage collector routing--will produce substantial cost saving 
benefits. 

(h) Benefit costs analysis of alternative disposal technologies. 
Project design and implementation in this sector has taken into consideration 
the socio political realities of the sector, in this case the urban poor 
("pickers"). The alternative technologies have to be evaluated taking into 
consideration labor intensive projects. 

(i) Budget studies and the National Commission for Solid Waste. 
Careful studies have to be conducted on the financial aspects of the 
sector. Also, given the importance of this sector in Colombia, we have to 
study the feasibility, functions, and scope of a National Commission for 
Solid Waste . which will be an executive secretary dealing with this 
sector's national policies; and 
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(j) Intercity cost functions. There is a set of variables which 
might explain cost variability among cities of different sizes. These 
variables may be population, density, frequency of service, type of 
administrative authority, and the like. 

6. Most of my work from now to the end of June will concentrate on 
stating some of these problems, possible solutions and alternative methods 
of analysis. Future research in this area will demand more sophisticated 
studies and surveys. The lack of data in this sector represents the most 
immediate research constraint,. This will demand in the future direct 
involvement (financing) by domestic organizations and/or by the Bank. 

7. The research on solid waste fits into the overall research on 
comparative costs and decentralization policies in Colombia. While most 
of these studies will enlighten the functioning of this sector, para 5, 
subparas. (c), (e), (g), (i), and (j) will directly contribute in the 
development and implementation of the macro/regional model proposed. 

cc. Messrs. Avramovic, Chenery, Churchill, Donaldson, G., Favilla, 
Gouveia, Grimes, Ingram, Kalbermatten, Lee, J., Little, 
Overby, Ringskog, Saunders, Scott, I. (Bogota), Selowsky, 
Strombom, Stoutjesdijk, Warford, Zavala 

Ms. Julius 

ECDRB Staff Members 

ASY:mah 
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1NST1TUTO NACIONAL DE FOME!-;TO MUNICIPAL 
ANNEX 1 

GUIA P/,.RA PRESENTACION DE r~CPUESTAS PARA ESTUDI OS DE ASEO U:;3ANO. 

1. 

1. 1. 

OBJETIVOS D'.:L ESTUDIO DE ASEO URBANO. 

Anolizar los aspectos Tecnicos, Ad:ninistrctivos y fi r.ancieros de la prest:Jcion 

actual de! servicio cle Aseo. 

1.2. Detem,in-:ir y discfiar los sisterr:as mas convenientes a corto y medicno plozo 

para : 

1. 2. 1. 

1. 2.2. 

1.2.3. 

1.2.4. 

1.2.5. 

1.2.6. 

Monejo dornestico de !cs rcsiduos solidos. 

Barrido de vfas. 

Recolec:cion de residuos solidos. 

Transporte. 

Tratorr.iento , si hoy lugar. 

Disposicion fir.al. 

Estos disenos tendron en cu~nto principalr.:eni'e los cspectos siguic!!_ 

tes : 

- Preservacion de! medio cmbiente. 
- Considerociones tecnicos, 
- Aspectos econo;:.i ccs. 

1.3. Adecuor bs es,tructuros tecr.icas, adrrinistr~tivos y financieras dcl servicio de 

aseo a los siste:nas propuestos quc per:ntton lo cutosuficiencia financiara cbl

~rvicio de Aseo. 

./. 

=,,-,, = - ' " 

/ 
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1.4. Recomendar un plcn para racionalizacion inmediata del servicio existente. 

1.5. Definir un sistema de evaluacion que incluya indicadores de control que -

permita un r.1etodo de correccion para reprogramacion 1Jtur:::1. 
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2. ALCANCES. 

Los ospectos a ccnsideror seran los siguientes : 

2.1. Situacion actual. 

2.1.1. 

2~ 1.2. 

·2.1.3. 

2.1.4. 

2.1.5. 

Caracteristicas generales de la localidad. 

- Aspectos Ur!xmisticos. 
- Aspectos Demogrofi cos. 

Servicio de Aseo existente. 

- Aspcctos tecnicos ( borrido, recoleccion, transporte y dispcsicion 
final ). 

- Aspcctos Fin:mcieros y tarifarios. 
- Aspectos administrctivos. 
- Aspectos lnstitucionoles. 

Planes y Pro3ramas existent es relacionados con el servicio y ana lisis 
de su cornpotibilidad. -

lnvestig::icion/ .cstudio y proyecciones de 1os apcrtes de residuos !oli 
dos en la locolidad. -

Analisis, conclusiones y restricciones del servicio. 

2. 2. Progromas de racionalizacion inn:ediata d~1 servicio en estos mismos campos. 

2.3. Situocion futura. · 

2.3.1. 

2.3.2. 

ldentific::1cion de altem::1tivas tecniccs y opracionales para el servicio 
de csco 1 y sus etcpas de desor.rol lo hcsta el afio 1987. -

Recomen:lociones y justificacioncs de las alt~mctivos mes convenientcs, 
desde los puntos de vista tecnico, administr.:Jtivos,. economicos y ombic~ 
~1~. . 

./ ... 
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2.3.3. 

2.3.4. 

2.3.5. 

2.3.6. 

2.3.7. 

.. 

2 

• 
Factibiliood financiera de las altemotivas seleccionadas. 

Desorrollo a nivel de detolte de la oltemotiva seleccionada, en los 
diferentes aspectos contempladcs dentro del periodo de diseno. 

Reestructuraciones administrotivcs, institucionales.- financiercs y t= 
rifarias necesc1rias en la org:inizocion actual para su adecuocion a -
los sistemcs propuestos. 

- Organigra:nas ( inicial y final ). 
- Plo:t:i de Personal • 
- Funciones a nivel de las cependencias relacionadas con el servicio 

de aseo. 
- Guia operacional del pro~rama. 
- Estructuras financieras necesarios paro la autosuficiencia del servi 

cio. 
- Estudios toriforios. 

Defix ion del sistema de evaluacion mas apropiado para los sistemos 
propuestos, que perrr.itan su reprogramacion future, si fuese el c~so. 

Acciones ce coordinacion e intedracion de entidades y pro3ram:is que 
terigon o puedan tener alguna relacion con el servicio de aseo u:-bar.o • 

r 
l 
t 
t 
t 
f 
t 
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CONT EN I DO. 
• 

• 
las actividades y el nivel de detolle que coda consulter considere necesarios 
para d.:ir cu:nplimiento a lcs objctivos y alcances antes enunciados, debera -
ser definido por cada uno de los proponentes y ser consignados y justificados en 
la respectiva propuesta. -

Con base en este contenido el consulter, debera proponer los terrninos de refe
rencia ba jo los cud les adel::mtoria el estudio respectivo. 

ETAPAS P.A.RA EJECUCION. 

El desarrollo del estudio se divide en dos etapas : 

Primera etapo • lncluye el diognostico de la situacion actual y estudio de facti 
·. bilidad de las soluciones propuestas. -

Comprende el desarrollo de los numeralc.s del l al 2.3.3. inclusive. 

Segundo et::iea. Comprende el desarrollo a nivel de detolte cle la altemativa se 
leccicnac:1 y oprobada por la Entidad Controtante. 

Esta etapa sera O?cional y por tcnto los estimativos de personal requeridos y su -
tiempo de participacion , debcran prcscntarse en fonna separcda para coda et::Jpa. 
Comprende el des.:irrollo de los numerates de! 2.3.4. al 2 .. 3.7. inclusive. 

5. FORMA D:: PR:S:NTACION DE LA PROPUESTA. 

/tsm. 

la propuest:::i Se prescntara solar.iente en SU parte tecnica i inclllyendo odemas nece , 
soripmente termir.os de referenda deta ltados. 

Organizccion propuesta para ejecucion. 

Cronogroma de eje<;:ticion. 

Personal porticipante por cctividad y etopas. 

f 

l 
f 
! 



INTERNATIONAL DE 'lt:LOPM£NT I llflEPNAT lONA L BANK~~~, ,:~R~O~A~;Ar,~~U1-vf1-at) 
ASSOCIATI ON ~ECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPO RAT ION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. Douglas_H~_Keare~ Ch~ief, EC RB 

\(CI -
Rainer C. Thoss and Alfr · · ·-Younis, ECDRB 

DATE: 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: Visit to Colombia - Back-to-Office Report 

1. In accordance with our terms of reference dated April 4, 1977, we 
visited Bogota, Colombia, from April 19 to April 24. The objective of this 
visit was to continue the discussion wit~ the Colombian government about a 
study of urban services costs in different Colombian cities, and the potential 
contributions of such a study to a policy of optimal spatial allocation of 
socio-economic activities ("(de)centralization"), as well as the pricing 
of public services in the context of financing urban growth. In the course 
of these discussions we spent two days at the Departamento Nacional de 
Planeacion (DNP) and one day at the Corporacion Centro Regional de Poblacion 
(CCRP). 

2. As expressed in Mr. Linn's me~orandum of February 14, 1977 and 
Mr. Sfeir-Youuis' of February 28, 1977, the National Planning Department 
(DID?) was going to put together a new research group, gather data, and 
formulate a more appropriate methodology to study the cost of public 
services provision wit:1in the decentralization context. DNP has hired 
three full ti.me researchers for this study; one in the area of engineering 
and business, and two in the area of econmnics and quantitative methods. 
Also, they have received the cooperation of other DNP units in terms of 
technical assistance a~d data collection. Data gathering efforts have be.en 
oriented to three public services, i.e. 1 water and sewerage, telephones, 
and electricity . Most of the data refer to expenditure due to the 
difficulties in collecting physical input statistics. It is expected 
that by the e.nd of this month DNP will have collected most of the available 
data for these services. Data on water and sewerage has been collected 
from investment feasibility studies made for small size cities (less than 

\ 

70,000 inhabitants); for tele hones, a questionnaire. was sent to 
~q~nt municipali.ties; and for- e lect ricrty i t- is being collected from 
from national offices since this service is provided nationally. The 
data collected will be used to make some preliminary studies in the form 
ofaverage costs functions for the mentio~~mple_ of public services 

~in different Colombia.11. cities (i.e., Pereira, 1anizales, Bucaramanga) 
Bogota). The meth0<l for the calculation of an average c0st curve considers 
first a disaggn).gation of total costs into c&pitc1l costs and operation and 
maintenance costs; capital cost including expansion of existing facilities 
and new investments and operating e:osts including labor costs, servicr~s, 
and administration. Second, the clas .;dficat ion of the most re.levant 
activities of each service (e. g . in the case of water supply; water catch
ment, filtering, transmission, treatment, storabe , and distribution). Third, 
the determination of a set of va"?:"iables whi12h •;,;ould explain averc·,ge ccs t 
levels for eacl~. a'.:'.tiv:i t y . Fourth, the estimate cf an average co3t cur ve 
for each servi_ce. in ea ch city. Firially, the adjus tment of cost figures 
by a price index that shows relative price differencials among citie.s. 
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3. Given the innnediate limitations of this method, the mission devoted 
its time to reshape and integrate these data into a more general and 
realistic model. The model is one of Activity Analysis which considers 
as one part of its constraints relevant cost data. 

4. In our discussions with DNP officials we concentrated upon the 
possibilities of making the research more policy-oriented, by embedding 
this work into a broader conceptual framework of an optimal spatial 
allocation decision model. This would mean that, besides public expenditure, 
the following aspects of optimal allocation decisions should be considered: 

multiplier effects 
- environmental benefits and costs 

productivity differentials 
improvement of employment opportunities 
improvement of the income distribution 

It was agreed that the monetary cost of urban services is not the only 
criterion for a (de)centralization policy and that one should try to reach 
at least a rough estimate of social opportunity cost of services provision. 
The comparative cost study should therefore be considered within the 
general framework of multi-locational activity analysis, especially taking 
into account the different resource constraints which limit the range of 
available locational options. The nature of this approach is discussed 
in greater detail in the Appendix. It would provide a link between the 
macro economic models at the national level and the much more detailed 
analysis of single cities. 

5. This change in the scope of the analysis from expenditures to 
social opportunity costs requires the collection of more data and their 
processing in the form of activity analysis. Fortunately, however, a 
large part of the additional information needed is already available in 
the simulation model SERES, constructed by CCRP with the participation of 
Mr. Alvaro Reyes. The model SERES contains a 10 sector input-output part 
and consumption functions to take care of multiplier effects; it considers 
the generation of public revenue and direct and indirect taxes; and it 
treats the demand for primary inputs (capital and labor) in the form of 
fixed-proportion production functions. Labor demand is disaggregated into 
four different groups, according to the degree of education. 

6. We estimate that a model of the more comprehensive (spatial allocation 
policy) variant could be constructed in about two years. There are two possible 
procedures for reaching the final result: 

One would be to study first all kinds of services and other 
parts of the system, each separately, and putting the parts 
together as the final step of the analysis. 

The other possibility would be to first start with a highly 
aggregated version of a consistent model, then introducing step 
by• step more detailed information by way of disaggregation of 
activities (i.e., more columns and rows). 
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In the last case, for example, the following schedule could be followed: 

Step 1: 

Step 2: 

Step 3: 

Step 4: 

Construction of a multi-locational model (nine regions?) 
using the SERES material and other readily available 
information; test runs; sensitivity analysis. 

Disaggregation of the public utility activities already 
under study; test runs; sensitivity analysis. 

Disaggregation of the social services activities; test 
runs; sensitivity analysis. 

Analysis of fiscal policy instruments (e.g. charges); 
test runs; sensitivity analysis. 

7. Agreement was reached that this work will be in principle conceived 
in three different phases: (a) Phase I will finish data gathering for 
water and sewerage, telephones, and electricity. Also, DNP will present 
to the World Bank a report on some empirically estimated cost curves based 
on their partial equilibrium analysis method; (b) Phase II will consider 
the incorporation and implementation of cost and public services provision 
within the Activity Model; and (c) Phase III will consider the completion 
of the model focusing on its technical specifications, empirical testing, 
and policy analysis. It is expected that Phase I will be finished by June 1 
and Phase II by the end of December. 

8. The transition of Phase I into Phase II, and onwards, would demand 
sophisticated data gathering processes, and the knowledge of more 
comprehensive economic models. Moreover, there will be a need for a thorough 
analysis of decentralization questions in Colombia with a clear understanding 
of the relevant policy issues. This would eventually require a more active 
participation of the Bank not only in terms of qualified personnel but also 
in terms of financial assistance. DNP has asked the Bank for technical 
assistance, particularly, during Phase II of this study. 

cc. Messrs. Avramovic, Chenery, Churchill, Donaldson, G., Favilla, Gouveia, 
Grimes, Gupta,S.,Ingram, Kalbermatten, Lee, J., Little, 
Overby, Ringskog, Saunders, Scott, I. (Bogota), Selowsky, 
Strombom, Stoutjesdijk, Warford, Zavala 

Ms. Julius 

ECDRB Staff Members 

RThoss/ASfeir-Younis:mah 



Rainer C. Thoss 

STEPS TOWARDS A MODEL FOR THE STUDY OF SPATIAL 

(DE)CENTRALIZATION AND PUBLIC SERVICES COSTS 

APPENDIX 

On the basis of the discussions with the National Planning Department, 
the following research program was tentatively agreed upon: 

1. Future research on the cc:mparative costs of urban services should 
be considered as a contribution to a more comprehensive multi-locati01al model 
of the development process. 

Without objective function, such a model cruld be used to .simulate 
the impacts of a.lternati ve levels of exogeneously determined policy measures, 
population growth, migration, etc. on urban services and their costs. 

With an additional objective function (e.g. maximizing a function 
of substitutable fundamental objectives), the same model could be used to 
simulate the consequences of alternative policy targets, especially showing 
the optimal spatial distributions of socio-economic activities resulting 
from different targets, taking into account social benefits as well as social 
opportunity costs, resulting from productivity and environmental carrying 
capacity differentials, as well as urban services costs. It must be emphasized, 
that only when a model contains objectives and resources constraints it can 
satisfactorily deal with "costs" of any type. In our case, it must specifically 
focus on the role of urban services for employment and growth, wages and in cane 
distribution, and environmental quality, in order to find out what are the 
true costs of urban services to the Colombian economy and what are benefits 
rather than -::osts. In this form, the model can be regarded as an aggregated 
project selection model in which the same criteria are used as are proposed 
for project appraisal by Squire/van der Tak ("Economic Analysis of Projects"). 

2. Future research therefore should be considered as an attempt t o 
"pre-fabricate" urban service columns and rows for an eventual model of this · 
type. In due time, the results then could be combined with the relevant 
parts of SERES (plus exogenous driving variables), to form a traditional 
simulation model. If some of the exogenous conditions are substituted by a 
function of fundamental objectives , the model is turned from a projection model 
into a flexible targets ( optimization) model. Depending upon the desired degree 
of detailed information, this model then may or may not have to be organized as 
a multi-level program. 

J. To accomplish this res~lt, the following steps seem to be 
necessary: 

3.1 A conceptual framework of the final model must be devised 
at the beginning in order to guarantee consistency of the separate "pre
fabricated" parts, taking into account the already available materials from 
SERES. 

3 .2 Variables for urban service activities have to be defined 
more precisely. This can be· considered as a disaggregation of the public sector 
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of the SERES model. In this context, a strong preference is to be given to 
p}zysical units of measurement for these activities, because then it becoITBS 
easier to distinguish between physical inputs and monetary expenditure for 
those services. In connection with the definition of units of measurement 
for those activity levels, also the required degree of disaggregation within 
each service has to be decided. Of course, each service itself could be 
considered as a system of interdependent activities, but for t he beginning 
it is to be recommended not to go into too much detail within each particular 
type of service and leave the further intrasectoral breakdown for future 
studies. 

J.J The requirements (standards) for urban services per 
unit of output,. and/or per capita must be sp::icified. This is in part a 
value judgment and must eventually be subjected to sensitivity analysis in 
the view of social opportunity costs (welfare foregone). 

J.4 Land use coefficients of all activities must be estimated, 
because allocation decisions in some Colombian cities may depend heavily on 
the available land. 

3~5 Budget equations must be specified in order to describe 
the necessary and feasible flows of public funds. The expenditure side of 
those constraints is formed by the monetary expenditure per unit of physical 
output, multiplied by the activity levels of public services. This procedure 
implies that market prices for public inputs are considered as given and cannot 
be changed by the government. Regional price differences (e.g. different land 
prices) may result in regional differences of urban services costs, even if the 
p}zysical inputs per unit of output are the same in all cities. 

J.6 In order to account for environmental opportunity costs, 
residuals balances and environmental ambient standards have to be specified. 
Here special care should be taken to integrate the research of Alfredo Sfeir
Younis on solid waste disposal in Colombia, as a model for the approach to be· 
taken in all the "public utility" sub-sectors. 

3. 7 Migration should be included in the analysis. As far as 
projections are concerned, it seems possible to use for that purpose the results 
of Michael Conroy. Their shortcoming, however, seems to be his assumption that 
migration depends entirely on employment, i.e., in-migration into a city stops 
automatically if (and only if) industrial employment stops growing. This seems 
an unrealistic assumption. 

J.8 The National Planning Department expressed great interest 
in also including possibilities of import substitution explicitly. Contrary 
to this view, which I previously shared, I would now rather have it included 
implicitly. This means that the model should work on the assumption of fixed 
proportions for imports for a given period. In the course of time, then, the 
import coefficients can be diminished, and those of domestic inputs parallely 
increased, to take care of lJll)Ort substitution. 

J.9 It should be clear that, in a given period (say, one year), 
only inc~ementaJ. changes of the inherited spatial pattern and the available 
infrastructure'are feasible. This means that the step-size of changes in tl'E 
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activity levels has to be limited by flexibility constraints, each of which 
specifies the maximal conceivable rate of growth or decline. 

J.10 Parallel to all this work, the materials of model SERES 
should be collected and prepared for combination with the results of the cost 
studies. 

3.11 Also parallel to the above research, the fundamental 
objectives of the government should be discussed and specified. This implies 
answers to the following questions: 

which objectives are substitutable (should be included in the 
objective function to be maximized), and which should only 
be included as constraints? 

which weights should be used in the objective function for 

consumptions vs. investment, 
private vs. public uses, 
internal use vs. export earnings, 
consumption of the rich vs. ccnsumption of the poor, and 
income vs. environmental quality? 

4. As to the empirical work on comparative costs, t he selection of 
cities should not preclude the use of the results for the purposes of spatial 
allocation policy. The National Planning Department at present is working on a 
proposal for delineating regions for spatial policy. This has led so far to 
the definition of 8 regions (plus Amazonas, Vaupes, Guainia and Vichada). It 
was agreed that from each of these regions the major city (cities) should be 
selected for the comparative study. This leads to 10 cities in 8 regions, namely: 

1. Barranquilla 
2. Cartagena 
3. Medellin 
4. Bucaramanga 
5. Manizales-Pereira-Armenia 
6. Bogota 
7. Cali 
8. Ibague 

Taking the rest of the country as one single region, this would eventually 
lead to a model with 9 regions, for each of which the optimal activity levels 
would have to be determined simultaneously. 

5. The enclosed matrix gives an impression about the structure 
which could be envisaged for the final model. It gives the interrelations 
within one isolated region. 
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Variables: 

X Production (9 services, 11 sectors) 

DQ Public Investment (9 services) 

DK Private Investment 

C Consumption (2 income groups) 

EX Total Exports 

Y GNP (2 income groups) 

U Unemployed Persons (4 qualification groups) 

P ~ Inhabitants (2 income ' groups)_ 

M Migration 

DI'G Additional Territory for Garbage Disposal 

S Untreated Sewage 

R Tax Revenues and Loans 

C Revenue from Users• Charges (9 services, 2 income groups) 

QM- Public Capital Imports 

KM Private Capital Dnports 

TB Land for Building 

TH Land for Housing 

Indexes 

A Administration 

B Education 

w Health Services 

T Transportation 

EL Electricity 

TT Telephone 
. 

1 Agriculture (modern) 

2 Agriculture (export) 

3 Agriculture (traditional) 

4 Industry (modern) 

s Industry (traditional) 

6 Services (modern) 

APPENDIX 
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Indexes (continued) 

w 

G 

s 

Water 

Solid Waste 

Sewerage 

I, II Index of Income Groups 

7 

8 

9 

Services (traditional) 

Transportation 

Mining 

10 Construction (modern) 

APPENDIX 
Page 6 

11 Construction (labor intensive public works) 

In the partitions of the matrix, upper case letters symbolize matrices, lower 
case letters vectors; I stands for a unit matrix; a circumflex indicates a 
diagonal matrix of coefficients. 

The part which could be adapted from SERES has been indicated by a heavy dotted 
line. 

6. After the return of the mission to Washington, it was learned that 
Mr. S. Gupta (Econ omic Analysis and Projections Department ) is planning to 
construct a IP-model for Colombia with (tentatively) seven sectors and three 
regions. In preliminary discussions the des;i,rability of close cooperation 
was stressed. · 



Research Committee Members 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Meetings on May 20 and May 23, 1977 

May 13, 1977 

This volume contains material for the meeting of 
the Research Committee on Friday, May 20, 1977 at 3 p.m. 
in Room E1208. With a rather full agenda, we will probably 
find it necessary to reconvene on Monday, May 23, 1977 at 
3 p.m. in Room El208. 

The agenda for these meetings is: 

1) Proposal: Appropriate Industrial Technology: 
Macro-Economic Implications and Policy Issues 

2) Proposal: International Study of Retention 
of Literacy/Numeracy Skills among School 
Leavers 

3) Proposal: An Evaluation of the Effects of a 
Sites and Services Project on the Health of 
the Low Income Population in the Cities of 
El Salvador 

4) Proposal: Construction Standards and Methods 
Appropriate for Simple Building Accommodation 
Requirements 

5) Proposal: Occupational Structures of Industries 

6) Proposal: Economics of Educational Radio 

7) Request for Sup~lemental Funding: "Interna
tional Comparison Project" (670-68) 

8) Request for Supplemental Funding; "Education 
and Rural Development in Nepal" (671-49) 

The papers for the meeting are in the following 
sections: 

i) Bud~et Information - tables showing budgetary 
posrtions for FY77 and FY78, and the proposals 
to be considered at the next several meetings 

ii) Proposals - the research proposals, panel 
recommendations, and related documents 



iii) 

iv) 

v) 

vi) 

- 2 -

Supafementary Requests - reques ts for additional 
n ing under existing reRearch projects 

Forthcomin~ Proposals 

Completion Rep~ 

Miscellaneous - revised guidelines for preparation 
of' proposals and Status Report 

Distribution 

Messrs. Che nery, Balassa, de Vries, Dubey, Jaycox, B. King, 
Kuczynski, Lerdau, Little,Picciotto, van der Tak, 
Vergin, Waide 

OFGrimes:gmf 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

WORLD BANK / INTERNATI ONAL FINANCE; CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORA~JDUM ~~cJ -~ 
Research Committee Members 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr. /;D~ 

Revisions in Procedures 

:)ATE : May 10, 1977 

For your information I attach herewith the recently 

revised guidelines for preparation and submission of research 

proposals, along with the new form used to monitor the status 

of current projects. 

Attachments 

Distribution: Messrs. Chenery, Bala ssa, de Vries, Dubey, 
Jaycox , B. King, Kuczynski, Little, 

·Picciotto, van der Tak, Vergin, Waide. 

_.., 



Guidelines for Submission of Research Proposals 

A. Introduction 

Projects proposed for consideration by the Research 
Committee should be submitted to the Secretary to the Research 
Committee, Development Policy (Room Fl233, tel. ext. 6003). 
The Secretary will forward those that are suitable for review 
to an ad hoc panel, generally composed of three to six Bank 
staff members with a member of the Research Committee as 
Chairman. With whatever modifications to the proposal result 
from the review panel's deliberations, the proposal and panel 
recommendations are forwarded to the Research Committee for 
consideration at its periodic meetings. 

Submission dates for proposals are given in announce
ments of forthcoming Research Committee meetings that are cir
culated to DPS and CPS Directors and Division Chiefs and Regional 
Chief Economists. Sponsors of research should be aware that 
proposals in final form must reach the Secretary to the Research 
Committee by the submission deadline, to ensure a productive as 
well as reasonably unhurried review. Particularly when the flow 
of proposals is expected to be heavy, it is also useful to 
forward proposals in draft form prior to the deadlines. The 
Research Committee Secretary and Research Adviser can then 
provide assistance on particular aspects of project design and, 
when it appears desirable, arrange for a preliminary meeting 
with the ad hoc panel. 

B. Preparation of Proposals 

A research proposal consists of two sections: 

(1) A narrative describing the proposed project, and 
(2) Cover sheets (attached), which summarize perti

nent project data, indicate approval of the 
project by the responsible Division Chief and 
Department Director, and reflect the views of 
other Bank Departments having an interest in 
the study. 

Narrative 

A full explanation of the scope and objectives of the 
proposed research and its technical and organizational feasibi
lity is given in the project narrative. There is no prescribed 
length, but descriptions should be as brief as possible without 
sacrificing clarity. The narrative must be accompanied by a 
summary not exceeding two single spaced pages. 
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Listed below are the topics to be given special 
emphasis in preparation of the project narrative. While 
coverage of these topics, and their order of presentation, will 
naturally vary among projects, research sponsors are strongly 
urged to use the major headings (Objectives and Strategy; 
Design; Organization; Resource Requirements) as the organizing 
framework for their narratives. 

I. OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY 

A. Statement of the general problem to which the research 
is addressed; origin of interest in the problem within 
the Bank 

B. The goals or objectives of the proposed study 

C. The relationship of the study to other current and 
planned research, in the Bank and elsewhere, on the 
same subject 

D. Expected usefulness for Bank operations in projects 
or sectors, country economic analysis, and policy 
formulation; or to planning authorities and others 
in developing countries 

E. The degree to which the study will assist in devel
oping indigenous research capacity in member countries 
(to the extent not covered under Part III.D) 

F. Expected contributions to knowledge of development 
processes, if not described elsewhere 

G. How the intended audience(s) will be served by the 
output of the study 

H. Reasons for the choice of countries to be involved 

II. DESIGN 

A. The analytical framework on which the study is based 

B. The specific research tasks or components 

C. Methodologies to be applied in testing hypotheses; 
the extent to which the theoretical approaches differ 
from or improve upon those of previous studies 

D. Nature and reliability of the data to be used, 
including, if applicable, the design and coverage 
of sample surveys 

E. Nature of the final product or products 
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III. ORGANIZATION 

A. The work program and sequencing of research tasks; 
possibilities for review of progress at inter
mediate stages 

B. Reasons for choice of consultants, consulting firms, 
or research institutes to be involved. 
Note: A c.v. of the major consultant identified 
should be attached to the narrative. 

C. Coordination among Bank Departments, including the 
potential contribution of a Steering or Advisory 
Group of interested staff. The Regional operating 
Department(s) whose clearance will be required for 
execution of the study should be identified. Studies 
involving operational travel and other contacts with 
member countries should specify the nature of these 
contacts and indicate the views of the concerned 
operating Departments about them. 

D. Nature and extent of collaboration with research 
institutes in the countries to be involved 

E. Extent of awareness, support, or participation by 
governmental agencies in the countries to be involved, 
and the steps to be taken to crystallize such support. 
Care should be exercised to specify the individuals 
or units (not just "the Ministry of ..• ") with views 
on the proposed study. 

IV. RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS 

A. Nature of Bank staff contributions and extent of staff 
involvement in the design, implementation, and super
vision of the study. Staff time estimates are summarized 
in Part IV (2) of the submission cover sheets. 

B. An itemized budget, by fiscal year, consistent with 
information supplied in Part IV (1) of the cover sheets. 
The rate per day or per month of consultants' time, per 
diem and air fare estimates for travel, unit rates for 
data processing, and other unit cost estimates should 
be explained for each item. Financial commitments 
from outside agencies, if any, should be described in 
detail. 

Cover Sheets 

The following inqtructions refer to the line items 
on the form. , 
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Part I. Project Identification 

1. Title: Title of research project, to be used 
for reporting purposes. 

2. Department(s) Responsible: The Department(s) in 
which the principal work will be done, and which 
will be responsible for overall supervision. 

3. Staff Participation: The principal supervisor 
(3.a.) manages the disbursement of project funds 
and, in Status Reports, provides the Research 
Committee Secretariat with an appraisal of 
progress achieved. Frequently, substantive 
responsibilities are also vested in other staff 
members (3.b.). 

4. No. of Contracts: Expected arrangements for 
temporary research assistance, as well as for 
consultants and consulting firms, should be 
included. 

5. Estimated Total Cost: Include the total amount 
currently requested, for all fiscal years (see 
Part IV, 1). If the current request is for the 
first stage of a larger program of research, an 
outline of the financial requirements of later 
stages should be provided in the narrative. 

6. Estimated Total Staff Time Required: The esti
mated weeks of staff time required to complete 
the work for which financing is currently requested 
(see Part IV, 2). 

Part II. Coordination and Approval 

1. Interdepartmental Coordination: Other CPS or DPS 
Departments which deal with the topics addressed 
in the project should be given an opportunity to 
review the proposal and arrive at a judgment about 
it. Studies involving specific countries or regions 
should also be coordinated with the appropriate 
Regional Program or Projects Departments. Arrange
ments made for liaison with Regional operating 
Departments are specified in Part III, 5. 

The coordinator in each of these Departments indi
cates whether he or she (henceforth: he) supports 
the project as proposed, does not support it, or 
has no objection to using Research Committee funds 
in this manner. If he does not support the project, 
he should submit his reasons in a memorandum to be 
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attached to the proposal. A statement of reasons 
for support is also helpful, particularly as 
reservations may persist about a particular 
aspect of the research design or organization. 

2. Departmental Approval: The Division Chief and 
Director of the sponsoring Department sign the 
form, indicating that the proposal is approved 
for consideration by a review panel and by the 
Research Committee. 

Part III. Implementation 

1. Date Work to Start: The month and year during 
which actual work on the project is to begin. 
This will normally be after preliminary discus
sions have been completed, government approval 
obtained, and a final research design agreed 
upon. 

2. *Date First Draft Expected: Estimated date of 
completion of first draft of final report. 

3. *Date Final Report Expected: Estimated date when 
final report will be available for dissemination. 

*Note: These dates are also included in Status 
Reports, which are prepared at intervals during 
the life of the project. Adjustments in the 
original work schedule, if any, are explained 
in the Status Reports. 

4. Implementation Method: Check the appropriate box 
or boxes and provide corresponding names when 
available. 

5. Proposed Liaison with Operating Departments: 
Indicate the arrangements envisaged (meetings, 
seminars, other consultation) for regular 
contact with operational staff during execution 
of the project. 

6. Reports Expected in the First Year: List the 
interim or progress reports, inception reports, 
and other papers or reports that are expected to 
be completed during the first year of the project. 



Form No. 1168 
( 4/77) 

WORLD BANK RESEARCH PROGRAM 

Project Proposal 

Date of Submission 

PART I. PROJECT IDENTIF'ICATION 

1. Title: 

2. Department(s) Responsible: 3. Staff Participation 
a. Principal Supervisor: 
b. Others Responsible: 

-4. No. of Contracts: l 5. Estimated Total Cost: 

6. Estimated Total Staff Time Required (weeks): 

Professional: Assistant: 

PART II. COORDINATION AND APPROVAL 

1. Interdepartmental Coordination: 

Department Name and Signature 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

2. Departmental Approval: 

Support 
Project 

No 
Objection 

Do not Support 
Project-Comments 
Submitted 

Division Chief (signature) Department Director (signature) 



Form No. 1168 
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Project Proposal Page 2 

PART III. IMPLEMENTATION 

1. Date Work to Start: 2. Date First Draft Expected: 

3. Date Final Report Expected: 
4. Implementation Method: Names: 

a. Bank Staff ......... . ..................... / / ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

b. Individual Consultants .....•.....•.•..... / / ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

c. Developing Country Contractor/Institute •• / / 

d. Developed Country Contractor/Institute ... /~ 

e. Conference or Seminar ..........•....•.... / / 

r Proposed Liaison with Operating Departments: 

6 • Reports Expected in the First Year: 

PART IV. FINANCIAL AND STAFF RESOURCES 

1 Do 11 ar C osts Estimate d Dis b ursements b IV Fisca 1 Year : 
After 

~" FY FY FY Total 

a. Consultant Fees 

b. Travel 

c. Data Processing 
I 

d. Other Contractual Services ! 

e. Contingencies 

Total I 
2. Staff Requirements (Estimated staff-weeks by Fis ~al Year): 

I After 
FY FY FY FY Total 

I 
a. Professional . 
b. Assistant 

Total I 
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WORLD BANK RESEARCH PROGRAM 

STATUS REPORT 
Date of Submission 

I. PROJECT IDENTIFICATION AND APPROVAL OF REPORT 

1. Title 2. Project No. 

3. Department: 4. Division: 

5. Staff Participation 6. Date Approved by 
Research Committee: a. Principal Supervisor: 

b. Others Responsible: 

7. Departmental Approval: 

Division Chief (signature) Department Director (signature) 

II. IMPLEMENTATION 

Originally Previous Status Report This Status Report 

,_. Date of First Contract 

2. Date First Draft Expected 

3. Date Final Report Expected 

4. Reports Completed (During Report Period) 

5. Reports Expected in the Next 6 Months 

NOTES: Item II,2: Estimated date of completion of first draft of final report. 
Explain changes in the time schedule in Part IV. 

II,3: Estimated date when final report available for dissemination. 
Explain changes in the time schedule in Part IV. 

II,4: In addition to Staff Working Papers, Departmental reports, etc., 
list intermediate working documents, technical memoranda, and 
other reports of potential interest to Bank staff. Include 
authors and date of completion. 

II,5: Indicate the form in which prospective publications are likely 
to be issued (articles, Staff Working Papers, etc.) 



Form No. 1167 Page 2 
(S-77) 

Project No. 

III. FINANCIAL RESOURCES 
Page 2 

Funds Available for Commitment, FY of Current Report~ (FY __ ) For period ending 

Actual Disburse
ments to Date 
in FY of current 
Report~/ 

(1) 

Com.'llit
ments fl_/ 

(2) 

Total Col!UT\.ilAdditlonal 
and Disb. •

1 

Expenses 
to Date thru June 30 

f/ 
(3)=(1)+(2) - (4) 

Total Forecast 
Expenses in FY 
of Current 
Report 
(5)=(3)+(4) 

A. Contracts (by firm 
or consultant) 

l 
! 

-!-------- --~--~·=·· -· ... 
Sub-Total 1 I I \ 

1B. Travel b/ 

~. Data Processing - Internal '21 

External (Timesharing, 
Remot(l Batch) 1 I 1· 11- . 

TOTAL 

a/ For the June 30 Report, the "FY of Current Report" is tlie FY just enaea. 
~/ 

9 
d/ 
~ 
y 

Includes staff and consultant travel. 
Bank Travel Request sho~ld be shown in 
Total Forecast Expenses for the f iscal 
to provide the breakdown requested. 

Anticipated travel expenses not yet committed throug h a 
column (4). 
year may be listed in column (4) if information is lacking 

Do not include disbursements against amounts accrued in previous years. 
Signed commitments not yet disbursed, as establ i shed through Consultant - Personnel Action forms 
(No. 74), Travel Requests, or other means. Do not overlap with previous column. 
All planned expenditures are tentative, so long as commitments have not been signed. Fer the 
reporting period ending June 30, therefore, this column and column (5) will be blank. 

Expenses Next FY(l9 --
Portion 

Total Committed as 
Expected of this Date 

-

. . - -·r •- --

) 



Form No. 1167 Page 3 
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IV. STATUS OF PROJECT 

Page 3 

Please describe, using an additional page if necessary, the 
progress of the study. Explain any changes in the time 
schedule, whether or not such changes have led to a modifi
cation of the completion dates given in Part II, 2 and II, 3. 
Indicate the nature of additional expenses anticipated through 
the end of the fiscal year (Part III, column (4)); if contracts 
are being negotiated, mention the parties involved. 



1. 

4. 

6. 

Form No. 1167 Page 4 
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V. SUMMARY OF RESOURCES 

Page 4 

(For the June 30 Report, all items should be completed. At other 
times, fill in only those items showing major changes from 
previous reporting periods). 

Expenses through 2. Research Committee 3. Total Research 
FY75: Authorizations as Committee Financing: 

from FY76: 

Expenses as from 5. Other Financing: 
FY76: a. Bank Departments b. Outside Sources 

FY : FY : FY : -- -- --
FY : FY : FY : -- -- --
FY : FY : FY : -- -- --

Total: Total: Total: 

Staff Time (weeks) : 
Professional Assistant Total 

a. Current FY (Expected) 

b. Preceding FY 

c. All Earlier FYs 

i. ... 'ES: Item V, 1: The sum of actual expenses, if any, out of Research Committee 
authorizations in FY75 and earlier years. 

V, 2: Enter the "total authorization" of the project, i.e., the 
authorization for FY76 (if any) and all subsequent years. 

V, 3: Equals V, l + V, 2. 
V, 4: Actual expenditures of funds authorized by the Research 

Committee, FY76 through FY prior to that of current Report. 
V,Sa: Departmental discretionary funds spent primarily or 

exclusively on project (if any). 
V,Sb: For FY of current Report, please provide breakdown of contri

butions by donor. Include estimates, to the extent possible, 
of local contributions. 

V,6b: For the June 30 Report, "preceding FY" is the FY just ended. 



• Holli B. Ch nery 

Benjamin B. King • ~ 

Research Advi ory 
oistribufro-n~a-n-a~"'--:=---~~---:--r.::-:::-:= 

My 9, 1 77 

1. The following i a progr s r port on our 
thinking on this subject, together with ~uggcstion for 
th next tops to taken. I have u ed the experi nee 
of th B relson Co itte {based on sever 1 conv rsation 
with Goran Ohlin) exten ively, not to s y slavishly. 

2. Membershi_p. Five; to include at l~ast two 
11 policy" members fro d v loping countri s. 'l' e key 
is the chairman, who will (a) prob bly have to o th 
lion' har of the work, (b) have to be "t chnical" 
more th n 'policy", (c) hav to be living in .~orth 

rica~ Choice of members should be in consultation 
with the chairman. 

3. Duration. The pr 1 inary target for starting 
should be S pte,nEer/October 1977, but will d -P na on the 
availability of chairm n nd mbers. Time to final 
report would b six months. 

4. Mcetin~. Th r ould be three meetings of 
the full pan--r,-the fir t nd last in Washington (the 
Berel on Co itte 'a last eting as in New York which 
had disadvantages). As rie of interview with memb r 
of th staff (including ome fro CPS and egions) ould 
be arr ngetl in consult tion with the chairnan; pos ibly 
also with the Joint Audit Committee. The main purpose 
of the~e meeting would be to give the panel member a 
general idea of th function of re earch in the B nl 
and a mer sp cific explanation of the ration le for 
this particular category of research in th Barut context. 
Questions would of course be up to the pan 1. The v nue 
and tim of th iddle meeting 10ul also be up to the 
panel; it purpose would be tor vi progr and 

xchang ides on Jr ft outline or rough draft of a 
r port. It i likely that thero wold e upplem nt ry 
individual visits to W shington by tl Chairm n, t le st. 

S. Docwnentation. It goe ithout aying that a 
complete t ol r arch output (not only RPO' ) should 
be avail bl for each m mber of th panel. Incom Di tri
bution and ployment and R ral D volopm nt divi ions 
should alao writ a 5-10 pg guid~ as to what h s ban 
done and why. Consideration should also bo giv n to th 
follo ing ; 



Mr. Holli B. Chen ry 

( ) 

( ) 

A f CO c r 
sections or nn 
(including so 
report ) • 

Relevant is ue 
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paper. 

ay 9, 1977 

ignificant 
ject 

mploym nt 

(c) Relev nt research valuation reports. 

(d) Doc nt tion on project an ly is 

( ) 

m thodolo y (old and n.w), a it 
rel te to income di tribution. 

nnual r 
s. 

rt on rcse rch nd 

It -s cl arly going to rather e sy to ~ ten 
r ifications oft is cxerci every wid ly. Te riglt 
cut-off is r10~ at all cla r n till robably b d termined, 
in part at 1 a9t, by th b orptiv ca city oft e pan 1. 
My gu ss is that, initi lly hould hav a 'mu t list 
and a tt up lementary" list, vailable on d.rnan ~ 

6. ~9pp_. Th. terms of reference hold incl de 
obs rv tions on: 

(i) Th quality of B nk r search. 

(ii) The use ctually mad so fr. 

(iii) The pot nti 1 r levanc i~ the light of tl 
Bank' co~p rative adv nt ge and its op ra
tional and licv requir ents. 

{iv) Th jeq ac 

(v} Sugqe t.ion 

f mens of dis.cmination. 

s to future dir .ct ons. 

7. B~dtet. T e bu get es i or t.11e Berelson 
Commi tt e, - h ch, I I!'!"" to d, ;;;..;:;.~;.;;.;....;..;;. r off, ,1a $90,000, 
incluli g conting ci s. T, s bre s d :1 (-Tith lloc tion 
of co ting nc~es proportion 11) a ollow ! 



Mr. u. B. Chen ry .. 
- .> -

3 e tings (Washington 2, 
London 1) 

Honoraria to panel memb rs 

Staff upport and tr vel 
within us · 

Subtotal 

Field Trips 

Total 

i.f y. 9, 1977 

($'000) 

23 

37 

11 

71 

19 

90 

I doubt that fi ld trips will be n ees ary in this case. 
With some further allowance for inflation, a ball-park 
range would be $75,000 to $85,000. This can he refined. 

8. .§;e cific names (Chairman). North ~.merican 
chairman is mainly requ!red for rater as of communi
cation. Ue my have to co. e ck to W hington ev ral 
time; at lea tho should be able to use the telephone. 
H ought not to have had very clos contact with the 
Bank: and he should not be o busy as to pr clud a 
fair &'l"\ount of attention to the job. The list of 
ligibles is r ther short: 

(1) Simon Kuznets 
(2) Gerry Hello'ner 
(3) Erik Thor ck. 

Other possibilities th t have b en m ntion d re Arthur 
Lewis, Dav B llr David Hopper and Jim Tobin. 

9. Sp cific name (member). ~e have canvassed 
all region l program d partment fn arch of possible 
memberg, mainly on the policy ide. The results are a 
bit thin though there are a few interesting possibilities. 

rvyn Weiner is also obtaining sugg stions from E.O.' 
whom h is interviewing anyway for another purpose . The 
lists will b scr ened and consolidated. 

10. I sugge t that we h ve & short meeting with 
those on the di tribution of this note and that, aft r
~ards, you propose a preferred lit of chairmen to 
Mr. McNamara. 

oc: Messrs. Karaosmanoglu, ieiner, van er Tak, Avramovic, 
Leiserson, Dulay, Ahluwali, Ohlin, Grimes 

BBKing:gm 



Su e:rvisor of Externa1Ji1S arc 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr.,M:o 

?rojeet.~arr~tives 

Proj ·cts M. y 9, 1977 

l. In preparing a new edition of th Abstracts o.f 
Current Studies booklet, ,_,e plan to retaJ.n the 's!fghtly 
gre.ater"emphasls placed in last year's v rsion on the 
objeotives and methodology of projects and,. in appro
priate cases, preliminary findings. Thus the current 
format is suhstant.ially the same as last year 1 s, with 
the exception n9·ted in paragraph 3 (b). On this basis 
and following the guidelines oet out below, I would 
accordingly appreciate it if 1ou would pr pare, by 
Monday, June 6, 1977, a narrative on the research 
projeotfs) th~at·you-supervise. Your draft of 3-4 
pages (double spaoecl) should con .ist of a main narra
tive section followed hy three summary sections on 
project responsibility, completion, and published 
r<aports. 

Ca) Narrative _,..,.,. ~--~ 
2. Though coverage ill naturally vary among 
pr.ejects"' th.is seet:ion should deal with the following: 

- The :Project Framewo.rk: Mature of the topic 
being considerea; the approaches taken so 
far and how this research project differs 
from or improves upon them; hew the Bank 
has o far dealt with th problem. For 
resea.rch that evaluates Bank dev lopment 
projects, describe the project in some 
detail. 

Obtfi~t~~e~ an~ ~~ra~: This discuss ion wr~ the one on me.tho<Iology forms t.he major 
pa.rt of the narrative. Bow will t.he study 
be ~seful for Bank policy and operations, 
for policymaking ag.enc.1.es in developing 
countries, anc1 for the development commu
nity moro generally? It would be helpful 
if you aould make explicit why the Bank, 
not a university or $<ml other institu~ 
tion, has undertaken this research. 
Include hera or as a eparate par gra ha 
description of he output(s) expected from 
the project. If the study is carried out 
in phases, describe how th~ curren phaAe 
builds O · earlier ones (e wner ting major 
findings from these earlier pha~e) or lays 
:the grou1dwork for .urt.her analysis. 
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~ethodolos,x: Describ, a ppropriat: 
f atur s of th model or odel structure 
used; b ,, surveys are to b d ign d nd 
carri d out; how differ t portions of the 
re oarch r lat to ch oth r. Avoid 
eq ation, but pl as do not h sit t to 
.1 borate on t chnic 1 as~acts you feel 

ar s ntial for a cl ar unders n ing 
of the project. 

Out2ut of th project (if not covered 
lse,here), and pl~nn d xtensions of th 

work. 

3. The narr ti v s. ould end • i th t re summary 
ections giving information about: 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Respon ibili tx: The name of th Depart.'n nts, 
ank ta · embers, and con ultants involved 

in th project. For col1abor ting r arch 
in titutions, list full n e nd locations 
and sur.im rize th ir co ribution to the 
r rch d sign nd oJecution. In ddition, 
thi y r's ~ection should also indic te 
whether governm nt ministries or other public 
ag ncie are involv d, through awaren and 
approv 1 if not active articipation. 

Completion Oat: The onth and y ar in hich 
the pro3 ct i exp ct d to b co plated. 
Pl s b more p cific than "final report is 

i g prepar d. '' 

R~orts: List the book, occasional Pa rs, 
Staff Working Pa rs, journal articl , nd 
o· r r port th t hav b enc pl. ted and 
are v ilable to th public . Article i ued 
in the 1orld

0

Ban Reprint seri s should be so 
indict • Th report s ould be listed in 

ta.nd rd profession 1 format, ith uthor, 
title, publi hr, d t O- publication, and, 
for journ 1 article, volume number nd 
d te .. For publications in langua<JeS other 
than ngli h, sp cial att ntion may be 
n d d to accents and spelling . 
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An assi tant will b available in early June 
for a limited time to work with you as nece sary to 
revise your drafts. Please, therefore, make sure that 
the drafts reach me no later than Monday, June 6. 
Thank you. 

cc: Mrs. Hughes, iessrs. Duloy, Avraroovic, Hultin, Jaycox, 
Rovani, Willoughby, Yudelman, B. B. King 

Miss Hidalgo-Gato, t iss P ter, Mr . Lowther 
Mr. D. Bahl, Mrs. de Tchihatchef 
Ms. Weaving, Ms. McCarthy (o/a), Mrs. Haziah (o/r) 

OFGrd.mes:gm 
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Mr. A. Karao manoglu 

Benjamin B-. King 

April 28, 1977 

l. To tie e tent that research is succes ful in 
providing new tool for nalyzing or promoting the 
development oroc s, th ulti te b ef'ciaries of 
r se reh ar th developing ountri e sel ve. • Th 
b nefits are o variable and so intangible that they 
defy d cription beyond the. rather platitudinou 
statem nt that better i sight hold ake it po ible 
to ttain development objectives or curely or more 
cheaply orb th~ 

2. To reach the ultimate benefici ries requires 
a chan et of com unica ion and thi is probably the 
least satisfactory spec of r search now bing under
taken. Broadly peaking, there are four possible ,o e 
of communication: 

(. ) 'I'hroug! distillation in hooks (of not 
too teahnie 1 a character), policy 
pap rs, sector papers, peeches and 
the like, which receive ~ide circulation. 

(b) Through communication to operating staff 
of the Bank and tha11ce to their counter
parts in dev loping countriG. 

(c) ~hrouJh communication directly to ev loping 
country organi ation. 

{ d) 'l'hrough communica t!on to th academic world 
as contribution to the more general evolu
tion of tl:..ought. 

3.. For the most part, the Bank Re eareb Program 
ha concentrated on (a) nd (b), sino thereb¥ th 
Bank's compar tive advantage is or likely t:o be 
exploited. I stances of Cc) ar, how ver, far from 
unk own and ay exist in p rallel ith eith~r (a) or 

--

(b). Com:munic tion through (d) is also common, but 
not except in rare cases, s an end in 'tself. Articles 
for th acade ic pr ss are usually byproducts and are a 
useful mean for interchange of ideas. 



Mr. • rao anoglu - 2 - pril 2, 1977 

• A st ted in par graph 2, th communication 
proc e is 1 s than a tisfactory, p rticularly ithi 
the B nk, wber it ought to pr sent the last difficulty. 
Thi is not, p rhaps, th place to elaborate on th' 
opinion, but my own f ling i th t th B nk, a n 
in titution eith r attaches littl ight to 1 teral 
communic tion or at lea t gives that impre ion. 

BBKi ng:gm 



Mrs. n. liughe, &PD 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPO 

Researqh Project §tatus __ ~"')()rt 

April 26, 1977 

l. I would appreciate it if ycu could have the att.aol1ed 
Status Reports completed for each of the res arch projects 
listed below. The information provided should be current as 
of Marcil 31, 1977. To this end l attach whore m3ccs$ary a 
CO":'Y of the March 1977 Commit ont Report printout,. which 
provides a summary and itemization of expanses recorded 
through March. 

2.. •ro ensure effective finaneial supervision of proj11cts 
in the FY.77 research progr m, the compl. ted Status Roports for 
ea.ch of the project listed shoul be sent to this offic (Fl233) 
no later ·than 'fuesday , May 10, and preferably earlier. '!'hank you. 

Attach el'rta 

670-07 
670-68 
671-23 
671-28 

~taff ~~~~ r neseonsiblf; 

B. Balassa 
E. Sneh e 
c. Chung 
A. Scswa.rta 

ec: .-t!ss Hida-lgo-Gato (with attacr1.ments) 



Mr. J. Duloy, DRC 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Research Project Status Repor~ 

April 26, 1977 

1, I would appreciate it if you could have the attached 
Status Reports completed for each of tho r search projects 
li, ted helo. The information provid d should be current as 
of March 31, 1977. To this end I attach where necessary a 
copy of the March 1977 Commitment Report printout, which 
provide a summary and itemization of expens recor<led 
through larch. 

2. To ensure effective fin ncial supervi ion of project 
in the FY77 research program, the completed Statu Reports for 
each of the projects li t·d should be ent to this office(Fl233) 
no 1 ter than Tuesday, May 10, and preferably~ lier. Thank you. 

Project Code Staff Member Project Code Staff Member 
Responsible Resfonsible 

670-01 B. Balassa 671-17 P. Bazall 
670-06 M. Ahluwalia G71-27 G. Pyatt 
670-23 Y. F.h~e 671-29 R. Norton 
670-24 ' . Stoutjesdijk 671-33 M.. Selowsky 
670-73 G. Kutcher/ 671-35 B. Dalassa 

P. Scandizzo 671-36 M. Ahlu alia 
670-83 M. Ahluwalia 671-39 . l\hluwali 
670-86 R. Norton 671-41 M. Ahluwali 
670-87 n. Balassa 671-43 P. Hazell/ 
671-08 M. J\.h.luwalia P. Scandizzo 
671-09 A. Stoutjesdijk 671-45 J. Duloy 

Attachments 

cc: Ms. M. Hidalgo-Gato {with attachments) 

OFGrimcs:tqr 



Mr. M. Hultin, EDP 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Research Project Status Report 

April 26, 1977 

l. I would appreciat~ it if you could have the attached 
Status Reports completed for each of the research projects 
listed below. The information provided should be current as 
of M rch 31, 1977. To this nd I attach where necessary a 
copy of the March 1977 Commitment Report rintout, which 
provides a summary and itemiza~ion of expenses recorded 
through March. 

2. To en ure e ffective financial supervision of projects 
in tho FY77 research program, the -ompleted Status Reports for 
each of th projecto linted should be sent to this office(Fl233) 
no later than Tuesday, May 10, nd pref rably earlier. Thank you. 

~reject Code 

670-78 

Attachments 

Staff Memb r Responsible 

C. Gilpin 

cc: Mr. Gilpin (with attachments) 

OPGri ·ms: tr~ 



Mr. M. Yudelman, AGP 

Orvill F. Gri an, Jr., VPD 

Roso rch Project Status F.eeort 

pril 2, 1977 

1. I ould appr ciate it if you could h V· th attach 
Status Reports compl ted for each of th research proj ct 
listed below. Th information provided should b curr nt a 
of M rch 31, 1977. To this end I ttach wb r neces ary a copy 
of the .I! arch 1977 Co itm nt Raport printout, which provides 
summary and itemization of exp ns record through March. 

2. o en ur ff ctiv fin cial aupervision of projec 
in the FY77 rose rch program, the co~pl ted Statu~ R port for 
each o th projects list d hould bes nt to this office(F1233) 
no later th n Tu aay, lay 10, and pref rably earlier. Thank you. 

Project Codo 

670-89 
671- 2 
671-34 
671-42 
671- 4 

J\ttac mento 

?taff Menlb r Res22nsiLle 

c. Donald on 
A. Egbert 
F . Hots 
A. Egbert/ •• B ruo 
G. Donald on 

cc: Hr. Bruce (with attachments, exc_pt 671-34) 
.. r. Uotcs {with attachment G71-34) 



Mr. c. llarral, TRP 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Hesearch Project Status Re12oz:1;. 

/• (. 

April 25, 1977 

1. I would appreciate it if you could have the attached 
Status R ports completed for each of the rosearch proj cts 
liuted below. The information provided hould he current as 
of rarch 31, 1977. To thi nd I attach where necessary a 
eopy of the .t rch 1977 Commitment eport printout, which 
provides a summar1 and itemization of expens s recorded 
through March. 

2. To ensure effective financial supervision of proj cts 

(_ 

in the FY77 research program, the co pleted Status Reoorts for 
each of the projects li ted should b sent to this office (Fl233) 
no later than rr•uesd.ay, May 10, and preferably earlier. Thank you. 

Project .Code 

670-26 
670-27 
671-14 
671-lS 
671-20 

Attachments 

Staff Member RcsP2nsible 

B. Coukis 
P. Fossberg 
n. Mitchell 
s. aasta/8. Couki~ - -
P.Watson/E.Hollann 

cc: Ms. P. Mose (with attachments) 

OFGri esit.q 



fr. Y. Rov ni, EWJ: 

Orvill F. Gri s, Jr., VPD 

Res rch Project Status Report 

April 25, 1977 

1. I would appreciate it if you could hav the att ch d 
Status Report compl ted for each of th re earc project~ 
li .ted .oelow. The in.for tio provided should e current as 
of ?·~ch 31, 1977. To thi nd I ttach wh re n c ey a 
copy of th 'If rch 1977 commitment R port printout, w. ich 
provid u ary nd it mi2at o of ex n s recorded 
through March., 

2. To onsure eff ctive financi l super.vi·ion o projects 
in th Y77 res arch program, th eo pl tod St tu~ Report for 
each of the ~roj cts li ted hould b ent to thi off c (Fl 33) 
no later than Tu y, y 10, and prefer ly arli r. hank vou. 

Pro;l ct COde 

670-67 
610-76 
671-12 
671-46 

ttachm nt 

Staff 

.... un singhe 
J. arford 
R •. iddl .ton 

iblo 

J. Kal rmatten 

cc: Miss P. Pt r (wit~ ~tt chment} 



!".ir. D. Avramovic, ECD 

Orville F. Gries, Jr., VPD 

R search Project Status Report 

April 25, 1977 

1. I would appr ciate it if you coul the att ched 
Status Reports completed for ch of th rch project 
listed blow. The information provid d should b current a 
of ~arch 31, 1977. To thi nd I attach hr necessary a 
copy of th March 1977 co itm nt Report printout, hich 
provid a umm ry and ite ization of expen9 s record d 
through ! arch. 

2. To nsure eff ctive financial supervision of projects 
in the FY.77 rs arch program, the co pleted Status Report for 
each of tho project list d hould b nt to this offic (Fl233) 
no later th n Tue.day, iay 10, and pref rably earli r. Than~ you. 

Project Code Staff Mernb r ResEo~sible 

670-45 D. ~ azur.idar 
670-70 J. Linn 
670-96 J. Meerman 
671-02 T. King 
671-05 v. Pr kash 
671-06 D. Avramovic 
671-07 L. Westphal 
671-18 J. Linn 

71-19 J. Simmons 
671-2 s. Reutling -r 
671-25 s. Yusuf 
671-26 K. Zachariah 
671-30 L. Squire/S. Boi'.llc 
671-31 R. Sabot 
671-32 L . \·estphal 
671-37 . Renaud 
671-38 D. Chernichovsky/R.Faruqee 
671-40 T. King 
671-47 D. Keare 
671-48 M. Leis_rson 
671-49 D. Jamison 

Attachments 
cc: Mr. Lowthor (with attachment, incl.March co puting expenses) 

Mr. Stoutjesdijk (w/o attachments) 
OFGrimes:tqr 



WORLD BANK / INTERNATI ONAL FINANCE CORPORATI ON 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

FROM : Mats Hultin, Ac ting Director, EDP 

-DATE: April 15, 1977 

SUBJECT: Research ProEosals _A{flY7_/t___:. 

1. Please find attached four research proposals from the Education 
Department, namely: 

(a) Construction Standards and Methods Appropriate for 
Simple Basic Primary and Adult Training Facilities, 

(b) International Study on Retention of Literacy/Numeracy 
Skills Among School Leavers, 

(c) Occupational Structures of Industries, 

(d) Economics of Educational Radio. 

2. The proposed architecture study constitutes an extension of the 
work of a task force in the Education Department dealing with basic educa
tion and the appropriate ways for the Bank to finance such education. The 
request for a specific study on physical f a cilities was made at a Board 
Meeting last February when discussing an education project in East Afr i ca, 
on which occasion we promised to go into some further depth on this specific 
issue. 

3. The study on literacy retention was originally submitted to you 
some three months ago, and the present proposal reflects the amendment in 
the research outline which was requested at that time. Since the last 
discussions on the l iteracy rete ntion proj ect, several internationa l bodies 
have expressed interest in the s econd phas e of the study, and our intention 
is to get in touch with those bodies for preparatio11 of the second phas e 
if the Bank 's Research Connnittee will allocate funds for the first phase as 
now suggested. 

4. The study on occupational structures would provide a new insight 
into our manpower forecasting, which is still the most appropriate tool 
for justification of our projects in education and project-related training. 

5. The study on the economics of educational radio constitutes a 
follow-up to the study on the use of educational radio which has recently 
been completed. 

6. I would appreciate being consulted on the studies before the 
final decis ion if the research funds will not suffice to finance all four 

. proposals. 

MH/hl 



I.. 

Di tribution Below April 5, 1977 

Benjamin B. King, VPD..-., _,- -, 
. .., "''. 

'' '11' 

Guidelines for Submission of Res~a.rch Proposaln 

Pl ,a e fi d attached a set of guidelin s, 
recen~ly r vied, for preparing research proposals for 
consideration by th Research Committe. I would 
appre.cia t yo1:ir ensuring that the e guidelin s reach 
all staff members who are preparing, or might prepare, 
research proposals. Additional copies may be obtained 
from Orv Grims at Ext. 6003. 

Attachments 

Distribution 

DPS, CPS Directors and Division Chiefs 
R~ional Chi f Economists and Program coordinators 

cc : Mr. Lowther, Miss. Hidalgo-Gato, Miss Peter 

OFGrimes:gm 
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Guidelines for Submission of Research Proposals 

A. Introduction 

Projects proposed for consideration by the Research 
Committee should be submitted to the Secretary to the Research 
Committee, Development Policy (Room Fl233, tel. ext. 6003). 
The Secretary will forward those that are suitable for review 
to an ad hoc panel, generally composed of three to six Bank 
staff members with a member of the Research Committee as 
Chairman. With whatever modifications to the proposal result 
from the review panel's deliberations, the proposal and panel 
recommendations are forwarded to the Research Committee for 
consideration at its periodic meetings. 

Submission dates for proposals are given in announce
ments of forthcominq Research Committee meetings that are cir
culated to DPS and CPS Directors and Division Chiefs and Regional 
Chief Economists. Sponsors of research should be aware that 
proposals in final form must reach the Secretary to the Research 
Committee by the submission deadline, to ensure a productive as 
well as reasonably unhurried review. Particularly when the flow 
of proposals is expected to be heavy, it is also useful to 
forward proposals in draft form prior to the deadlines. The 
Research Committee Secretary and Research Adviser can then 
provide assistance on particular aspects of project design and, 
when it appears desirable, arrange for a preliminary meeting 
with the ad hoc panel. 

B. Preparation of Proposals 

A research proposal consists of two sections: 

(1) A narrative describinq the proposed proiect, and 
(2) Cover sheets (attached), which summarize perti

nent proiect data, indicate approval of the 
project by the responsible Division Chief and 
Department Director, and reflect the views of 
other Bank Departments having an interest in 
the study. 

Narrative 

A full explanation of the scope and objectives of the 
proposed research and its technical and organizational feasibi
lity is given in the project narrative. There is no prescribed 
length, but descriptions should be as brief as possible without 
sacrificing clarity. The narrative must be accompanied by a 
summary not exceeding two single spaced pages. 
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Listed below are the topics to be given special 
emphasis in preparation of the project narrative. While 
coverage of these topics, and their order of presentation, will 
naturally vary among projects, research sponsors are strongly 
urged to use the major headings (Objectives and Strategy; 
Design; Organization; Resource Requirements) as the organizing 
framework for their narratives. 

I. OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY 

A. Statement of the general problem to which the research 
is addressed; origin of interest in the problem within 
the Bank 

B. The goals or objectives of the proposed study 

C. The relationship of the study to other current and 
planned research, in the Bank and elsewhere, on the 
same subject 

D. Expected usefulness for Bank operations in projects 
or sectors, country economic analysis, and policy 
formulation; or to planning authorities and others 
in developing countries 

E. The degree to which the study will assist in devel
oping indigenous research capacity in member countries 
(to the extent not covered under Part III.D) 

F. Expected contributions to knowledge of development 
processes, if not described elsewhere 

G. How the intended audience(s) will be served by the 
output of the study 

H. Reasons for the choice of countries to be involved 

II. DESIGN 

A. The analytical framework on which the study is based 

B. The specific research tasks or components 

C. Methodologies to be applied in testing hypotheses; 
the extent to which the theoretical approaches differ 
from or improve upon those of previous studies 

D. Nature and reliability of the data to be used, 
including, if applicable, the design and coverage 
of sample surveys 

E. Nature of the final product or products 
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III. ORGANI ZAT I ON 

A. The work prog ram a nd sequenci ng o f r e search t a sks ; 
possibil.ities for review of progress at inter
mediate stages 

B. Rea sons f or choice o f consulta nts, consulting firms, 
or resea rch i nst i tutes to b e i nvolved. 
Note : A c . v. of t h e ma jor cons ulta nt i dentified 
should be a t tached to the narra t ive . 

C. Coordination among Bank Departments, including the 
potential contribution of a Steering or Advisory 
Group o f interested staff. The Regional operating 
Department(s) whose clearance will be required for 
execution of the study should be identified. Studies 
involving operational travel and other contacts with 
member countries should specify the nature of these 
contacts and indicate the views of the concerned 
operating Departments about them. 

D. Nature and extent of collaboration with research 
institutes in the countries to be involved 

E. Extent of awareness, support, or participation by 
governmental agencies in the countries to be involved, 
and the steps to be taken to crystallize such support. 
Care should be exercised to specify the individuals 
or units (not just ''the Ministry of ..• ") with views 
on the proposed study. 

IV. RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS 

A. Nature of Bank staff contributions and extent of staff 
involvement in the design, implementation, and super
vision of the study. Staff time estimates are summarized 
in Part IV (2) of the submission cover sheets. 

B. An itemized budget, by fiscal year, consistent with 
information supplied in Part IV (1) of the cover sheets. 
The rate per day or per month of consultants' time, per 
diem and air fare estimates for travel, unit rates for 
data processing, and other unit cost estimates should 
be explained for each item. Financial commitments 
from outside agencies, if any, should be described in 
detail. 

Cover Sheets 

The following instructions refer to the line items 
on the form. 
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Part I. Project Identi f ication 

1. Title: Title of research project, to be used 
for reporting purposes. 

2. Department(s) Responsible: The Departme nt (s) in 
which the principal work wi ll be done , and which 
wi l l be responsible f or overall supervision . 

3. Staff Participation: The principal supervisor 
(3.a.) manages the disbursement of project funds 
and, in Status Reports, provides the Research 
Committee Secretariat with an appraisal of 
progress achieved. Frequently, substantive 
responsibilities are also vested in other staff 
members (3.b.). 

4. No. of Contracts: Expected arrangements for 
temporary research assistance, as well as for 
consultants and consulting firms, should be 
included. 

5. Estimated Total Cost: Include the total amount 
currently requested, for all fiscal years (see 
Part IV, 1). If the current request is for the 
first stage of a larger program of research, an 
outline of the financial requirements of later 
stages should be provined in the narrative. 

6. Estimated Total Staff Time Required: The esti
mated weeks of staff time required to complete 
the work for which financing is currently requested 
(see Part IV, 2). 

Part II. Coordination and Approval 

1. Interdepartmental Coordination: Other CPS or DPS 
Departments which deal with the topics addressed 

' 

in the project should be given an opportunity to 
review the proposal and arrive at a judgment about , 
it. Studies involving specific countries or regions 
should also be coordinated with the appropriate 
Regional Program or Projects Departments. Arrange
ments made for liaison with Regional operating 
Departments are specified in Part III, 5. 

The coordinator in each of these Departments indi
cates whether he or she (henceforth: he) supports 
the project as proposed, does not support it, or 
has no objection to using Research Committee funds 
in this manner. If he does not support the project, 
he should submit his reasons in a memorandum to be 
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Part IV. Financial and Staff Resources 

1. Dollar Costs: Estimate the funds which will be 
expended in all fiscal years on the following: 

a. Consultant Fees - All costs incurred by 
contracts with individual consultants, 
consulting firms, and research institutes. 

b. Travel - Include staff and consultant travel, 
as authorized by Bank Travel Requests. Do 
not include travel paid through contractual 
arrangements in (a). 

c. Data Processing - All costs incurred through 
services provided by the Computing Activities 
Department, plus arrangement~ if any, for 
outside data processing. 

d. Other Contractual Services - Temporary research 
assistance, secretarial assistance, editorial 
and printing costs, and others as applicable. 
Do not include the cost of these items paid 
through contractual arrangements in (a). 

e. Contingencies - Though normally not necessary, 
a reserve against unanticipated expenses and 
inflation may in some cases be justified. 

2. Staff Requirements: Show the estimated weeks of 
regular Professional and Assistant staff time 
required, by fiscal year. 
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attached to the proposal. A statement of reasons 
for support is also helpful, particularly as 
reservations may persist about a particular 
aspect of the research design or organization. 

2. Departmental Approval: The Division Chief and 
Director of the sponsoring Department sign the 
form, indicating that the proposal is approved 
for consideration by a review panel and by the 
Research Committee. 

Part III. Implementation 

1. Date Work to Start: The month and year during 
which actual work on the project is to begin. 
This will normally be after preliminary discus
sions have been completed, government approval 
obtained, and a final research design agreed 
upon. 

2. *Date First Draft Expected: Estimated date of 
completion of first draft of final report. 

3. *Date Final Report Expected: Estimated date when 
final report will be available for dissemination. 

*Note: These dates are also included in Status 
Reports, which are prepared at intervals during 
the life of the project. Adjustments in the 
original work schedule, if any, are explained 
in the Status Reports. 

4. Implementation Method: Check the appropriate box 
or boxes and provide corresponding names when 
available. 

5. Proposed Liaison with Operating Departments: 
Indicate the arrangements envisaged (meetings, 
seminars, other consultation) for regular 
contact with operational staff during execution 
of the pro1ect. 

6. Reports Expected in the First Year: List the 
interim or progress reports, inception reports, 
and other papers or reports that are expected to 
be completed during the first year of the project. 

'I 
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Part IV. Financial and Staff Resources 

1. Dollar Costs: Estimate the funds which will be 
expended in all fiscal years on the following: 

a. Consultant Fees - All costs incurred by 
contracts with individual consultants, 
consulting firms, and research institutes. 

b. Travel - Include staff and consultant travel, 
as authorized by Bank Travel Requests. Do 
not include travel paid through contractual 
arrangements in (a). 

c. Data Processing - All costs incurred through 
services provided by the Computing Activities 
Department, plus arrangement~ if any, for 
outside data processing. 

d. Other Contractual Services - Temporary research 
assistance, secretarial assistance, editorial 
and printing costs, and others as applicable. 
Do not include the cost of these items paid 
through contractual arrangements in (a). 

e. Contingencies - Though normally not necessary, 
a reserve against unanticipated expenses and 
inflation may in some cases be justified. 

2. Staff Requirements: Show the estimated weeks of 
regular Professional and Assistant staff time 
required, by fiscal year. 



WORLD BANK RESEARCH PROGRAM 

Project Proposal 

Date o f Submission 

PART I. PROJECT IDENTIFICATION 

1. Tit l e : 

Department(s) Responsible: 3. Staff Participation 
a. Principal Supervisor: 
b. Others Responsible: 

4. No. of Contracts: 5. Estimated Total Cost: 

Total Staff Time Required (weeks): 

rofessional: Assistan t: 

PART II. COORDINATION AND APPROVAL 

1. Interdepartmental Coordination: 

Department Name and Signature 

a, 
b. 

d. 

2 . Departmental Approval: 

Support 
Project 

No 
Objection 

Do not Support 
Project-Comments 
Submitted 

Division Chief (signature) Department Director (signature) 



o. J.J.00 

(4/77) 
Project Proposal Page 2 

PART III. IMPLEMENTATION 

1. Date Work to Start: 2. Date First Draft Expected: 

3. Date Final Report Expected: 
4. Implementation Method: Names: 

a. Bank Staff ............................... / / ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

b. Individual Consultants .•................. / / ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

c. Developing Country Contractor/Institute .. / / ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

d. Developed Country Contractor/Institute ..• ;-----;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

e. Conference or Seminar ........•...•••....• / / ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

5. Proposed Liaison with Operating Departments: 

6~ ~ports Expected in the First Year: 

PART IV. FINANCIAL AND STAFF RESOURCES 

L • D 11 0 ar C t (Et' t d D' b OS s ... s ima e is ursemen t b F' s >Y isca 1 y ear : 
l 
; 

FY FY 
: 

' I Consultant Fees ' ~- i 
i l b. Travel 

I 

l Data Processinq 
i 1 

c. \ i 

I \ 
l 
I 

d. Other Contractual Services I i I 

I ! I 

Contingencies 
l I e. i 

I ' 
l 

Total ; i . Staff Requirements (Estimated staff-weeks bv Fiscal Year 

FY FY FY 

a. · Professional 

b. Assistant 

Total 

: 

After 
FY 

After 
FY 

Total 

I 

j 

I 

Total 
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